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ABSTRACT 

When absorption is accompanied by chemical reaction in the liquid 

:phase, the nature of the gas-liquid equilibrium data is often such that 

a high degree of gas purification may be accomplished in one or a very 

few equilibrium stages. Examples of such absorption systems that were 

considered in this study are the scrubbing of C02 from gas streams 

using hot, catalyzed :potassium carbonate and the scrubbing of HCl from 

gas streams using water. The scrubbing of co2 is important in the 

manufacture of high :purity hydrogen for,:process uses such as the manu

facture of ammonia, and HCl absorption is important in many :processes, 

including a scheme for the reprocessing of enriched reactor fuels which 

has been considered by the AEC. Less commonly used device? for carrying 

out these absorption :processes were considered which had features likely 

to result in high absorption rates and, consequently, high efficiency. 

The implementation of devices with these characteristics might be expected 

to result in considerable savings in investment and/or operating costs · 

when compared to equipment currently used to effect the d~sired 

gas :purifications. 

"' 
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The devices considered were the co-current packed column, open. 

pipe contractors with co-current flow of gas and liquid in the froth and 

annular regimes, and the spray tower. Based on information dealing with 

these devices in the literature and models which were proposed to fill 

gaps in the literature, device sizes nece·ssary to scrub gases of quanti ties 

and' compositions likely to be encountered in industry were calculated. 

Hierarcb,ies of attractiveness of the devices for each of the systems 

studied were determined by assigning relevant cost variables to each 

contractor. It was shown that some of the devices could well be 

attractive in reducing the costs of absorption in the processes con

sidered. 

,., 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Project Motivation 

In the general consideration of separation processes, the 

concept of the 11 equilibrium stage" is frequently invoked as a thermo

dynamic measure of the feasibility of separating a stream of given 

composition into streams with compositions different than the input 

stream. By definition, any single equilibrium stage process is limited 

by the constraint that the compositions of the product streams can at 

best only be in equiiibrium with each other. The desire to obtain 

better separation than that corresponding to equilibrium between the 

produCts necessitates the implementation of devices which will provide 

multiple equilibrium stages. 

For purely physical absorption more than one equilibrium stage 

will commonly be required to effect desired separations of components 

from gas streams. A typical physical absorption process is represented 

by the C02 - H20 system, for which equilibrium data are shown in Fig. 1. 

A counter-current operating line has been drawn which corresponds to 

using an inlet stream of pure water to reduce the co
2 

content of a 

gas stream fromlO% to 1% at 10 atmospheres total pressure and a liquid 

to gas ratio (assumed constant) of twice the minimum. Approximately 

5 equilibrium stages would be required to effect the desired 

separation. 

The absorption of carbon dioxide into water may be contrasted to 

the absorption of co2 into potassium carbonate or HCl into water. In 

both of these cases, absorption is accompanied by chemical reaction in 
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Fig. 1. Solubility of co2 in water at low pressure. 
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liquid phase, according to the equations: 

(C02-K2co
3

) co2(g) = co 
2(soln) 

C02(soln) + K2C03 + H20 

(HC1-H20) HCl(g) = HCl(soln) 

HCl( ) + H 0 = soln 2 

These equations may be generalized as: 

A (soln) 

A(soln) + R = B + C 

H
3
0 + 

= 2KHC0
3 

-+ Cl 

The equilibrium condition of Eq. ( 5) may be represented as 

UCRL-18918 

(1) 

(2) 

( 3) 

(4) 

( 5) 

(6) 

(7) 

where pA is the partial pressure of A in the gas phase, H is a 

·solubility constant and the bracketed term represents a concentration 

variable. The equilibrium state of Eq. (6) may be represented as 

K = [B][C] 
[A][R] 

(8) 

where K is the equilibrium constant, and the bracketed terms represent 

concentration variables. Combining Eqs. (7) and (8), the partial 

pressure of A may be expressed as 
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= [B][C] 
PA HK[R] (9) 

If the concentration of the reagent, R, is large relative to the 

amounts of B and C formed during reaction, implying that the forward 
I 

reaction is pseudo-first order with respect to the sqlute A, Eq. (9) 
I 

implies that the equilibrium curve should be approximately parabolic. 

The equilibrium curves for the co2-K
2

co
3 

and HCl-water systems are shown 

in Figs. 2 and 3. Their shapes confirm the predictions of the preceding 

analysis. 

The shapes of the equilibriuni curves characteristic of absorption 

with chemical reaction in the liquid phase have important implications 

regarding th.e necessity of staging. Possible operating lines are drawn 
. . . . ~ 

·on Figs. 2 ·· aii\1 3, corresponding to using, initially unreacted absorbents 

to reduce the respective gas concentrations from 10% to 1% at liquid to 

gas ratios (assumed constant) equal to twice the minimuni. A total 

pressure of ten atmospheres is assumed for the C02 case, and a total 

pressure of one atmosphere and a constant temperature of 70°F for the 

HCl case. With this choice of parameters, the des.ired separations may 

be accomplished in approximately one equilibrium stage. 
\ . . . 

The analysis of the necessityof staging has, to this.point, 

neglected rate considerations--i.e. , the extent to which equilibrium 

will be approached in a contacting device. The extent of approach to 

equilibrium may be represented by the Murphree stage efficiency, w:titten. 

(in terms of the gas-:phase compositions) as 

.. 
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where Yin and yout are 

solute to be absorbed and 
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(10) 

the inlet and outlet gas compositions of the 

* 
Yout is the gas composition in equilibr:lum 

with the outlet liquid. The rate of mass transfer of solute from the 

gas stream may be written as 

where 

. * 
= SK aP(y - y ) dz 

g 

G =molar gas flow rate, moles/(time) 
m 

K ·= over-all mass-transfer coefficient, moles/(time) 
g 

(unit pressure)(unit area) 

P = total pressure 

(11) 

a = interfacial area per unit volume available for mass transfer 

y = mole fraction of solute in bulk gas 

*. 
y = mole fraction of solute in equilibrium with liquid at 

point in reactor 

z = length coordinate 

S = cross sectional area of contactor. 

The approach of Y to out _-
* 

Yout will depend on the rate of mass 

* transfer, SK aP(y- y ). In the case of absorption with chemical reaction 
g 

in the liquid phase, a gas phase solute must, upon entering the liquid· 

under the impetus of a concentration difference corresponding to the pUrely 

physical solubility of the solute, react with the reagent in the 
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liquid to achieve fUll chemical equilibrium. If the chemical reaction 

is infinitely fast, as is the ionization reaction between HCl and water, 

and the solvent reagent (e.g., water) concentration is iarge relative 

to that.of the solute, the solute will achieve full equilibrium immediately 

upon entering the· liquid phase_. The rate of absorption will effectively 
. ·. '. . ·. - . - . - .. . .. 

be determined by the full concentration difference corresponding to the 

attainment of total equilibrium, rather than that corresponding only to 

the physical solubility of the solute. The p;r-ocess may be treated as 

if it were purely physical absorption, wi"jjh no consideration of the 

actual kinetics necessary. If, on the other hand, the chemical reaction 

rate is finite, as is the case with the reaction of co2 with K2co
3

, 

the solute will not achieve full chemical equilibrium immediately upon 

entering the liquid. The concentration driving forcewill in this case 

be that corresponding only to the physical solubility of the solute. 

Equation (11) implies that for given values of the transport coefficient, 

effective interfacial area and degree of purification desired, the 

vessel length will be increased compared to that calculated if the 

absorpt~on were.· accompanied by an infinitely fast chemical reaction 

with a large excess of dissolved reactant at the gas-liquid interface. 

Conversely, the ~educed concentration driving force relative to the 

change in bulk gas composition desired implies that the stage efficieric:y 

is reduced. This conclusion has been verified by Kohl and Riesenfeld,/ 

who report stage efficiencies for the simultaneous.absorption of co
2 

and H2S into MEA as 15% and 40% respectively, with the greater 

efficiency for H2S absorption corresponding to the faster rate of 

reaction of H2s with MEA. 1 
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Based on equilibrium consideration, then, it is possible 

to carry out absorption with chemical reaction in devices providing one, 
I 

or only a few, equilibrium stages. However, to obtain the capacity and 

degree of separation corresponding to the multiple-stage devices 

currently used for absorption with a finite chemical reaction rate, 

while making few-stage devices competitive in terms of capi;tal and 

operating costs, the efficiency of these devices must be greater than 

those currently used for the process~ 

In recent years, a number of devices and methods of contacting 

have been considered which, by increasing the transport coefficients 

and effective interfacial area, improve absorption efficiency. Many 

of these devices may be particularly applicable to carrying out absorption 

with chemical reaction. 

The shapes of the equilibrium curves, which i~ply that staging 

is unnecessary, also suggest that the over.;..all driving force corresponding 

to co-current flow patterns may be similar to that obtainable with counter-

current flow. This results from a change in the equilibrium partial 

pressure or concentration of the active component along the length of the 

contactor smaller than occurs in the case of physical absorption. In a 

co-current flow scheme, flow rates of the phases are not limited by 

flooding considerations, as in counter-current flow, and much higher 

linear velocities may be brought about, with a great flexibility in 

gas-liquid ratios. The turbulent interfacial conditions obtainable 

with the higher phase velocities act to decrease the resistance of 

each phase to mass transfer, and the mixing that may occur as a result 
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of the turbulenGe will greatly increase the area available for mass 

transfer. These advantages. of increased efficiency must be weighed 

against possibly greater pressure drops du~. to the increased velocities 

necessary.to .be able to accrue the advantages of co~current flow. 

B. Purpose and Scope of Investigation 

The purpose of this investigation was to utilize available 

data to estimate the attractiveness of less-commonly-used devices for 

carrying out specific absorption processes. Although a myriad. of 

devices have b~em proposed for efficient g~s-liqu:i.d contacting, data 

neces~ary for theoretically predicting absorption performance are not 

frequently available. The choice of the . specific contacting schemes 

studied--the co~current pa~ked column, two-phase co.:..currerit flow in 

open pipes and the spray tower~~was based both on the potential attractive-

ness of these devices for c'arrying out efficient mass transfer in stages 

of compact size and on the availability of data potentially useful for 

design purposes. 

The choice of the particular systems studied--the absorption 

of co2 into hot, catalyzed potassium carbonate and HCl into weak 

' . 
hydrochloric acid..,-was based on the potential theoretical and practical 

fruits of the investigation. From a theoretical standpoint, these 

systems represent the extremes of almost complete control of the transfer 

process in either the liquid or the gas phase, and a distinction between 

·a finite and an infinite rate of chemical reaction •. · The difference in 

applicability ~f specific contacting devices· for systems with these ·.;, 
·, 
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distinct characteristics is of interest. From a practical standpoint, 

the systems studied represent gas-cleaning problems.of considerable 

interest in.various processing operations, including a n'limber of 

interest to the AEC. 

For each absorption system studied, separation problems, 

expressed in terms of gas flow rates, compositions and purification 

requirements, were defined by reference to available literature. Process 

operating conditions, physical and chemical properties were similarly 

determined. The necessary absorbent flow rates were determined by 

implicitly setting the efficiency of the absorption devices and assuming 

a concentration of solute in the available absorbent• The effect of 

using multiple stages was considered in light of variables affecting 

·the economics of both the absorber and over-all process. For example; 

a reduced absorbent flow rate associated with multiple stages of 

efficiency comparable to a single stage may have important implications 

regarding stripper-reboiler duties and, ip the case of HCl absorption, 

the production of an acid of commercially valuable strength. With the 

flow rates determined, the size and operating characteristics of specific 

devices were determined. No optimization was attempted, either on an 

over-all process or device basis, but the effect of certain variables, 

such as column diameter, was investigated. The relative attractiveness 

of the various contacting schemes considered was evaluated by comparing 

their investment and operating requirements. 
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II• CARBON DIOXIDE ABSORPTION 

A. · Process Specification 

The most commonly used process to produce hydrogen involves the 

reforming of light hydrocarbons, such as methane, ethane or riaphtha, to 

produce a gas mixture consisting mainly of bydrogen, carbon monoxide, 

.carbon dioxide, nitrogen and unreacted or cracked hydrocarbons. Carbon 

dioxide and carbon monoxide must be removed or converted to produce an 

ammonia synthesis gas with ·a high hydrogen purity. The bulk of the 

carbon monoxide is converted, in a "shift converter", by reaction with 

steam to form carbon ··dioxide~ r The bulk of the -carbon dioxide is removed 

by abso'rption into an alkaline sol vent, after· which the remaining quantities 

of carbon dioxide and monoxide are converted to methane. 

The absorption of Co2 in this purification train is an important 

consideration,in the economics of ammonia production, and. the possible· . . 

savings in capital and/ or operating costs with a more efficii·ent proces"~ 

than currently used deserves. investigation. 2 

In recent years, various modifications of the hot po-tassium 

carbonate process, developedby the U.S. Bureau of Miries in their effort 

to provide a commercially useful Fischer::..T~opsch process, have replaced 

the ethanola:mine absorption pro~ess as the most widely used for_co2 

removal. The unmodified hot potassium carbonate process has been wide~y 

discussed. 3•4•1 One licensed modification-of. the hot carbonate ·proces.s: 
·. ;• 

is the Giammarco-Vetrocoke process,.which uses eii;her small amounts of--

organic catalysts or, more effectively, large amoUnts of inorganic 

catalysts, such as arsenic trioxide, to increase the rate of reaction 

in the liquid phase. 1 
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The· necessity of increasing the catalyzed rate of reaction of 

C02 with potassium carbonate dictates the use of high process temperatures-

although not as high as in the unpromoted hot carbonate process--in spite 

of the decrease in gas solubility with elevation in temperature. Further..: 

more, the existence of high pressure in the synthesis gas process 

stream suggests the use of high pressure in the absorber. As a con-

sequence of these temperature and pressure conditions and the nature 

of the co
2

- carbonate equilibrium relationships, the bulk of the 

absorbent regeneration may be accomplished by flashing the liquid to low 

pressure (about 1 atmosphere). This results in a 30%- 40% saving in 

regeneration costs relative to the amine system, where regeneration must 

be carried out at high temperatures because of equilibrium and solubility 

"d t" 5 cons1 era 1ons. 

The Vetrocoke absorption process has been carried.out commercially 

in counter-current plate or packed columns, despite the low efficiencies 

which have been measured in these devices. 

B. Design Basis 

1. General Consideration 

Many of the parameters significant for design were based on a 

6 
hydrogen plant of the Phillips Petroleum Company discussed by Hyman. 

A schematic diagram of the absorber-stripper combination is shown in 

Fig. 4. The composition of the gas leaving the cold shift converter and 

entering the Vetrocoke absorber was taken from the Phillips flow sheet, 
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with the exception that·the water vapor was neglected and design was 

considered on a dry basis. The outlet C0
2 

specification was altered 

to make the outlet co2 mole fraction approximately 1%, rather than 2% 

as shown for the Phillips process. The higher outlet co
2 

content was 

sufficient in the Phillips case because of the use of an amine absorber 

to purify the Vetrocoke tail gas. All gas flow rates were scaled down 

to yield flow rates corresponding more closely to the ranges of variables 

studied in the available literature dealing with less commonly used 

absorption equipment. A summary of the gas flow rates and compositions 

is given in Table 1. 

To simplify the calculation procedures, the process was assumed 

to be isothermal. Because of the high liquid to gas ratio and the · 

relatively small heat of absorption of co
2

, the error of this assumption 

is probably small compared to other errors involved in the estimate of 

equipment sizes. The temperature was taken to be 150°F, based on the 

inlet gas temperature to the Phillips absorber. 

The average pressure in the contactor was taken to be about 

140 psia, based on the flow sheet range of 140-150 psia. 

The concentration of K
2
co

3 
used for the absorbent is constrained 

by solubility, temperature and conversion relationships, as demonstrated 

by Kohl and Riesenfeld. 1 It was assumed that the effect of dissolved 

catalyst would not significantly alter the conclusions regarding 

solubility obtained for the situation with unpromoted carbonate. For 

example, at 150°F, a 4o%-by-weight solution of K
2
co3 caii only be about 

43% converted to KHC0
3 

before precipitation will occur, while a 25% 
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solution may be. completely converted at this temperature .. Buch and Leitch 7 

have.concluded that 30% equivalent K2co
3 

concentration should be the 

• . . - I max1.mumused, and have observed no appreciable·effect onabsorptive 

capacity from reducing the concentration to- 20%. The carbonate solution 

was thus assumed to be 25% equivalent K2~o3 by.~weight. 
The catalyst was assumed to pe arsenious acid, As(O:H) 3 ~ which 

dissociates to form arsenite ion, the actu,Sl c~talyzing agent. Because 

of the proprietary··nature of the Vetrocoke process, no inform~tion is 

available regarding catalyst strengths used in.commercial absorbers. 

A concentration of 1 gram mole per liter was assumed, based on the 

. . 33 
value used for sample calculations by Danckwerts and Sharma. 

The practical lower limit for the regeneration of carbonate 

4 
solutions is about 2 standard cubic feet of CO/gallon of solution. · 

This was taken as the inlet carbonate concentration.· 

The outlet concentration of carbonate iri a co-current device 
. . ' 

must be such that an adequate driving force toward total equilibrium 

is maintained at the outlet of the contactor. An analysis of the system 

indicates that setting th~ approach to equilibrium, all inlet conditions 

except liquid flow rate -and the degree·of gas purification desired sets 

the liquid flow rate. The outlet li_quid composition was assumed to be 

that which would be in equilibrium with a gas composition equal to half 

the desired outlet C02 mole fraction. This assumption of equilibrium 

approach is arbitrary, and is equivalent to setting the Murphree vapor-

phase efficiency, defined by Eq. (10), to a value dependent only on the 

change in C02 concentration in the gas stream.· 
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Figure 5a depicts a single co-current reactor, assuming a 5 psi 

pressure drop. As a result of the formulation of the problem, the mass 

balance for the system may be determined uniquely without consideration 

of the rate equation. This is not the case for the HCl absorption system 

discussed in Section III. Writing the equations necessary to formulate 

the problem (neglecting those for which a one-to-one correspondence 

between variables and equations exists) : · 

Rate Equation 

L x - L :ic = MSJ.out (Ra) dz 
out ·out in in 

J.n 

t (12) 

Component Mass Balance (only co
2 

is transferred} 

L X - L. x. = - (G y - G y ) out out J.n J.n out out in in 
(13) 

Total Mass Balance 

L. + G. = L + G J.n J.n out out 
(14) 

Specification of Constant Inert Gas Flow 

G. (1 - y. ) = G t(l - y t) J.n J.n . ou ou 
(15) 

Outlet Equilibrium Specification 

= :f(y t,T,P,k ) ou e 
(16) 

tThe rate equation is discussed in Section II-C and Appendix I• 
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wh~re: x,y = weight fractions of C02 in the liquid and gas phase 

L,G = total mass liquid and gas flow rates 

P = total prespure 

T = temperature 

k = variable representing approach to equilibrium of outlet gas 
e 

stream 

R = absorption rate, moles/(time)(area) 

a = effective interfacial area per unit volume 

z = length coordinate 

S = cross sectional area of contactor 

M = molecUlar weight of transferring component. 

The pertinent variables may be itemized as: 

L. L out 1n 

G. G out ;:Ln 

X. X out 1n 

yin yout 

z 

T 

p 

k e 

Sum = 12 

Since there are five independent equations characterizing the system, · 

12- 5 = 7 independent variables must be specified. If, as discussed 

above, we choose P, T, Gin' xin' yin' yout' and k , the system 
e 
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is fully specified, and we may solve for the liquid compositions, flow 

rates and the contactor size. If' we do not consider Eq. (12), the rate 

equation, we are left with 4 equations in ll unknowns, and the same 

seven variables may be specified. Thus, in determining the liquid flow 

rate through the contactor, the result is independent of' the rate equation, 
. . . . I 

and the calculation may be done as if the contactor were a "black box", · 

yielding the necessary.bolindary conditions f'or the rate equation. This 

conclusion is based on,the assumption that the outlet pressure, needed 

to evaluate Eq. (16), is independent of reactor internals. Although this 

will notbe the case, if the pressure drop is only a small fraction of the 

tot'al pressure the error incurred by this ass1.llllpt'ion i's small. 

Rather than calculating ·1. and L t' the·average liquid flow 
~n . ou 

rate was calcUlated for use in design calcUlations. Reference to 

Fig. 5a and Table l shows that the outlet partial pressure of' carbon 

dioxide for a single reactor is (0.0101)(138.7) = 1.40 psia. The outlet 

carbonate concentration in equilibrium.with PCO /2, or 0.7 psia, is 
2 

about 3.0 standard cubic feet of CO/gallon of solution. 38 Since the. 

amount of Co
2 

absorbed is 162.16 pound moles of co2 per hour, or 

61,458.64.SCF of co2 per hoilr, the average solution flow rate is 

61,458.64 gallons per hour. The Murphree stage efficiency is calculatE;!d 

from Eq. ( 10) as 

K~.- = o.o101- 0.1961 x 1.00 = 97. 35%. 
-~ 0.00505 ~ 0.1961 • ~· 
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Table l. Summary of over-all mass balances, co
2 

absorption system. 

Inert Gas Flow· lb moles/hr lb/hr 

co 2.58 72.2 

CH4 10.37 165.9 

N2 5.35 149.8 

H2 675.36 1361.5 

Total 693.66 

A. Single Contactor (Fig. 5a) 

Gas Flow. 

Inlet Outlet 

lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole % lb moles/hr 

C02 169.24 7446.6 19.6 7.08 

Inert 693.66 1749.4 80.4 693.66 

Total 862.90 9196.0 100.0 700.74 

Inlet Liquid Composition = 2.00 SCF of co2/gallon 

Outlet Liquid Composition = 3.00 SCF of co2/gallon 

lb/hr 

311.5 

1749.4 

2060.9 

Mole % 

1.0 

99'.0 

100.0 

Average Liquid Flow Rate = 61,460 gallons/hr = 618,000 lb/hr 

B. Two Contactors (Fig. 5b) 

Gas Flow 

Inlet Inter.;.stage 

lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole % lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole % 

C02 169.24 7446.6 19.6 53.81 2367.6 7.2 

Inert 693.66 1749.4 80.4 693.66 1749.4 92.8 

Total 862.90 9196.0 100.0 747.47 1749.4 100.0 

(continued) 
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Table 1. Continued. 

Outlet 

lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole % 

co 
2 7.08 311.5 1.0 

Inert 693.66 1749.4 99.0 

Total 700.74 2060'.9 100.0 

Inlet Liquid Composition = 2.00 SCF of CO/gallon 

Inter-stage Liquid Composition (X2) = 2.97 SCF of C02/gallen 

Outlet Liquid Composition = 5 .. 37 SCF of CO/ gallon 

Average Liquid Flow Rate = 18,240 gallorts/hr = 183,4:30 lb/hr 

C. Three Contactors (Fig. 5c) 

Gas .Fiow 

Inlet Inter-stage (G.) 
1 

lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole.% lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole % 

co2 169.24 74"46.6 ],9.6 128.92 ' 5672~5 15.7 

Inert 693.66 1749.4 80.4 693.66 l749.4 8.4. 3 •· 

Total 862.90 9196.0 100.0 822.58 ' 7421.9 100.0 

Inter-stage ( G2) Outlet 

lb moles/hr l-b/hr Mole % lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole % 

C02 '44.39 1953.2 6.0 7.08' 311.5 1.0 

Inert 693.66 1749.4 94.0 693.66 1749.4 99.0 

Total 738.05 3702.6 lOO.O 700.74 2060.9 100.0 

Inlet Liquid Composition = 2.00 SCF of CO/gallon 

Inter-stage Liquid Composition (x
3

) = 2.97 SCF of CO/gallon 

Inter-stage-Liquid Composition (x2) = 5.19 SCF of CO/gallon 

Outlet Liquid Composition = _6.25 SCF of co2/gallon 

Average Liquid Flow Rat~ = 14,460 gallons/hr = 145,460 lb/hr. 

~'-"·=·-=,~= ..... --___,_,. ... -=,=============================== 
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2. Multi-staging 

Using multiple stages to carry out a separation feasibly done 

in a single stage will have the benefit of decreasing the amount of 

separating agent required, if the efficiencies of the multiple stages 

are comparable to that of the single stage. For the Vetrocoke absorption 

process, reduced absorbent consumptions would have the economic advantages 

of reducing liquid pumping costs and heating requirements in the carbonate 

regenerator; One way. of staging, while maintaining the advantages of 

co-current flow within the contactors, is to operate multiple co-current 

contactors with counter:....current absorbent flow, as shown in' Fig. 5 b, c. 

The efficiencies of these multiple contactors were implicitely set, as 

in the single contactor case, by assuming that the liquid composition 

out of each contactor was in equilibrium with a gas composition equal to 

half the value of the actual outlet gas composition. Using a digital 

computer with the aid of curve-fitted equilibrium data, an iterative 

procedure was devised to determine the inter-stage gas and liquid 

compositions and the average liquid flow rate. As summarized in Table 

1, the use of two contactors reduces the necessary absorbent flow rate 

by a factor of about 3.4 over the single-contactor case, while the 

decrease with three reactors as compared to one is by a factor of 4.2. 

Based solely on the consumption of separating agent, it appears that 

the approximate optimal number of contactors to use is two, because of 

the large reduction in absorbent flow rate which this ·combination yields. 

The true optimal number of contactors to use can only be determined by 

an economic study accounting for the increased capital and reduced I . 
operating costs in a multi-stage system. 
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Because of the manner of specification of the equilibrium approach, 

the stage efficiency of each of the two multiple contactors is reduced 

in comparison to the single contactor. 

EMV(R-1) = 0.07198 - 0.1961 
X 100 = 77.52% . 0.03599.- 0;1961 

EMv(R-2) 
0.0101 - 0.07198 

X 100 92.45% = 0.00505 - 0.07198 = 

Recall that the efficiency of the.single stage was 97.35%. 

C.· Chemical. and Physical Properties 

The rate equatiQn describing the absorption of C02 into potassium 

carbonate promoted by arsenious acid may be written as 

Ra = 
a(HPy - cb )n. 

1 + aHn 
k a 

g 

where: n = (k2 + D k (OH-') + .·( (. ) :-))1 / 2 em/sec 1 1 OH DlkAs As. OH 20 ' 
2 R = absorption rate, gm moles/em -sec 

. (17) 

2 3 a = interfacial area availab.le for mass transfer, em I em 

H = Henry's law solubility constant, . gm moles/ cm3atm 

P = total pressure, atm 

y = mole fractio~ of solute in bulk gas 

Cb = concentration of dissolved, but unreacted co2 in solution; 

k a 
g 

( 3 
gm moles/em 

= gas phase mass-transfer coefficient, gm moles/sec atm cm3 

k1 = physical liquid phase mass-transfer coefficient, em/sec 
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'2 
D

1 
= diffusivi ty of co

2 
in liquid, em /sec 

~OH = rate constant for consumption of C02 by reaction with 

• hydroxide ions, cm3 I gm mole sec . 

kAs = rate coefficient accounting for arsenite catalysis, cm3/gm 

mole sec. 

A discussion of this expression and the conditions under which it applies 

may·be found in Appendix I. The means of estimating the Henry's law 

solubility of co2 in potassium carbonate is treated in Appendix II. 

A discussion of the chemical equilibrium of the co
2

_K2co
3 

reaction, 

together with equations derived to fit the equilibrium data, is presented 

in Appendix III. The relevant physical properties of the gas and liquid 

are presented 'in Appendix IV. 
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" III. HCl ABSORPTION 

A. Process Specif'ication 

The Atomic Energy Commission has exhibited a considerable amount 

of interest during the last several years in developing more economical 

processes for the recovery of' U-235 from enriched reactor fuels. The 

most important of these fuels consist of 5% to 10% U-235, and small 

amounts. of plutonium, clad :ln Zircaloy-2 (an alloy of high zirconium 

content) or aluminum. 13 A process of this nature has been studied 

~ . . . . 13 14 15 16 17 extensively by the Argonne NatJ.onal Laboratory. · ' ' ' ' · In this 

"Volatility Process", the clad-f'uel, suspended in an inert bed of, 

alumina particles, is reacted with gaseous HCl of the concentration necess-

ary to produce adequate reaction rates .at about 350°C. This produces 

gaseous Zrc14 or AlCl
3 

and solid UC1
3

; After the cladding materials 

have been separated by volatilization, the uranium chloride is reacted 

succ,essi vely with HF, to produce UF4 , and fluorine, to produce UF 6 for 

use in fuel element manufacture. The gaseous Zrc14 or AlCl
3

, after 

having been filtered to remove entrained uc1
3 

solids, may be converted 

to the solid oxide by reaction with steam in a pyrolysis converter, pro-

ducing HCl for recycle. The off-gases are sent to a tower for scrubbing. 

The equations describing the process are (for Zircaloy-2 cladding) 

U-Zr + HCl = ZrCl4(g) + H2 + UC13(s) (18) 

Zrc14 
+ H

2
0 = Zr02(s) + HCl (19) 

UC1
3 

+ HF = UF4 + HCl + H ( 20) . 2 

UF +· 
4 F2 = UF6 ( 21) 
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Because this process has potential utility as a commercial-scale 

re-processing scheme, the consumption of HCl, which is typically used 

with a stoichiometric efficiency of only 30% to 50%, may represent an 

important economic factor. Recycle of HCl of desired purity may be a 

significant step toward improving the economics of this stage of the 

process. A means of obtaining HCl of desired purity is to employ an 

absorber-stripper system in the process stream. A system of this 

nature, which results in the regeneration of HCl of 99% purity, has 

been described in relation to another process.
18 

B. pesign Basis 

1. General COnsiderations 

No detailed information was available regarding the flow rates 

and compositions encountered in HCl absorbers currently used in con-

junction with the Volatility Process. The bases for determining the 

relative amounts of HCl and H2 entering the scrubber were: 

(1) An assumption that the fuel to be processes was 5% U-235 clad in 

Zircaloy-2 (Zr-98.25%; Sb~l-5%; dr-.10%). 

(2) The result reported by the Argonne National Laboratory of a pilot 

plant chlorination of a 13 Kg. sample of Zircalpy-2 in 2.6 hours. 13 

(3) As estimated HCl utilization efficiency of 4o%, based on reported 

efficiencies of 30-56%. 16 ,l3 

(4) As assumption that zrc1
4 

was completely converted to the oxide in the 

pyrolysis converter, limiting the consumption of HCl to that used in the 

formation of UC1
3

. 
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(5) An assumption that the steam in the pyrolysis·reactor is efficiently 

used, leaving the gas entering the absorber saturated with water vapor. 

(Satura.'tion was defined as the equilibrium water vapor pressure of that 

liquid which would be in equilibrium with the mole fra:ction of gaseous 

HCl ent'ering the contactor.) 

It has been reported that HCl of 5-75 volume per cent has been 

used in the process reactor, although lOci% HCl has been used in ~ome 

installations .15 It- was assumed _that the mole fraction of HCl entering 

the scrubber was 0."20, with air as a diluant. 

The scrubber was assumed to operate with an fnlet temperature -

of 30°C. The result of this temperature selection was to insure 
' ' 

' . . ' . 18 
operating tei:nperatur'es in the~ range of commerc1.al 1.nstallat1.ons. 

This temperature would require that the gas leaving the pyrolysis con-

verter be cooled before entering the scrubber. This coUld be done 

economically to provide a substantial amount of the heat required for: 

the stripper reboiler. Pressure was assumed to be atmospheric. 

Based on the preceding assumptions, an estimate of the gas 

flow rate and composition entering the absorber was made. For design 

calculations, the flow rate was scaled up by a factor of 50 to achieve 

a rate corresponding more closely to ranges studied in the literature, and 

in conformity with the desire to estimate conditions likely to be 

encountered in a commercial-scale process. The resultant inlet gas 

flow rate and composition are shown in Tables 2A and 2B. · 

The mole fraction of HCl leaving the absorber was taken to be 

0. OL It was felt that this assumption defined a reasonable separation 

problem~ 



Table 2. Summary of over-all heat and mass balances, HCl absorption system. 

A. Assumption that outlet water vapor is in equilibrium with liquid of outlet composition 

l. Single Contactor 

Inlet Outlet 

lb/moles/hr lb/hr Mole % lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole % 

HCl 30.08 1097.2 20.0 HCl 1.44 52.5 1.0 

H
2
0 1.28 23.1 0.8 H20 23-53 423.5 16.3 

Gas Flow H2 6.02 12.2 4.0 H2 6.03 12.2 4.2 

Air 113.00 3273-7 75-1 Air 113.00 3273.7 78.5 

Total 150.38 4406.2 99-9 Total 144.00 3761.9 100.0 

Inlet Outlet 

Liquid Flow Rate 6911.0 lb/hr 7555.3 lb/hr 

Liquid Composition 5.0 w/o HCl 18.4 w/o HCl 

Temperature 30.0°C 64.9°C 

(continued) 

I 
1\) 
\0 
I 

c: 
0 
!:tl 
1:-i 
I 
I-' 
o:> 
\0 
I-' 
o:> 
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Table 2. · Continued. 

2. Two~contactor case 

a. High-HCl-partial-pressure contactor 

Inlet Outlet 

lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole % lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole oj 

HCl 30.08 1097.2 20.0 HCl 18.69 681.6. 12.8 

H20 1.28 23.1 0.8 H20 8.06. 145.0 5-5 
Gas Flow :H2 6.02 12.2 4.0 H2 6.02 . 12.2 4.1 

Air 113.02 3274.4 75-l Air 113.02 3274.4 77·5 I 
w 

150.40 4406-9 145.79 4113.2 
0 

Total 99-9 Total 99-9 I 

b. Low-HCl-partial-pressure contactor 

Inlet Outiet 

lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole % lb moles/hr lb/hr ~. Mole % 

HCl 18.69 681.6 13.4 HCl 1.37 50.1 1.0 

H20 1.31. 
r 

23.6 0.9 H20 16.84 302.8 12.3 

Gas Flow H2 6.02 12.2 4.3 H2 6.02 •12.2 4.4 

Air 113.02 3274.4 81.3 Air 113.02 3274.4 82.3 
g 
!:0 
t"' 
I 

Total 139-04 3991.8 99-9 Total 137.23 3639.5 100.0 1--' 
CX> 
\0 
1--' 

(continued:) 
CX> 

.. 
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Table 2. Continued. 

Inlet Interstage Outlet 

Liquid Flow Rate 3703.7 lb/hr 4055·9 lb/hr 4349.8 lb/hr 

Liquid Composition 5.0 w/o HCl 20.1 w/o HCl 28.3 w/o HCl 

Temperature 30.0°C 59.4°C 53.0°C 

B. Assumption that outlet water vapor is in equilibrium with liquid in equilibrium with outlet 

HCl gas composition. 

l. Single Contactor 

Inlet Outlet 

lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole % lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole % 

HCl 30.08 1097.2 20.0 HCl 1.43 52.2 l.O 

H20 1.28 23.1 o.8 H20 . 22.68 408.2 15.8 

Gas Flow H2 6.02 12.2 4.0 H2 6.02 12.2 4.2 

Air 113.00 3273·7 75.1 Air 113.00 3273·7 78.9 
-- -- -

Total 150.38 4406.2 99.9 Total 143.13 3746.3 99.9 

Inlet Outlet 

Liquid Flow Rate 7008.0 lb/hr 7667.9 lb/hr 

Liquid Composition 5.0 w/o HCl 18.2 w/o HCl 

_Temperature 30.0°C 65.8°C 

(cent inued) 

I 
w 
I-' 
I 

c:: 
0 
~ 
t:-1 
I 

I-' 
CP 
\0 
I-' 
CP 



Table 2. Continued 

2 .. Two-contactor case 

·a. High-HCl-partial-p~essure contactor 

Inlet Outlet 

lb moles/hr lbLhr Mole % lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole % 

HCl 30~08 1097.2 20.0 ' HCl 18.62 679.0 12.8 

H20 1.28 23.1 o.8 H 0 2 7.64 137.5 5.3 

Gas Flow H2 6.02 12.2 4.0 H2 6.02 12.2 4.1 

Air 113.02 3274.4 75.1 Air 113.02 3274.4 77.8 
I 

4406.9 
w 

Total 150.41 99·9 Total 145.30 4103.1 100.0 1\) 
I 

b. Low-HCl-partial-pressure contactor 

Inlet Outlet 

lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole % · lb moles/hr .lb/hr· Mole % 

HCl 18.62 679.0 13.4 HCl 1.37 49.9 1.0 

H20 1.31 . 23.8 0.9 H20 16.27 292.8 11.9 

H2 6.02 12.2 4.3 H2 6.02 12.2 4.4 

Air 113.02 3274.4 81.3 Air 113.02 3274.4 82.7 c::: 
a 
~ 
t"i 

Total 138.97 3989.4 99·9 Total 136.68 . 3629.3 100.0 I 
1-' 
CX> 
'-.0 
1-' 
CX> 

(continued) 

... ,, 



Liquid Flow Rate . 

Liquid Composition 

Temperature 

Table 2 •. Continued 

3879.7 lb/hr 4086.8 lb/hr' 

5;0 w/o HCl 20.0 w/o HCl 

30.0°C 60.5°C 

4390~7 lb/hr · 

28.1 w/o HCl 

54.4°C 

I 
w 
w 
I .. 

c::: 
0. 

~ 
I 

1-' 
CP 
\() 
1-' 
CP 
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The absorbent was HCl solution, with an assumed inlet concentration 

of 5% by weight. 

Since the heat of absorption of HCl into water or weakHCl 

solutions is relatively large (about 420 calories/gm), devices used to 

effect HCl absorption must provide a means of dissipatin-g heat•j The 

three conventional ways of doing this are: 

(1) The continuous removal of the heat by the circulation of a cooling 

fluid around the absorption device. This results in a nearly isothermal 

operation. 

( 2) Cooling the. liquid leaving the absorpti'on device by external 

exchangers, and returning this liquid to the device or a device in 

series with it. 

· ( 3) Allowing the cooling to be effected by the evaporation of sol vent, 

which will occur if the absorbent, like water, has a high vapor pressure 

and the heat of absorption is large. This results in nearly adiabatic .· 

operation. 

The currently used cooled absorbers are tubular falling film 

absorbers, in which gas and liquid are contacted either co-currently 

or .counter-currently in banks of tubes jacketed by cooling water. To 

effect complete absorption; a packed tails tower is often added to the 

t 18,19,26 sys em. 1 . 
. I 

Adiabatic absorbers, which have usually been packed colilmns, haye 

frequently been used, particularly when 'a substantial amount of inerts is 

present in the gas stream. 26 ,67,68 
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The actual situation in HCl absorption is somewhere between 

the extremes of purely adiabatic and purely isothermal operation, 

regardless of the method of contacting. The calculation of the devices 

was selected to be on the basis of adiabatic operation. This choice 

is more suitable for co-current than counter-current HCl absorption. 

The gas and liquid conditions in counter-current absorbers may result 

in a temperature peak which must be eliminated by cooling for efficient 

operation.
28 

No such peaking will occur in co-current absorption. The 

choice of adiabatic operation simplifies the calculation procedures by 

making the consideration of heat transfer through the absorber walls 

unnecessary. However, the changing nature of the gas-liquid equilibrium 

curves with temperature must be more carefully considered than in the 

cooled-absorber case. 

2. Heat and Mass Balances 

Obtaining over-all mass and heat balances for the case of · 

adiabatic absorption necessitates accounting for the HCl absorbed, 

the concomitant heat of absorption, the water vaporized as a result 

of this heat and the changes in temperature of the liquid and gas phases 

associated with these compensating effects. At any point in a contactor, 

the heat liberated by absorption must be equal to the sum of the hea~ 

consumed by vaporization and the heat transferred from the liquid 

to the gas phase. These quantities, in turn, depend on the rate of 

absorption of HCl, the rate of vaporization of water and the inter

facial heat-transfer coefficient. The resistances to these transfer 

processes are characteristic of the particular devices in which the 

simultaneous mass and heat transfer is occurring. 
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A simplification was made by assuming that the gas and liq_uid 

phases enterthe absorber at the same temperature, and that the heat

transfer coefficients for the devices to be considered are of sufficiently 

large magnitud~ to justify assuming perfect heat transfer between phases. 
. .· 26 . .. 

According to the calculations of Norman, The error incurred by the 

latter assumption is probably.small. Even with this assumption, it is 
. . ', 

not possible to specify.all inlet conditions and the gas outlet conditions 

independently in order to: solve for the solution flow rates. This fact 

can be seen by itemizing the eq_uations specifying the process. Constant 

pressure and mass-transfer coefficients were assumed. 

Over-all Mass Balance 

L. + G. = L + G 
~n ~n out out 

(22) 

HCl Mass Balances 

( LxHCl) out, ( L~Cl) in (23) 

H20 Mass Balances 

(26): 

\ 



.. 
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Specification of Constant Inert Flow 

(27) 

Equilibriwn Relationships 

* YHCl = f(x 
HCl, 

T) (28) 

* YH 0 = f(xHCl, T) 
2 

(29) 

Heat Balance 

+(G. - G')H (yH.Cl,T). + G'(H '(T) t- H '(T).) = 0 (30) ln · g ln g . ou g ln 

Specification of Outlet Equilibriwn Approach 

(31) 

where: L = total mass liquid flow rate 

G = total mass gas flow rate 

G' = mass flow rate of gaseous inerts 

xHCl = weight fraction of HCl in the liquid 

y. =mass or mole fraction of component i in the gas, with 
l 

units to keep equations dimensionally consistant 

K a. =mass transfer coefficient of component i, moles/(time) 
g l 

(volwne)(pressure) 

S = cross sectional area of absorber 

P = total pressure 
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M. = molecular weight of species i J. 

z = length coordinate of ccntactor 
-

H
1 

liquid enthalpy per unit mass 

H - inert free·· gas enthalpy per unit mass 
g 

H ' - inert gas enthalpy per unit mass 
g 

UCRL-18918 

* yi =mole fraction of component i in,equilibrium with liquid 

of composition ~Cl" 

The variables ma;y be itemized as 

1. 1 J.n out 

G. G. 
J.n .out 

YHcl,in YHCl;out 

YH
2
0,in y H2o,out 

* * ' 
YHCl YH 0 

2 

xHCl,in X HCl,out 

T. T out J.n 

G' p 

k z e 

Sum = 18 
.:.·· 

Since the number of variables is 18., the the number of 
L 

independent equations.which have been written to specify the process is 

10, · the numbe;r of variables which must be set to determine a unique 

solution to the set of·equations is8. Based on'process considerations, 
. . 

the 8 variables which could be logically set w&e: · P, G. , x.. · ·. J.n HCl,in' 
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and k . 
e 

Since neither 

UCRL-18918 

G out nor 

YH 0 were set, it is impossible to solve for the necessary absorbent 
2 

flow rate without consideration of Eqs. (24) and (26)--the rate equations. 

This conclusion contrasts with the result of the analysis of the co
2 

absorption system, in Section II-B-1. The complete specification of the 

heat and material balances in this case involves a trial and error 

calculations, iterating on the dependent variables L and T until the 

solution set is satisfied. Because of the non-analytical nature of the 

integrals in Eqs. (24) and (26), each trial must incorporate a numerical 

integration procedure. 

To minimize the difficulty of this calculation and to permit 

calculation for cases in which a complete knowledge of the transport 

coefficients was not available, another method was used to estimate the 

values of the liquid flow rates. If th~ contactor were considered a 

"black box", the process would be spe~if'ied by Eqs. ( 22), ( 23), ( 25), 

(27), (30) and (31). The number of variables in this set of equations is 

15, so that the number of variables which must be set independently is 

now 9. If the additional variable, or relationship, set specifies 

the water vapor content at the contactor outlet, the dependent variables, 

including the liquid flow rate, may be solved for by a simple iteration 

on the dependent variable T t• ou 

I 

·, . ..._,.; 
The assumption· made la.t. t,he outlet was 

that that the gas was saturated with water vapor--i.e., the water vapor 

mole fraction in the outlet gas was either in equilibrium with the outlet 

liquid or in equilibrium with a liquid composition in equilibrium with 

the outlet gas phase HCl composition. The choice of the definition of 

saturation to use depended on considerations of the mass-transfer 
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mechanisms associated with specific devices, and the effect of the choice 
-X: 

on the resuits was· only slight. Figure 7 shows the concentration 

profiles in a co-current packed column, calculated using Eqs. (24) and 

_(26) with boundary conditions determin~d from the "black box" mass 

balance, with the assumption that the outlet water vapor was in· equilibrium 

with the outlet absorbent. The assumption of saturation of water vapor 

at the outlet is seen to be quite good, as measured by the approach of 

* 
YH 0 

2 
to YH a· 

.2 
The reasons for the.validity of this assumption are: ,. 

(1) The inlet gas· was assumed to be saturated with water vapor. 

(2) K ~- · was large enough to insure enough transfer of water to 
g 1i20 

maintain a saturated condition at the outlet. · 

* (3) yH 0 decreases with increasing HCl con'c~ntration, but increases with 
2 . . . ··. . 

temperature. In situations where the liquid HCl concentration is 

increasing more rapidly than the temperature, such as near the ends of the 

co-current contactors, the former effect may·predominate, resulting 

* in a closer approach of yH 0 to yH 0 than had occurred at intermediate 
2 .2. 

points in the contactor. 

Over-all heat and material balances were calculated for a single 

reactor and for two reactors with interstage cooling, as shown in 

Fig .. 6. The two-stage situation was considered because of: 

(1) The potential savings in operating costs which might result from·. 

lower absorbent flow rates. 

(2) The desirability, for marlY processes, of producing liquid HCl 

of a greater concentration than can be made in a single stage. 
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R-1 R-2 

I 

Tl = Tl 
xz 

XBL 695-576 · 

Fig. 6. Staged HC1 contactors. 
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The implementation of heat exchangers in the two-stage case is 

necessary, because of the assumption that ~11 streams enter and leave 

the contactors at the same temperature. The positions of these.heat 

exchangers is, however, not unique. Referring to Fig. 6, it can be 

seen that if only Tl is to be specified~ E-1 must beprovided; if only 

Tl I is to be specified, only E-2 need be provided; if ·both Tl and Tl I 

are to be specified, both exchangers must be provided. BothE-l.and 

E-2 were provided, to enable the specification Tl' = Tl. 

The algorithm for solving the two-contactor case, which is 

directly analogous to the solution procedurefor the single-contactor 

case, is presented in AppendixV. The res1,1lts of the.computer solution 

are shown in. Tables 2A and 2B. The use of . two contactors reduces the·· 

necessary absorbent flow rate by a factor of 1.9, and results in the 

outlet HCl solution having a concentration of about 28% by weight, as 

opposed to about 18% with a single contactor. The deCision of the num"Qer 

of contactors to use must be based on the increased capital costs 

involved in a multiple contactor .system, including both the contactors 

and heat exchangers, the reduced absorbent pumping and supply require-'' 

ments and the advantages of producing HCl of a concentration higher.than 

obtainable with a single stage. 

TheMurphree-stage efficiency may be calculated using Eq. (lOf, 

since the specification of the outlet approach to equilibrium was assum·ed, 
. ':: 

as in the C02 absorption case, to be such that the outlet liquid was·in 

equilibrium with a gas-phase mole fraction i,of HCl equal to half th~ 

actual outlet HCl mole fraction. The stage 'efficiencies fot the single, 
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high-HCl-partial-pressure and low-HCl-partial-pressure contactors 

were 97.5%, 53% and 96.9% respectively. 

C. Chemical and Physical Properties 

The reaction of HCl with water to produce an ionized acid may be 

regarded as infinitely fast and reversible, with no water depletion at 

the interface.
1

' 61 From a mass-transfer standpoint, this implies that 

no distinction is necessary between physical solubility and total 

equilibrium, so that the actual kinetics of the chemical reaction need 

not be considered in designing absorption equipment. It also implies 

that no distinction between a physical and "chemical" mass-transfer 

coefficient need be made. The rate equation may be written as 

(32) 

where R has units of moles/time area, a, the effective interfacial 

area, has units of area/volume and all other units are defined consistently 

with Eq. ( 24) • 

A discussion of the equilibrium of the HCl-water system is 

presented in Appendix VI. Enthalpy data are discussed in Appendix 

VII.· Physical properties are presented in Appendix VIII. 
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IV. DISCUSSION .AND DESIGN OF ABSORPTION DEVICES 

A. Co-current Packed Column 

1. General Consideration 

Absorption iri conventional counter-current packed columns, with 

. a down-f'low of' liquid du~ to gravity and an u~f'lo'w of': gas due to an 

imposed pressure gradient, suffers from a hydrodynamic.limitation on the 

gas and liquid flows which constrains the gas velocity to a magnitude 

below that whi.ch produces flooding in the column. This disadvantage 

m~ be.overcome by introducing both phases at the top of the packed 

column and alloW'ing the phases to flow co-curren,tly under· the combined 

forces ofgravity and imposed pressure gradient. The only constraint 

on flows ' up to the .limit of' choked flow' is the available pumping 

power. This implies that the phase turbulence •' and' :Qence' the effective 

interfacial area an.cf'transport coefficients, can ?e much greater than in 

a counter-current packed colUlllil·. 

Riess
20 

has presented a summary of .. the limited amount. of data 

available in the literature dealing with co-current gas-liquid downflow 

in packed beds, including references useful for analysis of. pressure 

deop, liquid'holdup, liquid distribution and mass transfer. 

a. Liquid, distribution. ' The pressUre drop a:nd .re~istance to 

mass tran.sfer in a co.:.current packed column are functions of the liquid 

distribution within the column. 
' 21 . . . 

Larkins, ~ al. have characterized 

four types of flow pattern--homogenous; transition, slug_ and close slugs; 

or blur'"'-which mS\Y be observed by increasing the gas rate from a zero 

value while maintaining a constant liquid rate. At_low gas rates, the 

~: 
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flow in the. column is uniform, with the liquid clinging to the packing 

particles in a film of a thickness which decreases with increasing gas 

rate. As the gas rate is increased, the liquid distribution at the top 

of the column will remain uniform) while the material at the bottom of the 

column will exhibit a "slugging" flow, with observable plugs of higher 

density material moving through the column: As the gas rate is increased 

further~ the slugging phenomenon will occur in the whole column) and 

at the highest gas rates, these slugs will appear to blur together, 

producing a wavy, or quivering, appearance in the column. At the highest 

gas rates , the liquid film on the packing surface is very thin) and the. 

voids are .filled with a heavy liquid mist. 

22 Wen, et al., have observed a decrease in the height of the 

transfer unit, defined,equivalently to the length of the transfer unit, 

as in Eq. (98) and (99) below, with increasing gas rate. This results 

from the increase in interfacial area corresponding to the turbulence 

associated with the flow patterns at higher gas rates. However, a channel-

ing effect was noticed when the liquid rate was in~reased at constant 

gas rate. This channeling was found to increase the height of the trans

fer unit) due to the effects 'of reducing the phase turbulence and decreasing 

the area available for mass transfer, and was found to be more pronounced 

at higher gas rates. Riess20 observed that, above a certain liquid 

rate, liquid distribution improves with increased liquid rate, and 

suggested that an increasing height of a transfer unit with increasing 

liquid rate will only occur under conditions where the actual wetting 

area of the packing is important--i.e., at lower values of the liquid 

flow rate than are likely to be encountered in industrial equipment. 
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21 Larkins, et al., have observed that the transitions in flow 

regimes do not produce any significant change in the functional 

relationship between flow rate and pressure drop. Th~ exception to this 

occurs with foaming systems, in which the. colUinl1· will tend to fill and 

empty of foam, .creating pressure surges of ± 40% .from the average. 
! 

b. Pressure drop and liquid holdup. Data oii pressure drop and 

liquid holdup for two~phase flow in packed beds were correlated by 

L k . t 1 21 ' b" . h b ar lns; ~~-, com lnlng t e analysis used y Lockhart and 

Martinelli 23 for two-phase pressure drop ,in open pipes with the single-
' . ' ' . 24 

phase press'ure drop correlation developed by Ergun. The pressure 

drop in each phase is calculated as if it were flowing alone by the 

Ergun equation: 

D Vp 

where: Re = ~(lp- s) 

2 
a. Re + B Re (33) 

D = equivalent spherical particle diameter of the packing 
p 

= 6(1 - s)/a , ft 
' 0 

£ = packing void fraction . ' 

a.,B = constants dependent on type and manner of packing 

ft = single-phase pressure drop, lb/ft
2
ft 

gc = 32.17 l_bm ft/lbfsec
2 

~ = viscosity, lb/ft sec 

-1 
a = packing surface area/~it volume, ft 
0· 

P =density, lb/ft3. 
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Defining the two-phase parameter X= [(LlP/b.L)1/(.6.P/AL)gJ
112 , 

the two-phase pressure drop is calculated as: 

0.416 = 2 
(log10 X) + 0.666 

(34) 

. The liquid holdup; defined as the fraction of the column occupied 

by th~ liquid at a given instant, is correlated by: 

. . 2 
log10 Rl = - 0.774 + 0.525 log10 X - 0~109 (log10 x) . (35) 

The accuracy of these correlations was claimed to be within a 

13% standard deviation for pressure drop and 16% for liquid holdup. 

c. Mass transfer. Calderbank and Moo-Young25 have shown how 

a mean velocity component for isotropic turbulence may be defined in 

terms of the energy dissipation per unit volume associated with 

turbulent eddies. Given this ~elocity, a Reynolds number may be defined 

and, since .the gas and liquid phase transport coefficients have been 

empirically shown to be related to the Reynolds number, the coefficients 

kl and k may be related to the energy dissipation per unit volume. 
g 

For a single-phase system in a packed column, energy dissipation 

may be related to pressure drop by: 

(Power) ~PG 
,,_>.;;;....;:;...;.;...::.;~= 

"(volume) M,pe; 
(36) 
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Where G is the mass flow rate !3,nd the other units are 

consistently defined. Kinetic energy, heat input, shaft work and density 

head have been neglecte.d in writing this form of the energy balance. 

where: 

R. 20 h d f" d ·d·f· d d. · · t· b · J.ess as e J.ne a mo l. l.e energy · l.ssl.pa J.On · y 

E = V (6.P/6.L)t g g p 

El = V.l (b.P/ 6.1) tp 

vl = superficial liq_uid velocity, ft/sec 

V = superficial gas velocity, ft/sec. 
g 

,( 37) 

(38) 

E ,E
1 

= energy dissipation per unit volume associated with. t·he gas and 
g. 

. . 3 
liq_uid phases; ft lbf/ft sec.· 

Liq_uid and gas phase mass-transfer coefficients were correlated 

by 

where: 

k1a 

k a c 

ka 
1 

k a 
c 

= 0.12 

= 2.0 + 

-1 = sec 

-1 = sec 

El/2 
1. 

For 

o;91 E213 
g 

02 desorption . at 77°F . ( 39) 
o' 

For NH. 
3 

absorption at 70°F. (40) 

These eq_uations correlate Riess' data towithin .25%. To convert the 

gas-phase mass-transfer coefficient k a .to the more useful coefficient 
c 

k a, the following 
g 

relation maY: be U:sed. 35 

k a 
kg a = . ~T ( 453.59) ( 3600) (41) 
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where: k a = gm moles/ft 3 atm hr g 

R = gas constant, 1.314 atm ft3/lb mole °K 

T = system temperature, oK. 

The Riess correlations, together with the pressure-drop correlations 

of Larkins, et al. , were used to predict ·. k
1 

a and k a 
g 

current packed columns in this study. The values of k1a 

for the co-

and k a 
g 

obtained from the correlations are valid only for oxygen desorption and 

ammonia absorption at the specified temperatures and pressure (one 

atmosphere), and must be corrected for differences in system temperature, 

pressure and physical properties. 

For liquid-phase resistance to mass transfer in gas-liquid 

counter-current flow in packed beds, Norman26 reports that experimental 

mass-transfer measurements may be correlated by -

(42) 

where <P and n are characteristic of the packing. For .1" rings, 

which were arbitrarily selected for the columns of this study Nbrman 

reports that n = 0.22. 

Equation (42) was assumed to be satisfactory for adjusting the 

value of k
1

a in a co-current packed column for physical properties at 

constant temperature. The Schmidt group is a strong function of temper-

· ature. This temperature dependence was taken to be of the .form: 

(43) 

as reported by Vivian and King for counter-current packed columns. 27 
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Thus, k1a may b~ corrected f'or physicaJ. properties, at constant 

temperatlire, and f'or temperature by 

0.02T 
e 

or, neglecting the eff'ects oro-superficial velocity · 

~. ·n· o • 5 o. 28 -'O • 28 o . 02T 
},{i_a 1 pl .lll e . 

Various correlations·describingthe dependence of k 
g 

( 44,) 

(45) 

on physical 

properties and pressure in counter-current packed·columns. have been 

·; d . p 28 summar1. ze 1.n erry. · ·. Based on the resUlts·of Gamson, Thodos and 

. . 29 . . 30 • 1 ' b Hougen and Taecker and Hougen, the following dimens1.onal resu t cal! e 
. . 

written to describe the effects of physicaJ. properties.and pressure at 

constant temperature. 

(46) 

It was assumed that thi.s functionality was valid for co-current 

packed columns, and that the f'ormof' the relationship was independent 

of' interfacial area. 

Reuss, et·a1. 31 have reported the temperature dependence of' k a 
g 

in ·co-current f'roth f'low in open pipe·s to be 

k a~ e(-O.Ql±0.002)T {~ = oc) 
g 

(47) 

.. 
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The data bf Dwyer and Dodge32 for counter-current packed columns indicated 

the relationship 

k a~ e-0.013T (T = oc) 
g 

(48) 

An average of the temperature coefficients determined from these 

investigations was used to relate 

k a ~ e-O.Oll5T (T = oc} 
g 

k a to temperature by 
g 

(49) 

The. correction of k a for temperature and for pressure and 
g 

physical properties, at constant temperature, may be summarized as 

-2/3 -0.41 

k a-~ ( ~) -( ~ ) e-0.0115T p-1 
g .. pg g )Jg 

(50) 

A summary of the physical properties used to correct the co2 and HCl 

absorption coeffic'ients from values obtained for ammonia absorption and 

oxygen desorption data is presented in Appendix IX. 

The selection of the column diameter to be used was limited by 

the range of superficial velocities .for which the Riess correlation 

was applicable. Riess' data covered values of V from 1-20ft/sec, 
g 

and v1 from 0 to 1 ft/sec, although the ;lowest non-zero value of v1 

was 0.141 ft/sec. Extrapolation to lower values of v
1 

is particularly 

precarious because of _the possibilities of entering the channelling 

22 
.regimes noted by Wen, et al. 
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2. HCl - Water System 

a. Design considerations. Equations (24) and (26) represent 

the r~te equations describing the absorption of HCl and the simultaneous 

vaporization.of water. Since nearly all of the resistance to mass tr~nsfer 

is in the gas phase, the .over~all coefficient., K a, was assumed equal to . . g 

the gas-phase coefficient, k a. Using the addition-of-,.resistances 
g 

concept; 34 -this assumption was shown to be valid. 

The two-:phase pressure' drop and the mass ,-transfer coefficient for 

HCl absorption were calculated by the methods outlined in Section IV-A-1. 

The packing was assumed to be 1 u stacked ring¥>., for which the Ergun constants 

( ) 20 necessary to evaluate Eq. 33 are 

£ = 0.787 

D = 0.0147 ft p 

a = 129.0 
.'l. 

B ='0.117 ·• 

The value of a
0

, the surface area per unit volume of packing is 

47.8 ft2/ft3 . 

The mass-transfer coefficient for water vaporization was related 

to the coefficient for HCl absorption by 

= kga._Cl (D /D . )2/3 
li gH O . gHCl 

2 

(51} 

This relationship implies that the difference in resistance to mass transf~r 
: ~~ 

. of two species in a gas phase of given mixture density and viscosity is · 

solely due to different diffusivities of the components, and is consistent 
·o'l 

with Eq. ( 46) . 

' I I 

•. 

'' 
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Because of the gas and liquid flow rates encountered for HCl 

absorption (i.e., low ,L/G), it was impossible to choose a column diameter 

such that the superficial flow velocities would be complete~ with the 
', 20 

range of Riess' data. A diameter of 0.888 feet, felt tb yield flow 

velocities sufficiently near the Riess range, was selected for the 

multiple-contactor calculation, and the effect of column diameter was 

considered by using a few different diameters for the single-contactor 

calculation. 

b. Calculation. Using initial liquid flow rates determined from 

the mass-and heat-balance calculations described in Section III-B-2, 

with the assumptionthat the outlet water-vapor partial pressure was in 

equilibrium.with the outlet liquid composition, the set of design 

equations was.numerically integrated. The transport coefficients were 

calculated from the flow rates, physical properties and pressure drop at 

each stage of the step-wise integration. The fourth~rder Runge-,.Kutta 

integration technique that was used is described in Appendix X. The 

performance of the method was evaluated by varying the step size. 

Satisfactory convergence was obtained by choosing an initial step size 

of 0.05 feet. 

c. Observations. The results of the calculations for the single-

and two-contactor cases are presented in Table 3. Figm:e 7 shows con-

centration ,and temperature profiles for a single-contactor (D = 0. 888 

feet) case, as a function of column length. As observed in Section III-B

2, the concentration profiles for YH 0 
2 

and * YH 0 
2 

indicate that the 

assumption, used to determine the initial absorbent flow rates, of 



. Table· 3. HCl absorption in co-current packed columns . 
-

A. Single colUmn case 

Inlet 

lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole %. 

HCl 30.08 1097.2 20.0 HCl 

H20 1.28 23.1 o.8 H20 

Gas Flow H2' 6.02 
' 

12.2 4.0 H2 
Air 113.00 3273.7 75.1 Air 

-- --
Total 150.38 4406.2 99.9 Total 

Inlet Out-let 

6911.0 7560.0 Liquid Flow Rate 

Liquid Composition 

Temperature 

5.0 w/o HCl 18.4 w/o HCl 

30.0°C 65.5°C 

., 

Outlet 

lb moles/hr lb/hr 

1.40 51.1 

23.36 420.4 

6.02 12.2 

113.00 3273.7 

143.78. 3757.4 

Mole% 

' 
1.0 

16.3 

4.2 

78.7 

100.2 

(continued} 
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Table 3. Continued. 

Diameter = 0.5 ft Diameter = 0.888 ft 

Inlet' Outlet Inlet Outlet 

vl 0.15 ft/s 0.16 ft/s 0.048 ft/s 0. 052 ft/s 

v 84.4 ft/s 90.3 ft/s 26.7 ft/s 28.7 ft/s 
t g 

2493.6 1505.8 285.3 tKg~Cl 172.7 

Kg~20 3141.7 1897-2 359.4 217.6 

!1P/11L 0.646 psi/ft 0.612 psi/ft 0. 073 psi/ft 0.070 psi/ft 

Height 1.49 feet 4.22 feet 
/1p 0.92psi 0.30 psi 

B. Two column case 

1. High-HCl-Partial-P:ressure Column--Diameter= 0.888 Feet 

lb moles/hr lb/hr. Mole % lb mo1es/hr 

HCl 30.08 1097;2 20.0 HCl 18.64 

H20 1.28 23.1 0.8 H20 5-78 

Gas Flow H2 6.02 12.2' 4.0 H 2 6.02 

Air ll3. 02 3274.4 75-1 Air ll3.02 

Total 150.40 4406.9 99-9 Total 143.46 

t lb moles/ft 3 atm hr. 

Diameter = 1.5 ft 

Inlet Outlet 

0.017 ft/s 0. 018 ft/s 

9.37 ft/s 10.0 ft/s 

53-3 32.4 

66.9 41.8 

O.Oll psi/ft 0.011 psi/ft 

7.92 feet 

0.09psi 

lb/hr Mole % 

679.9 13.0 

104.0 4.0 

12.2 4.2 

. 3274.4 78.8 

4070.5 100.0 

(continued) 
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Table 3. Continued. 

Inlet Mlet .. 
Liquid Flow 4055·9'lb/hr 4392.4 lb/hr 

Liquid Composition 20.1 w/o HCl 28.1 w/o HCl 

Temperature 30.0°C 59.9°C 

vl 0.028 t:t/s 0.032 ft/s 

v 26.7 ft/s 28.0 ft/s 
t g 
Kg~Cl 269.9 181.4 

tKgaH20 340.1 228.6 

!1P/!::.L 0.067 psi/ft 0.066 psi/ft 

Height 0.73 feet 

t.P 0.048 psi 

2. Low-HCl-Partial-Pressure Column--Diameter = 0.888 Feet 

Inlet 

lb moles/hr lb/hr Mole % lb/moles hr 

HCl 18.69 . 681.6 13.4. HCl 1.39 

H20 1.31 23.6 0.9 H20 16.44 

Gas Flow H2 6.02 12.2 4.3 H2 . 6.02 

Air 113.02 3274.4 81.3 Air 113.02 
-

Total 139.04 3991.8 99·9 Total 136.87 

tlbmoles/ft3 atm hr. 

\.. 

.... :r· 

Outlet 

lb/hr Mole .% 

. 50.7 1.0 

296.0 12~0 

12.2 4.4 

3274.4 82.6 

3633.3 100.0 

(continued) 
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Table 3. Continued. 

Liquid Flow 3703.7 lb/hr 4062.1 lb/hr 

Liquid Composition 5.0 w/o HCl 19.2 w/o HCl 

·Temperature 30.0°C 60.7°C 

vl 0.025 ft/sec 0.028 ft/sec 

v 24.8 ft/sec 26.9 .ft/sec 
t g 
tKgaHCl 232.3 157-9 

Kg~20 292.7 199.0 

6.P/6.L 0.057 psi/ft 0.058 psi/ft 

Height 4.07 feet 

6.P 0.23 psi 

t I 3 -lb moles ft at~ hr. 

Exchanger Duties: Interstage cooler: 34,675,000 cal/hr 

Liquid cooler: 23,732,000 cal/hr 

,_,_,_ 

I 
\.11 
-.:J 
I 

c::: 
0 

~ 
I 
~ 
co 
\0 
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Fig. 7. Concentration and temperature profiles in a single packed 

column for HCl absorption; Diameter = 0~888 ft. 
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saturation of water vapor at the contactor outlet was a good one. As 

a result of this, the gas and liquid compositions predicted by the "black 

box" mass and heat balances, shown in Table 2A~ agree closely rith the 

values obtained in the actual calculation, shown in Table 3. The 

concentration profiles also show that the change in all variables is 

greatest in the early part of the contactor, with temperature and 

exhibiting almost their total change and and showing 

about 80% of their total change in the first half of the contactor. This 

suggests why, with the approach to equilibrium at the outlet of the 

contactors that was specified, the second (low...;.HCl-partial-pressure) 

contactor in the two-contactor case must be larger than the first. 

An increase in column diameter for the single contactors .. 

results in a decrease in the mass-transfer coefficients, witha three-

fold increase in diameter resulting in a 50-fold decrease in the 

coefficients. This effect, compensated somewhat by the increase in 

column area, results in an increasing column height with increasing 

diameter. The decrease in the transfer coefficients is due to the inter-

related effects of decreased phase velocities and two-phase pressure drop. 

In the two-contactor case, the required liquid flow rate is 

reduced. Because the gas rate is about the same, the change, at con-

stant diameter, in the rate coefficient for this gas-phase controlled 

process is due chiefly to the decrease in the two.-phase pressure drop. 

The average amount of this decrease was small. The total change in the 

bulk concentration of HCl in the gas phase will be the same in the 

single- and multiple-contactor cases. Since, as shown by Fig. 7, the 
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value of is negligible over most of the contactor length, the 

greater change in absorbent concentration in the two-contactor case will 

* have littleeffect on the average over-all driving force, yHCl- YHcl· 

Thus, the combined column heights for the two-contactor absorption are_ 

only slightly greater than for the single-contactor absorption in a 

column of the same diameter •. 

.. 3. C02 Absorption System 

a. Design consid·erations. ·Combining Eqs. (12) and {17), the 

mass balance for the Vetrocoke absorption system may be written as 

d(Lx) = MS 

a(HPy - Cb}n 
= dz 

1 + aHn 
k a 

(52) 

g 

where C
0 

is the concentration of the reagent, co;, in the liquid. 

(gm moles/cm3), v
1 

is the vol'umetric liquid flow rate per unit area 

(ft/sec). and all otl:ler quantities are defined in a way consistent with 

Eqs. (12) and (17). 

The form of Eq. (52) necessitates knowing · k1 and· a separately. 

The procedure employed was to calculate kl a and back out kl as 

' k1a/a by estimating the interfacial area. 

The·two-:-phase pressure drop and transport coefficients were 

calculated according to the procedures outlined in Section IV-A-1. .The 

packing was'. assumed to be 1" dumped rings, for which the relevant Ergun 

constants are 

1:. 
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E: = 0.883 

D = 0.0147 feet .p 

·a = 920 

13 = 5-51 

47.8 ft2/ft3 1.5682 
..-.1 

a = = em 
0 

Column diameters in the range of 1 to 3 feet would yield super.,-. 

ficial flow velocities within the range of Riess'· data. Diameters of 

1. 333 and 2. 666 feet were considered for the single and multiple contactor 

cases. 

·b. Interfacial area. Reported data· and correlations usable , . - ' 

for predicting interfacial area in counter-current packed columns are 

1 . · · t:_ d 28 ' 26 '33 F t k d 1 d t f d lml e • or co-curren pac e co umns~ no a a were oun 

describing the effective interfacial area available for mass transfer. 

The estimate of. this quantity can be critical. If is much greater 

than D1k2C
0

, the term n in Eq. (52) will be approximately equal to 

k1a, and no separate knowledge of interfacial area is necessary. How

ever, in the Vetrocoke absorption process, the value of D1k2C
0 

.is 

frequently of the same order of magnitude as or much greater than ~

In this case; interfacial area must be known separately, and the height 

of the contactor will be approximately inversely proportional to the 

interfacial area, to a d~gree dependent on the magnitude of the term 

1 + ~: , which indicates the ext~pt of gas phase control. Indeed, 
g 2 

unles~ k1 can be increased to the point where it will be at least of 

the same order of magnitude as D
1

k2C
0

, absorption efficiency can more 

significantly be improved by increasing interfacial area, rather than k1 . 
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Based on the flow patterns observed by Riess, 
20 

Wen, ~· al. , 
22 

and Larkins, et al., 21 it was assumed that the minimum effective inter~ 

facial area available for mass transfer was the dry packing area, a . 
0 

Mist or slugging effects would be expe'cted to contribute substantially 

to the interfacial area. To estimate the magnitude of these effects, 

an analogy to a froth f.low system (see Section IV-;s-31 was postulated 

as follows. 

For a system of . N. d1.· spersed spherical particles of diameter 
' J. 

d., the mean surface~volume diameter is defined as 
J. . 

d = . SV 

3 ~N.d. 
J. J. 

. 2 
EN.d. 

J. J. 

(.53) 

For a volume fraction of dispersed phase Rd, the interfacial area per 

unit volume is defined as 

6R 
d 

a = d 
·SV 

Heuss, et al. found that in froth flow, d 
sv 

(54) 

was equivalent to a diameter 

exceeded by .only 5% or 10% of the bubbles (d
95 

- a
90

). The magnitude of 

d
95 

was· found to be related to a "homogeneous" gas-liquid velocity; 

uh. , by om 

where 

ci "' u-3/2 
95 hom 

L + G 
s 

P R +p R 
1 1 g g 

(55) 

(56) 

.. 

•. 
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U = homogeneous velocity, ft/sec 
hom· 

L = mass liquid rate, lb/sec 

G =mass gas rate~ lb/sec 

H1 ,Rg =fraction of pipe occupied by the liquid or gas phase 

S = cross sectional area of pipe, ft 2 

pg,pl =densities of gas and liquid phase~, lb/ft3 

U and the energy dissipation per unit volume were found to be related hom 

by 

U ~ El/3 
hom (571 

where 

E = 
g {b.P/b.L)t Uh . 2 3 

c p om I . . R ft sec 
pl 1 

(58) 

Combining Eqs. (55) and (57), d
95 

may be related to the energy dissipation 

per unit volume by 

(59) 

Based on bubble size distribution data of James and Silberman37 and 

the relationship between Uhom and E discovered by Reuss, et al., A 

was evaluated to yield the resUlt 

(60) 
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where 

d
95 

= em 

E = ft
2
/sec 3 

Since d
95 

is approximately equal to 

UCRL-18918 

d , Eqs. (54) and (60 } .. imply that 
SV 

the interfacial area in a froth flow device, with Rd = R may be g' 

related directly to the energy dissipation per unit volume. The situations 

in froth flow in open tubes and flow in co-current packed columns would 

be expected to be quite different, because of the presence of packing 

material and the serious violation of the assumption of isotropic turbulence 

on which energy dissipation models are usually based. However, it was ·. 

felt that because of the nature of the patterns of turbulent flow that 

have been observed in co-current packed colUffins,.a satisfactory first 

approximation of the interfacial area generated in these devices could 

be obtained by relating the interfacial area to the energy dissipation 

·predicted for these devices. To do this, a modified definition of 

for use in Eq. (58), was made as 

(61} 

u hom' 

where E is .the bed porosity. d
95 

was obtained from Eq. (59) , and 

was corrected for system temperature, pressure and void fractions 

different than encountered in the James and Silberman work (see Section 

IV-B-3-a). Interfacial areas were calculated f:r;-om Eq. (54), with 

R = R 
d g 

and 
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c. Calculation. The transport coefficients and interfacial 

areas in the single-and multiple-contactor cases were calculated on 

thebasis of average flow conditions and_physical properties. The term 

n
1

k0H(OH ..... ) was found to be negligible compared to (~+D1kAs(As(.OH) 20-)), 
so that 

The height of the contactor was expressed as 

;' z (l+ aHn ) vl tc?out d(co;) 
(62) = k a na HPy '- c g 

(co;) . b 
. ~n. 

(co;) was related to y, the bulk concentration of co2 in the gas stream, 

and to (Hco;) by mass balances; H, Cb and other relevant constants were 

calculated as shown in Section II-C; and the height was determined 

numerically by a Simpson's Rule integration technique'. The mass 

balances and integration procedure are described in Appendix XI. 

d. Observations. The results of the calculation, together with 

many of the relevant parameters, are suminari zed in Table 4. The values 

of interfacial area calculated using the energy~dissipation model were 

froin 2 to 20 times greater than the dry packing area, a • The effect 
0 

of increased column diameter in decreasing the superficial gas and 

liquid velocities had the result of decreasing the two-phase pressure 



Table 4. · C02 absorption in co-current packed columns. 

L 

G 

~1 
v 

g 
k a 

c 
k1a 

R1 
llP/llL 

(1) 

a 

Height 

llP 

(2) 

a 

Height 

llP 

Single column 

D = 1.333 ft D = 2.666 ft 

618,000 lb/hr 618,000 lb/hr 

5445 lb/hr 5445 lb/hr 

1. 64 ft/sec 0. 41 ft/sec 

7.71 ft/sec · 1. 93 ft/sec 

32.08 sec -1 2.21 sec -1 

5.82 sec -1 o.6o sec -1 

0.34 0.34 

6.71 psi/ft 0.43 psi/ft 

-1 1. 57 em . -1 1. 57 em 

32.3 ft 51.3 ft 

216.6 psi 22 . .9 psi 

-1 39-9 em 6.4 em -1 

12.1 ft 21.0 ft 

81.0 psi 9.0 psi 

High-C02-partial-

pressure column _ _ __ 

D = 1.333 ft D = 2.666 ft 

183,430 lb/hr 183,430 lb/hr 

6583 lb/hr 6583 lb/hr 

0.49 ft/sec 0.12 ft/sec. 

7.16 ft/sec 1. 79 ft/sec 

12.13 sec -1 0.97 sec -1 

1. 51 sec -1 0.19 sec -1 

0.20 0.20 

1.53 psi/ft 0.10 psi/ft 

-1 
1. 57 em -1 1. 57 em· 

47.4 ft 31.0 ft 

72-7 psi 3.1 psi 

22.7 em -1 4 -1 .3 em 

9-0 ft 13.7 ft 

13.8 psi 1. 4 psi 

Low-CO·· -partial-
2 

_ pressure column 

D = 1.333 ft D = 2.666 ft 

183,430 lb/hr 183,430 lb/hr 

3015 1b/hr 3015 lb/hr 

. 0.49 ft/sec 0.12 ft/sec 

6.10 ft/sec 1. 53 f't/sec 

7.41 sec -1 0.64 sec-1 

1.24 sec -1 0.16 sec -1 

. 0.25 0.25 

1.02 psi/ft 0.07 psi/ft 

. -1 
1.57 em -1 1. 57 em 

94.9 ft 58.3 ft 

96.8 psi 3.9 psi 

14.6 em -1 3.2 em -1 

24.9 ft .32. 7 ft 

25.4 psi 2.2 psi 

(1) Height calculated assuming effective interfacial area = a
0

, the dry packing area. 

(2) Height calculated using effective interfacial area obtained from energy-dissipation model. 

I 
0'. 
0'. 
J 

~ 
~ 
I 

f--J 
co 
'0 
f--J 
co 
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drop per unit length and the transport coefficients, kca and k
1
a. When 

interfacial area was calculated from the energy-dissipation model, the 

effect of increasing diameter vas also to decrease the effective inter-

facial area. The net effect was an increase in the necessary colunin 

height, to a degree·similar to that observed for the HCl absorption cases. 

However, in the case where the interfacial area was considered equal to 

the fixed a ' both increases and decreases 'in tower height wi:th increasing 0 . 

diameter were observed. The energy-dissipation model is probably the 

more reasonable approach to the probiem of determining interfacial area, 

because of the account this model takes of what is physically occuring 

within.the column. More confidence in the results can only be obtained 

through experimentation. 

For the case of HCl absorption in a co-current packed column, it 

was observed (Section IV-A~2-c) that using; two stages, at constant 

diameter, had little effect on the total column height required. The 

results for the co 2 system contrast with this conclusion, and indicate 

a marked increase in the total column height required for the two-stage 

case. The primary reason for this is an increase in the number of 

liquid phase transfer units, defined by the integral in Eq. (62). 

In the single-contactor absorption case, the value of this integral was 

112, whereas for the high-and low-co2-partial-pressure contactors, the 

values were 146 and 261, respectively. The increase in the number of 

transfer units in the two-contactor case results both from an.increased 

change in reactant concentration and a reduced physical solubility 
I 

driving force. This latter effect is indicated by the observation 
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that alt!lough the change in reactant concentration in the single and low-

co2-parti~-pressure contactors is approximately the same, the number of 

transfer units .in the low-C02-partial-pressure contactor is more 'than 

twice the number in the single contactor. 

The magnitude of the term 1 + aHn ranged from 1. 07 to 1. 28, 
k a 

g 
indicating that the extend of gas-phase resistance to mass transfer was 

limited. 

··~ 
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B. Open Pipe Contactors 

1. General Consideration· 

Co-current gas-liquid flow in open pipes has been suggested as 

a means of obtaining good gas-liquid contacting efficiency. As with co-

current packed columns, such a contacting scheme for absorption is 

limited to a maximum separation performance of one equilibrium stage 

per unit. 

Excellent general discussions of the two-phase-flow literature 

been 
. 40 

presented by Dukler and Wicks and Scott, 41 and a comprehensive 

42 
index to the two-phase-flow literature has been compiled by Gouse. 

Mass transfer in two-phase flow is related to: 

(1) Phase distribution, ·including flow ·patterns, liquid holdup, film 

thickness and entrainment. 

(2) Pressure drop. 

have 

(3) Interfacial structure, including factors giving rise to entrainment, 

the rate of circulation between the fluid body and the interface and 

interfacial shear--all of whi.ch affect the local rates of mass ··transfer. 

a. Phase distribution. The flow patterns encountered in co-

current gas-liquid flow are depicted in Fig. 8. A useful empirical 

correlation for predicting the flow patterns as a function of gas and 

liquid flow rates and physical properties has been developed in the form 

of a diagram by Baker, 43 presented in Fig. 9. This correlation has 

proved quite successful in predicting flow patterns for ranges of pipe 

sizes, physical properties and pressures, although some discrepancies 

h b 
. . 4o ave een reported. 
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Fig. 8. Flow patterns in two-phase gas-liquid horizontal flow. · · 
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Fig. 9. Baker correlation of flow patterns in gas-liquid horizontal 
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flow (p = lb/ft; cr =dynes/em; lll = lb/ft hr; G/S = lb/ft hr). 
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Lockhart and Martinelli23 have correlated liquid holdup, defined 

as the fraction of the pipe volume occupied by liquid at any point and 

instant in time, as a function of the dimensionless parameter x, defined 

by Eq. ( 69) below. This correlation is claimed valid for all flow cc:m-

ditfohs fulfilling the requirements that the static pressure drop for 

each phase be the same and that the combined volumes of the liquid and 

gas phases at any instant must equal the pipe volume. These assumptions 

imply a uniform axial flow distribution, and preclude such regimes as 

segregated slug flow. 

The Lockhart and Martinelli derivation is based on an assumption 

of fuJ,ly segregated flow. Hughmark44 derived a holdup relation based 

on a homogeneous model proposed by l3ankoff45 to account for some·of the 

complexities·. in bubble flow. The· Hughmark correlation defined: 

R = K YG g (63) 

where: R = gas holdup = 1 - R g 1 

G 

YG = 
pg 

G/pg + L/p1 
(64) 

K = constant characteristic of the distribution studied 

K is correlated graphically as a function of: 

(65) 
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(66) 

(67) 

Dukler, Wicks and Cleveland46 have reported the Hughmark correlation to 

be the most generally satisfactory, although the Martinelli correlation 

is better for predicting holdup in annular flow, as would be expected 

from its derivation. 

' b. ' Pressure drop. A number of correlations for predicting the' 

pressure drop in horizontal co-current gas-lig_uid flow are available. 

For moderate pressures and small pipe diameters (less than six 

inches), Wicks and Dukler46 report the Lockhart and Martinelli23 

correlation to be the most successful at predicting two-phase pressure 

drops. The two-phase pressure drop is predicted as 

(68) 

where ¢g is a parameter correlated against the dimensionless variable 

(69) 

(lli'/flL) 1 and (flP/flL)g are the pressure drops per unit length calculated 

. by assuming that the lig_uid or gas flowed alone in the pipe. The value 
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of. <f>g is dependent on whether the phases are in laminar or turbulent 

flow, and four <f> 's are defined, corresponding to turbulent-turbulent, 
g 

turbulent-viscous~ viscous-turbulent and viscous-viscous conditions in 

the individual phases. 

Hughmark 47 has pointed out that the Lockhart and Martinelli 

correlation does not extrapolate well to high pressures or large pipe 

diameters. The pressure drop in horizontal pipes is due both to the 

frictional pressure drop and the pressure drop due to the acceleration 

of both phases that results when the gas expands with decreasing total 

pressure in the pipe. As the pipe·· diameter decreases, at constant L 

and G, the. pressure gradient becomes greater, resulting in a greater 

expansion of the gas than would occur in pipes of larger diameter. This 

acceleration effect may ~ot be important at high pressures, when the 

pressure drop is small relative to the total pressure. Since the Lock-

hart and Martinelli correlation was derived using data from small pipes 

at low system pressures, it becomes increasingly less satisfactory for 

high pressures and larger diameters, and tends to overestimate the 

pressure drop. 

. . 47 
Hughmark has dev~loped a correlation which is claimed to correct 

for this error, based on a two-phase friction factor: 

2g D flp 

ftp 
c = 2 

V pt ilL p 

.(70). 

where v = v + v l g (71) 

ptp = plRl + p R g g (72) 
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The quantity ·ftp/f1 ~ where f 1 is the friction factor calculated by 

assuming than only liquid flows through the pipe, is presented as a 

function of (1 - yG), with (Ret 1(p /p1 )(0.085/D) as a parameter. . . p g 

Re tp and y G are as defined in Eqs • ( 66) and ( 64) . 

Another correlation which has been proposed to account for the 

effects of larger pipe diameters and· higher pressures has been presented 

by Chenoweth and Martin.
48 (~/~)tp/(~/~L)~ ~as plotted against 

* ·* (1- yG), with (~P/6L)g/(~/~L) 1 as a parameter, where: 

* (6P/6L) 1 - pressure drop calculated from friction factors based ,g 

on the liquid or gas properties, but using_a combined 

flow rate, v = v
1 

+ v 
g 

49 . 
McManus has claimed that the Chenoweth-Martin correlation is superior 

to other correlatiOns for predicting the pressure drop in annular flow. 

c. Entrainment. · The net amount of entrainment of a liquid in a 

gas stream represents an equilibrium between liquid being torn off a 

liquid surface due to the. shearing forces of a gas stream and the re-

entry of the entrained drops into the bulk liquid. In evaluating the 

:importance of entrainment in a mass transfer process, both the net amount 

of entrainment and the rate of "interchange" of droplets between the 

liquid and the gas stream must be considered. The comments in this section 

pertain chiefly to the annular-flow regime. 

Wicks and Dukler50 have proposed a correlation to determine the 

net amount of entrainment based on the Lockhart and Martinelli parameter, 

X· A parameter R en is determined from a graphical correlation of 
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R vs. x, and the amount of entrainment is calculated as en 

where: 

(73) 

R = entrainment parameter (lbmft3 /lbfhr) en 

E = entrainment, lb /hr n . m 

Qg = volumetric gas flow rate, ft 3/hr 

Q = volumetric liquid flow rate, ft 3/hr 1 

We = critical Weber number--13 for sudden shock exposure of liquid 
c 

to gas; 22 for gradual acceleration 

Cousins, Denton and Hewitt51 have studied the mechanism of 

droplet interchange in vertical annular flow. The motion of droplets to 

the annular liquid may be characterized by a mass-transfer equation 

where: 

m. = kflc 
1 m 

2 . 
m. =mass transfer rate, lb /ft hr 

1 m 

k = mass transfer coefficient, ft/hr 

(74) 

fie =difference between the bulk mean concentration of water 
m 

droplets an'd the concentration at the liquid surface, lb/ft3 • 

If the concentration of droplets at the liquid surface is assumed 

to be zero, 

fie 
m = 

E 
n 

E /p
1 

+ G/p 
n g 

(75) 

where G is the gas flow rate, lb/hr. If the interchange process has·. 

reached steady state, the rate of mass transfer of droplets to the liquid 
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surface equals the rate of removal of these droplets from the surface. 

If E /P « G/p n L · · G , and the mass-transfer rate is redefined as I' 
n' 

the steady-state interchange rate, Eq. ( 74) , may be re-written as 

k.E p 
I'-_]-~ 

n - G 

where: I' = interchange rate, lb/hr ft2 
n 

(76) 

k. =mass transfer coefficient for steady state interchange, ft/hr. 
l. 

Cousins, et al. , proposed that k. 
~ 

could be related to physical 

conditions by an equation of the form 

k.d 
. -D

1 = A(Re )s(Sch )q 
g . g. 

g 
.{77) 

based on an analogy to the mass transfer of trace components in a gas. 

Measurements of I' were made by Cousins, et al., by a dye 
n --

injection technique in a vertical 3/8-.inch pipe. The results obtained 

are valuable only in giving an order of magnitude estimate of I'. 
n' 

and no test of Eq. (77) for different physical properties or pipe 

diameters was made. Using a somewhat different technique, involving 

the absorption of a highly soluble gas, Anderson, Bollinger and Lamb 52 

measured interchange in a horizontal one-inch pipe, .and showed that 

beyond a certain value of the liquid Reynolds number, the amount of 

interchange becomes a relatively constant fraction of the liquid flow 

rate (% of liquid flow rate per foot) and il!dependent of the gas rate. 

The results of the two experimenters were qualitatively similar, 

yielding values of interchange in the range of 4 to 15% of·the liquid 

flow rate per.foot. 
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d. Mass transfer. The easiest flow patterns to characterize 

hydrodynamically are the annular and froth regimes, being near the 

extremes of fully segregated and fullyhomogenous flow. This characteri-

zatioil is essential to predicting mass-transfer behavior, especially 

when absorption involves a first-order chemical reaction. The annular 

and froth-flow regimes each exhibit properties conducive to efficient 

mass transfer, and are discussed separately. 
'. 

The available studies of mass transfer in co-current flow 

in pipes were limited to the consideration of horizontal flow, and this 

was the configuration evaluated, despite thepossible process inconveniences 

of horizontal, as dpposed to vertical~flow • 
.. 

2. Annular Flow 

For both the HCl-H20 and co2-K2co
3 

systems, the Baker parameter 

L/Gfl.ljJ indicat'ed that for a proper choice of pipe diameter, the annular-

flow regime could be expected. 

At low values of the gas and liquid rates, annular flow may be 

characterized by an almost complete segregation of gas and liquid:, with 

the liquid in a layer along the pi.pe wall. As the gas and liquid rates 

increase, a considerable amount of shear will occur between the liquid 

and the gas, resulting in the occurence of waves in the liquid. As 

.these waves break off, liquid droplets will become entrained in the gas 

phase. The potential utility of annular flow as a mass-transfer scheme 

lies in the high·liquid-phase mass-transfer coefficients which may result 

because of an absence of a laminar boundary layer in the turbulent 

annular liquid phase and the high interfacial area which may result 

from liquid droplets becoming entrained in the gas. 
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Bollinger53 measured k
1 

for a liquid-phase controlled absorption 

as a function of liquid rate, assuming the effective interfacial area to 

be the cylindrical area per unit volume defined by using a. radius equal 

to the pipe radius minus half the liquid-film thickness. 

Wales 54 studied liquid-phase controlled mass transfer in annular 

and dispersed regim~s. The addition-of-resistances concept was ~sed to 

determine the gas-phase mass-transfer coefficient and interfacial area 

from the measured value of the over-all mass-transfer coefficient. For 

the pseudo first--order system studied by Wales (the absorption of co2 

into NaOH) , it· was· assumed that 

mass transfer were related as: 

(78) 

where: K a = over-all (chemical) mass-transfer coefficient, lb moles/ft3 
g 

hr atm 

. a(Dl k2C o)l/2= hr-1 

H = solubility constant, atm ft 3/lb mole 
.. 3 

k a = lb moles/ft :b.r atm 
g 

By plotting the reciprocal of the experimentally deterrilined value of · 

Kga against the known value of H/(D1k2C
0

)
1 / 2 , lines were drawn with 

a slope equal to 11 a 11 and an intercept 1/k a. The values for the inter
g 

facial area so determined ranged from 100 to over 700 ft 2/ft3 , with 

liquid and gas rates of 500 to 2500 and 150 to 300 pounds per hour 

respectively. The area per i.mit volume of a one-inch pipe, as 'Was 
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used for Wales' experiments is, neglecting film thickness, about 

24 ft 2/ft 3 . The excess interfacial area can only be explained by 

liquid becoming dispersed or entrained in the gas phase. This suggests 

that unless the liquid and gas rates are so low that little entrainment 

in the gas will occur, the assumption of effective interfacial area made 

by Bollinger53 is inadequate. 

Anderson, Bollinger and La.mb52 analyzed m~ss transfer in a gas

phase-controlled absorption system by developing a model in conformance 

with the observed hydrodynamics of annular flow. The mechanisms of 

mass transfer were delineated as: 

( 1) Molecular diffusion at the interface between the gas the the annular 

liquid. Coefficients for this mechanism could be q;erived from extra-

polation of wetted-wall-column data. 

(2) Diffusion of solute between entrained liquid drops and the gas 

carrying the entrained liquid. 

I ( 3) Interchange between entrained liquid droplets and the annular liquid. 

These droplets will be closer to equilibrium than the bulk liquid into 

which they return, thereby enhancing the rate of mass transfer. 

A means was presented to predict interchange from over-all mass-

transfer coefficients. Because of the finding that interchange becomes 

a relatively constant fraction of total liquid flow rate at high liquid 

Reynold's numbers, the model offers an approach for design calculations 

which, if the approach to equilibrium of the entrained droplets is known, 

obviates the necessity of knowning the total effective interfacial area 

explicitely. 
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Jepsen55 measured values of k
1

a for physical absorption in the 

annular- and mist-annular flow regimes and presented an empirical 

correlation relating k
1

a to energy dissipation and physical properties 

of the system. An evaluation of the data of other experimenters was 

made. 
. 6 
Hughmark5 has proposed an analogy between momentum and mass 

·i. 

transfer for annular flow, which is claimed to fit the data of Bollinger 53 

and Anderson, Bollinger and Lamb.52 

a. Annular contactor--HCl absorption. i. Design considerations. 

Based on the mass flow rates of gas and liquid determined from the over-

all mass balance (Section III-B-2) and the physical properties of the 

system, it was found that by choosing a pipe diameter of 5 inches, the 

Baker correlation predicts that annular flow will e~ist for the HC1-H20 

system in the single and multiple contactors. The region on the flow 

map to which the flow rates corresponded is shown on.Fig. 14. 

·Because of the nature of the flow, the low pressure of the system 

·and the relatively small pipe diameter, the Lockhart and Martinelli23 

correlation was used to calculate the pressure drop and liquid holdup. 

To analyze the mass-transfer behavior of the system, the model 

' 52 developed by Anderson, et al., was used. The solute mass balance for 

symmetrical annular liquid·flow can be written in a form which accounts 

both for diffusional mass transfer between the gas and the annular 

liquid and the interchange of entrained liquid between the annular liquid 

and the gas stream. 
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d(L x ) 
__ a-..:a::.._ = 

dz 

where: L = flow rate of liquid in annular film, gms/hr 
a 

UCRL-18918 

(79) 

I = interchange of liquid between annular film and gas core, 
n 

grns/ft hr 

K' = me"ss-transfer coefficient characterizing diffusional mass 
g 

t f th l · · d 1. I t ft 2hr rans er to e annu ar llqul , gm rno es a m 

p = total pressure, atm 

r.\ic1 = molecular weight of HCl, gms/gm mole 

2'ITr = annular area per length of contact or' ft 

X = wt fraction of solute in entrained liquid 
e 

X = wt fraction of solute in annular liquid 
a 

·yHCl =mole fraction of solute in bulk gas stream 

* YHCl = mole fraction of solute in equilibritun with liquid of 

composition X a 

This equation does not accoQ~t for the mass transfer between the 

solute gas and the entrained liquid. This may be ac.counted for by making 

an assu.mption rega,rding X • e 
For the gas-phase controlled system studied 

by Anderson, et_ al., (NH3~H20) it was shovm that the entrained droplets 

were in equilibrium T..rith the bulk gas. This result was assumed to be 

applicable to the HCl absorption system, and 

equilibrium with the gas of composition YHcl· 

x was specified to be in 
e 

For the adiabatic absorption of HCl, a mass balance must also be 

wri tteri to. accou:.t for the rate of vaporization of water. In ge!leral, 

this mass balance is represented by :Sq. (26). .A~though vaporizatio:-, 

.. 
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occurs both from the annular li~uid and the entrained li~uid droplets, 

it is not possible to characterize the mechanism by an e~uation analogous 

to E~~ (79). This is because the ~uantities xeHCl and cannot 

be specified independently as being in e~uilibrium with the gas, since 

To account for the vaporization of the water, it 

was assumed that the gas was saturated with water vapor doWn the entire 

length of the contactor. This was shown to be nearly the case in the 

co-current packed column, where this assumption was not made, as shown 

in Fig. 7. The partial pressure of H20 in the gas phase was assumed to 

be in e~uilibrium with the entrained li~uid droplets, which were assumed 

to account for most of the evaporation. (Note' that with this specification 

of the problem, the flow rates and composition obtained by a solution of 

the design equation are identical to those determined by the "black box" 

material and heat balance. ) 

K' w'~s calculated, using the assumption of Anderson, et al., · 
g 

that it may be obtained by extrapolating correlations .developed for 

wetted-wall mass-transfer data, by the analogy: 

where: 

Kg'PBM 2/3 
j' = - (Sch ) = D G · g 

m 

0.0395 (Re )-l/4 
g 

(P2 ·- * * J22} - (Pl .;.. J21) atm PBM = * 
ln (P2 J22} 

* (Pl - pl) 

(80) 

(81) 
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Pi = Total pressure at point i, in reactor 

* Pi = partial pressure of solute in equilibrium with X at 
e 

point i in reactor 

G = molar gas flow rate, gm moles/hr m 

K' 2 = gm moles/hr ft atm g 

In the rang.e of liquid- and gas-phase Reynold's numbers studied 

by Anderson et al., interchange was found to be independent of gas rate 

and equal to between 3 and 5% of the liquid flow rate per-foot of con-

tactor. Although the physical properties of the HC1-H
20 system are 

comparable to those of the system studied by Anderson, ~t al. , and the 

Reynolds numbers are similar, the data of Anderson, et al., were taken .-- . 

in a one-inch pipe. The effect of pipe diameter has not been determined. 

However, a comparison of Anderson's results with those of Cousins, et al., 

in a 3/8" pipe suggests, qualitatively, a decrease in interchange with 

increasing pipe diameter. This may be consistent with the observation 

that as the pipe diameter increases, the "acceleration" component of the 

two-phase pressure drop becomes relatively less important than the 

frictional component. The action of a gas expanding against a liquid, 

with the resultant acceleration of each phase would be expected to 

contribute substantially to the net entrainm~nt and, hence, to the inter-

change. Since a quantitative estimate of this effect was impossible, 

interchange was assumed equal to 4% of the liquid flow rate per foot of . 

. ·contact or, in conformance with the range determined by Anderson, ~t al. 
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ii. Calculation. The lengths of the contactors were calculated 

by numerically integrating Eq. (79), using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta 

technique, similar to that described for the co-current packed-column 

calculation (Appendix X). A pressure drop per unit length based on 

average flow rates and physical properties was used; but the coefficient 

K' and the interchange, I , were calculated at each stage of the iteration. 
g n 

1 was assumed equal to 1, the total liquid, flow rate. The performance 
a 

· of the Runge..:;.Kutta procedure was tested by varying the step size. Halving 

the initial step size of 0.4 teet resulted in;a change of less than 1% 
i 
! ' in the calculated contactor lengths. 

iii. Observations. The results of the calculation are shown in 
l 

Table 5, and a graph of gas- and liquid-phase \compositions and temperature 

as a function of pipe length for the single-contactor case is shown in 

Fig. 10. A rough evaluation of the relative importance of the inter~ 

change and diffusional mass-transfer mechanisms may be made by comparing 

the magnitudes of the terms In and K~~C1P2'!Tl'. At the entrance to the 
' ' 

single contactor, the magnitudes of these terms are 230.3 and 131.6 

lb/ft hr, respectively. Because the driving force x - x is every
e a 

where larger than the concentration difr"erence * yHCl ... yHCl' as seen 

in Fig. 10, the interchange mechanism is more important than the diffusional 

mechanism, although the contribution of the lat~er is definitely not 

negligible. 

The importance of interchange explains why the change in con-

centration variables and temperature are more uniform over the entire 

length of the contactor than was observed with the co-current packed 



Table 5. Annular flow contactor--HCl absorption. 

Single Contactor 

D~ameter = 5 inches 

Inlet Outlet 

tL(lb/hr) 7008.0 7667.9 
t . 
· G(lb/hr) 4406.2 3746.3 

v1(ft/sec) 0.219 0.241 
V (ft/sec) 135.4 115.1 
*g 

2.76 2.28 . K' 
g 

I (lb/ft hr) n . 280.3 306.7 
b.P/b.L(psi/ft) .0.0118 

Height (ft) 22.7 
b.P (psi) 0.27 

Exchanger Duties: Interstage cooler: 

Liquid cooler: 

High-HCl-partial
pressure contactor 

Diameter = 5 inches 

Inlet Outlet 

4086.8 4390.7 

4406.9 4103.1 

0.128 0.137 

129.0 120.1 

2.70 2.55 

163.5 175.6 

0.0101 

15.3 
0.15 

34,67.5,000 cal/hr 

23,732,000 cal/hr 

Low-,HCl-partial
pressure contactor 

Diameter = 5 inches 

Inlet Outlet 

3879.7 4086.8 

3989.4 3629.3 

0.122 0.128 

116.7 111.1 

2.35 2.14 --

155.9 163.5 

0.0084 

28.8' 

0.24 

tGas and liquid compositions are identical to those shown in Table 2B. 

* 2 lb moles/hr atm ft . 
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Fig. 10. Concentration and temperature profiles in a single annular

flow contactor for HCl absorption. 
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column. The rapid decrease in magnitude of the quantity 

is compensated by the less rapidly decreasing, and larger, x - x . As 
e a 

a consequence of this, the ratio of the heights of the low-HCl-partial-

pressure contactor to the high-HCl-parti,al-;-pressur~ contactor in the 

two-contactor case is not as great as was observed for the analogous case 

w'ith the co-current packed columns. The. combined lengths of the multiple 

contactors i's significantly larger than the single-contactor length. 

This results from a decrease in the over,...all concentration-driving force, 

xe - xa, in the.· two-contact or case. 

b. Annular contactor--co
2 

absorption. i. Design considerations. 

Based on the gas and liquid flow rates determined from the 

over-all mass balance and the physical properties of the system, the 

Baker correlation predicts that annular flow will be obtainable in the 

multiple co
2 

contactor case by choosing diameters of the high-C02-

partial-pressure and low~co2-partial~pressure contactors to be six and 

four inches, respectively. For the single contactor, the flow and 

physical properties predict the existence of froth flow. The region of 

the Baker correlation to which the flows and choices of diameters 

corres_pond is depicted on Fig. 14. 

Because of the high pressure encountered in the system, the 

Chenow~th-Martin48 correlation was used to predict the two-phase pressure 

drops. 

Extending the model of Anderson, et al., to the liquid-phase-

controlled system studied, the mass balance is ~itten as 



I(C -C} n e a 
pl 
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S(HPy ..., Gb)an 
+ ~------~----

1 + aHn 
k a 

g 

where: L = liquid flow rate in annular film, lb/sec 
a 

I = interchange, lb/ft sec · 
n 

UCRL-18918 

(82) 

a= cylindrical-area per unit volume defined by the annular 

1 . "d -1 
~qu~ , em . 

(co;) = reactant concentration, gm moles/liter 

tc~ = equivalent concentration of co
2 

in entrained liquid, gm 

moles/liter 

tea = equivalent concentration of co2 in annular liquid, gm 

moles/liter 

y = mole fraction of co
2 

in bulk gas 

Cb = concentration of dissolved, but unreac"ted, co 2 in solution, 

gm moles/liter 

n = rate term, em/sec 

k a = gm moles/sec atm liter 
g 

H = gm moles/atm liter 

z = length coordinate, feet 

S = cross sectional pipe area, ft 2 

p1 = liquid density, lb/ft3 

Although the assumption that the entrained liquid was in 

equilibrium with the bulk gas was reasonable for the HC1-H20 system, 

t Based on the amount of co2 consumed by reaction; Ca =I= (co;) , but 

dCa = -d(co;). 
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the decreased physical solubility of C0
2 

and a comp~ison between the 

solubility dri:ring force and the amount of co2 which :inust be absorbed 

to reach chemical equilibrium tnay make this assumption less acceptable 

for the Vetrocoke absorption system. 

Two extremes are conceivable with the interchange mechanism of ., 

mass transfer. If'the droplets become equilibrated with the gas during 

their holding time in the gas phase, the solute conc,entration in the 

droplets will differ considerably from that in the annular liquid to which 

they return. At the other extreme, if the droplets returning to the 

annular liquid are negligibly closer to equilibrium than the liquid into 

which they return, the radial concentration profile will be nearly 

homogeneous. This would be the case if the droplets were very large and/or 

their lifetimes very short. The rate of absorption would still be 

larger than if there were no entrainment, but th~ increase would be due 

to a greater interfacial area and not, substantially, due to interchange. 

Theoretically, the approach to either extreme may be estimated 

by considering the mass transfer in a single droplet· The transient mass 

balance for a single entrained droplet; assuming negligible gas-phase 

resistance, may be written as 

~(vdce) -d(Vd(co;)) 
---=~- = = 

dt dt 
(83) 

where: vd droplet volume, '3 = em 

sd surface of droplet, 2 = area em 
,. 

t = t~me, sec 
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This equation must be integrated from the time of inception of the drop, 

t = o, to the time the drop re-enters the annular liquid, t = e, in 

order to determine, the cha.nge in composition C to C To obtain eo · e8 • 

an approximate solution to this equation, it was assumed that n and the 
. . . 

drop size were independent of time and that the solubility driving force 

remained constant dUring the holding time of the drop. The result is 
I 

(84) 

An estimate of the holding time of a droplet ma:y be obtained from a 

knowledge of the net amount of entrainment, the ~ate of dr9plet inter-

change and the superficial gas velocity, at which the entrained droplet 

is assumed to travel, yielding 

E 

e = r ~ 
n g 

(85) 

S d/V d may be estiiiLated if a mean surface-diameter droplet size is 

known. An approximation, which is often nearly correct for typical 

mass-transfer situations, is that 

n = (k2 + D k C )1/ 2 ~ (D k C )1/ 2 
1 . 1 2 0 . 1 2 0 

Equation (84) was evaluated by using an estimate of the net 

entrainment from the Wicks and Dukler correlation, 50 a mean drop size 

of 75 microns reported by Cousins, et al., 51 and assuming that inter

change was equal to 4% of the liquid flow rate, in accord with the 
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An
. 52 results of derson, et al. If the entrained dropiets were to 

equilibrate with the gas, the value of the ratio of change in reactant 

concentration to the solubility concentration difference should be of 

the order of 100:1. Evaluation of the right hand side. of Eq. (84) 

failed to yield a value approaching this magnitude, and indicated a 

ratio of the order of 1:1 to 10: l. The apparent reason for this is that 

the magnitude of the net entrainment calculated with the Wicks and Dukler 

correlation was quite small, due to the low gas:phase pressure \u.op 

calculated from the Chenoweth-Martin correlation. This results in a 

low value of -4 8("-10 sec) which, as discussed above, will tend to make 

the contribution to mass transfer due to interchange minimal. Because 

of the uncertainties involved in the estimates of I E and the droplet n' 

diameter, a completely reliable evaluation of Eq. (84) is not possible. 

The indication is, however, that it is unrealistic to assume ful;I. 

chemical equilibrium between the droplets and the surrounding gas in 

this case. 

Several calculations were made to determine the size of the 

contactors, based on the assumptions that: 

(1) The entrained droplet concentration was in equilibrium with the 

gas. 

(2) The driving force for interchange mass transfer was 10% and 50% 

of that predicted by assuming the drop to be in equilibrium with the gas. 

( 3) A homogeneous radi_al_ concentration profile existed, with the 

interfacial area equal to the annular area.plus the interfacial area 

associated with the entrained liquid, calculated using the Wicks and 
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Duk.ler entraimnent correlation and a droplet size equal to that 

reported by Cousins, et al. 

The correlation of Jepsen55 was used to determine the value 

of k1a. For ener~ dissipations greater than 0.05 atm/sec, as were 

found in this system, Jepsen's result is 

C86) 

where: E = (b.P/tu.)tp(Vl + v ) atm/sec g 

]Jl = centipoise 

2 
Dl = em /sec 

(J - dynes/em 

k a = 
1 

ft/sec 

The value of k
1 

was determined by dividing k1a by the annular area 

per unit volume, corrected for liquid film thickness, or by the total 

. area per unit volume, as used in the calculation based on assumption (3). 

Dividing k1 a by the annular area to determ:i,.ne k1 may not be. totally. 

consistant with the situation inthe slug-annular flow regime studied 

by Jepsen, but was assumed to give an adequate approximation of the 

magnitude of this term. It is further justified by the fact that, in 

the calculations b.ased on assumptions (1) and (2), the importance of 

the diffusional mechanism was shown to be much less than that of inter-

change . 

The gas-phase resistance to mass transfer was neglected in the 

calculations. This is justified, in the calculations based on 

assumptions (1) and (2), by the lack of importance of diffusional mass 

transfer. 
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Interchange was assumed equal to 4% of the liquid flow rate per 

foot of contactor and, because of the small values of 

L was taken equal to the total liquid flow rate. 
a 

E 
n 

calculated, 

ii. Calculation. Values of the mass-transfer coefficients, 

pressure drop and interchange were calculated based on average flow 

rates and physical properties in the contactors. Equation (82) was 

integrated numerically, using Simpson's rule. 

iii. Observations. The results of the calculation are shown 

in Table 6. The relative importance of interchange and diffusional 

mass transfer, in the cases where both mechanisms were assumed, may be 

evaluated by comparing the terms (I /p
1

)(c - C ) and naS(HPy - Cb) n e a 

in Eq. (82), since the gas~phase resistance to mass transfer was 

neglected. In/p1 is equal to 97.2 ft 2/hr in each of the two contactors. 

The term naS 2 has a value of 193.7 ft /hr in the high-C02-partial-

pressure contactor and_344 ft 2 /hr in the low-co2-partial-pressure . 

contactor. However, the magnitude of the concentration difference 

C - C is of the order of 100 times greater than the physical solubility 
e a 

driving force, HPy - Cb .. Because of this fact, the interchange mass

transfer mechanism dominates in the rate equation, and the diffusional 

term in Eq. (82) is effectively negligible. 

It may be observed that, when the interchange mechanism is 

assumed, the length of the low-co
2
-partial-pressure contactor is 

substantially less than that of the high-C02-partial-pressure contactor. 

This result is in contrast to the situation observed in other multiple-

contactor cases, and is due to the dominance of the interchange-mechanism 
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Table 6. Annular flow contactor--co2 absorption • 

Diameter 

L 

G 
v ... 

1 
v g 

k1a 

b.P/b.L 

Rl 
E n 
I 

n 

(1) a 

Height 

b.P 

(2) a 

Height 

b.P 

(3) a 

Height 

/),p 

(4) a 

Height 

/),p 

High-C02~partial
pressure contactor 

6 inches 

6 inches 

183,430 lb/hr 

3.42 ft/sec 

50.93 ft/sec 

0.254 sec-l 

0.069 psi/ft 

0.15 

120 lb/hr 

7337.2 lb/ft hr 

0.260 cm-l 

28.0 ft 

1.9 psi 
. 1 

0.260 cm-

55.2 ft 

3.8 psi 

0.260 cm-1 

244.7 ft 

16.9 psi 

-1 
0.295 em 

2069.9 ft 

. · Loi{-co2-partial-. 

pressure contactor 

4 inches 

4 inches 

183,430 lb/hr 

7.77 ft/sec 

97.70 ft/sec 

1.116 sec -l 

0.231 psi/ft 

0.14 

850 lb/hr 

7337.2 lb/ft hr 

0.391 cnt1 

8.3 ft 

1.9 psi 

0.391 cm-l 

16.5 ft 

3.8 spi 

-1, 
0.391 em 

78.7 ft 

18.2 spi 

0.686 cm-l 

1767.6 ft 

(1) Droplets assumed to be in equilibrium with the gas 

(2) 50% of driving force corresponding to droplet equilibrium assumed 

(3) 10% of driving force corresponding to droplet equilibrium assumed 

(4) Interchange neglected; interfacial area based on droplet size data 

and calculated net entrainment 
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term in Eq. ( 82) . The log-mean average driving force, (c - C )lm 
e a 

was calculated in_the high- and low-co
2
-partial-pressure contactors. 

The result was th!:l.t the average driving forces in the two contactors 

wer!E= nearly identical. If this is the case~. and the term accounting 

for diffusional mass transfer is negligible' the h.eight of the contactors 

should _be proportional to the change in reactant ~-cmcentrati~n in the 
. . ~ 

specific contactors. Referring to Table 1, the ratio of the change in 
. r ' 

reactant concentration in the high-C0
2
-partial-pre,ssure contactor t~~ 

'-......... 

that in the low-co
2
-partial-pressure contactor is about 3.38:1. The 

ratio in column heights varies from 3. 38:1 to 3.1 :J, with the decreasing 

ratio associated with calculations assuming a driving force c 
e 

c 
a 

less than the driving force calculated assuming total equilibrium of 

the dropl'ets with. the g'as. With the interchange mechanism neglected, the 

' 
ratio in contactor lengths is in accord with the ~0re conventional 

·_, 

pattern.· 

Which of the assumptions regarding the app:foach of the droplets 

to equilibrium wi'th the gas phase is best can only be determined through 

experiment. It appears, on comparing the contact or lengths, that unless 

the droplets are near to equilibrium, the ~hiJ.~l_a_r.~. f,lo_w contactor will 

not be a competitive device fOr this absorption system. To make more 

accurate estimates in this regard, more information concerning inter-

change rates, net amounts of entrainment and droplet d~stri_bution data 

would be valuable . 

·',; 
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3. Froth Flow ·· 

At sufficiently high values of L/G and G/S, the Baker 

correlation, Fig. 9, indicates that a froth, or bubble, flow regime will 

be established. This pattern is characterized by a relatively homo-

geneous dispersion of small bubbles in the liquid phase. Some disagree-

ment exists in the literature concerning the accuracy with which,the 

Baker cqrrelation adequately predicts the onset of froth flow. Data of 

Hoogendoorn40 failed to confirm the exist~nce of froth flow over much of 

the froth flow regime depicted by the Baker correlation. 31 Heuss, et al. 

. 37 and James, et al. , have found froth flow to exist quite near the 

boundary predicted by the Baker correlation between froth and dispersed, 

annular and slug flow. However, Jepsen55 has COil,li!l.e~ted,that, in the 

case of the data of Heuss, et al., the froth-flow pattern observed may 

be due to entrance effects, and that the steady-state regime would be 

slug-annular. The validity of Jepsen's observation is somewhat 

questionable in view of the large values of z/D for which the froth 

' 74 regime was actually observed in the work of Heuss, et al. 

The potential advantage of froth flow for mass transfer lies in 

the great amount of interfacial area associated :Vi th the frOth. The 

high L/G's, with the consequent high leve~s of turbulenc~, may also 

result in high values of gas- and liquid:...phase mass-transfer coefficients. 

Heuss, et al., 37 ' 57 have made the only available study of mass .· 

transfer in fully developed froth flow. The "bubble~~' and plug flow 
. . . . 58 

regimes discussed in a mass-transfer study made'by Scott and Hayduk 

were characterized by a discrete gas phase travelling along the top of 



their horizontal pipe. Their results, which showed k
1

a to be nearly 

independent of the bubble area, agreed closely with the results of 

Jepsen for slug~annular flow, and would not be expected to predict mass-

transfer coefficients in the hydrodynamically distinct region of fully 

developed froth flow. 

Heuss, et al., have developed correlations to predict k
1
a, 

k a and the effective interfacial area, based on oxygen and ammonia 
g 

absorption experiments. From oxygen absorption data at 25°C, k
1 

was correlated as: 

(87) 

where k1 dd's/D1 and DUhomPiJJ1 are the dimensionless Sherwood and 

Reynolds numbers and: 

dds = mean '!.diameter-surface" drop diameter 

2 
l:N.d. 

= ~ ~ 

l:N.d. 
~ ~ 

, for a system of Ni dispersed particles 

L + G 

u s = p l (l_;R ) hom + p R ,· g g g 

R = gas phase holdup (void fraction) g 

D = pipe diameter 

From ammonia absorption data at 25°C, k a was calculated as: 
g 

k a = 0.016 R2 u3 · 2 
g g hom 

(88) 

(89) 

(90) 
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. Interfacial area for a system of dispersed gas bubbles may be expressed 

as: 

6R 
a = ___& 

d 
SV 

l ' 

(91) 

' i 
where d . is the mean surface-volume diameter defined by Eq. (53). sv 

James .and Silberman37 have made extensive measurements of bubble 

sizes and distributions in bubble flow. Based~ on calculations made 

with these data, Reuss, et al., concluded that'' d was equal to a 
SV 

bubble diameter exceeded by only 5% or 10% of the bubbles, and was 

taken to equal d
95

. dds' which was found to be equivalent to d80 

or d
85

, was taken by Reuss, et al., to be 0.8d . Bubble diameters, 
-- SV 

corrected for atmospheric conditions (14.7 psia; 70°F) were correlated· 

by James and Silberman for data in 2-l/2-inch and 4 inch pipes using a 

dimensionless bubble diameter, d', to yield 

d' = v d (p /crn) 112 
l atm l 

is shown in Fig. ll for 

(92) 

and 

The value of d has been found to be a function of the void 
SV 

fraction in the system. For a case of small relative velocities 

between phases, Vermeulen, Williams and Langlois59 found d proportional 
SV 

to Rl/3. 
g 

effects. 

d may also have to be corrected for slugging ·and wall 
sv 
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The temperature dependence of 

Reuss, et al. , with the result 

k a 
g 

UCRL-18918 

and k
1

a were measured by 

k a ~ e-(0.01 ± O.b08)T 
g 

For T = 17.7 to 28.4°C (93) 

(T = °C) 

+(o.o42 ~ o.oo8)T k
1

a ~ e (94) 

a. Froth flow contactor--co
2 

absorption. i. Design considerations. 

As noted in Section rv...:B-2-b, the flow rates present in the single-

contactor absorption of C0
2

, together with the physical properties of the 

system, predict the existence of froth flow. Because of the lower 

L/G's obtained by using multiple contactors, froth flow cannot be obtained 

in this case unless the absorbent is recycled. The flow diagram for 

this recycle system, together with the recycle rates necessary to produce 

froth flow in each .of the multiple reactors and the resultant liquid 

composition, is shown in Fig. 12. The recycle ratios indicated by this 

configuration are on the order of 10:1. To insure a sufficient gas mass 

velocity per unit area, diameters of 0.502 feet, 0.9441 feet and 0.7131 

feet were selected for the single, high- and low-co2-partial-pressure 

contactors respectively. These diamete~s were near th~ maximum possible, 

while still maintaining froth flow; in order to keep the two-phase 
r 

pressure drop to a minimum. The region of the B~~er correlation to which 

these flow rates and diameters correspond is shown in Fig. 14. 

Pressure drop and void fraction were calculated by the Hughmark 

. 44,47 
methods. 

/ 
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Gas Flows and' Compositions' (A,B,C): See Table l.B. 

Liguid Flows and Com:eositions 

Stream Flow Rate (lb/hr) Com:eosition (standard Cubic Feet 

D 183,430 2.00 CO/gallon) 

E 1,090,400 2.81 

F 906,980 '2.97 

G 183,430 2.97 

H 1,817,300 5.13 

I 1,633,900 5.37 

J 183,430 5.37 

Fig. 12. Flow diagram for absorption of co
2 

in two froth-flow contactors. 
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The rate equation for the froth-flow system was identical to 

that used for the co2 co-clirrent packed column) Eq, (52). 

The mass-transfer coefficients were calculated using the 

correlations of Heuss, , et al. The value -of d
95 

,_ cor~ected for atmospheric 

conditions, was obtained using Fig. 11. This value o'f d
95 

corresponded 

-to data obtained by James and Silberman for void fractions less than 

0.1. 

from 

Assuming d to be proportional to R1 / 3 d was calculated 
SV g ' SV 

d95 by 

dsv = (Rg/O.l)l/3 d95 (95) 

was taken equal to 0.8 d . Using physical properties for the· 
SV 

CO~ system corrected for atmospheric conditions, k1 was calculated using 

Eq. ( 87) , and was corrected for the system temperature by Eq. ( 94) , with 

the assumption made that this temperature correction was valid beyond the 

range of the work of Heuss, et al. 

k a was calculated from Eq. (90), based on a void fraction 
g 

corresponding to process conditions. This correlation does not include 

the effects of physical properties or presslire. It was assumed that 

Eq. (46), used to correct for gas properties in a packed column, might 

represent an adequate correction and was used, along with Eq. (93), 

to correct for system properties at constant temperature and pressure. 

Interfacial areas were calculated from Eq. (91}, based on the 

void fraction corresponding to process conditions and values o_f d 
SV 

corresponding to atmospheric conditions. Because the values of k1 

calculated were so large that n = (k2 + D k C )112 ~ k1 , Eq. (94), 
1 1 2 0 
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applied to k1 , was assumed to account for the effects of ~emperature 

I . 
on both k

1 
.·and a. Although pressure would be expected, to effect 

interfacial area, because of _its effects·. on R. 
g 

of this effect was unknown and, hence, neglected. 

and d , the nature sv . 

ii. Calculation. The design eq_uation _was numerically integr1'l,ted, 

us-ing Simpson's . rule. Average flow rates and values of the transport 

coefficients were used. The method of solution is similar to that 

·discussed for the co-current pack~d column fdr co2 abso~ption, discuss~d 

in Appendix XI. 

iii. Observations. The results· of the calculation are- shown 

in Table 7. The values of the physical mass transfer coefficients, k1 , 

were so large that k~ » D1k2C
0

, so that n = (k~.+ D1kl
0

)
112 ~ ~· 

As a result of this decreased resistance to mass transfer in the_liq_uid 

phase, the extent ,of gas·phase :control, related to. the magnitude of the 

term 1 + aHn/k a in Eq_. (52), was substantial. The value of the term 
g 

ranged from 1. 57 in the single contactor to 7.91 and 4.9-3 in the high-

and low-co2-partial-pressure contactors. These values may be compared 

to the range of 1. 07 to 1. 28 calculated for the co-current packed 

.colurim cases, wher-e the values of k1 calculated were small. 

b. Froth -flow contactor~-...,HCl absorption. i.. Design considerations. 

Because of the relatively low 1/G's encountered in HCl absorption~ ~roth 

flow is not possible wi:thout a high recycle of absorbent. Operating an 

HC 1-absorption system with an externally cooled recycle stream will have 
I 

the effect of making the process more nearly isothermal than was.possible 

witho:ut this recycle, because of the larger liq_uid rate and the 

,. 



Table 7. Froth flow contactor--co
2 

absorption. 

Diameter 

Total L 

G 

u hom 
k 

'!" 1 
k ax1o4 

g 
a 

R1 
l-:.P/l-:.1 

Height 

t:.P 

Single contaetor 

0.502 ft 

618,000 lb/hr 

5445 1b/hr 

41.0 ft/see 

5.97 em/sec 

9.84 
. -1 

17.95 em 

0.28 

0.100 psi/ft 

11.9 feet 

1.19 psi 

·:· . 3 
gm moles/sec em atm 

····--- -

High:...co2-pe.rtial

pressure contaetor 

0.9114 ft 

1;817,300 1b/hr 

6583 1b/hr 

19.5 ft/see 

8.55 em/sec . . 

0.51 
-1 

7.29 em 

0.49 

0.017 psi/ft 

2.6 feet 

0.045 psi 

Low-C0
2
-'partial

nressure no~taetor 

0.713 ft 

F 

1,090,1~00 1b/hr 

3015 lb/hr 

24.2 ft/sec 

7.46 em/sec 

1.09 

10.95 

0.58 

-l em· 

0.. 025 psi/ft . 

5.5 feet 

0.137 psi 

' f-J 
0 
Vl 
I 

c: 
0 
!::d 
t-' 

' f-' 
OJ 
\0 
I-' 
OJ 
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conseq_uently smaller change in liq_uid composition through the contactor. 
'._I' 

A$ the· process becomes mo:re isothermal, the outlet liquid concentration 

of ··HCl will be higher, possibly obviating the r1ecessity of multiple 

staging to produce HCl of colllillercia~l~ v:aluable strength. 

Because the recycle ratios requ~red to produce froth flow are of 

·the order of 100, the process was considered to be· isothermal for the 

purpose of calculation. It was also assumed that the amount of water 

vaporized would be negligible. . Calculation was limited to the single 

absorber. ·The gas and liquid flow rates and compositions consistent with 

the above ~ssumptions, together with the· recycle flow rate nec'essary to 

insure froth flow, are showrr in Fig. 13. A diameter of 0. 874 feet was 

chosen to insure froth flow. 

The pressure drop and void fraction were calculated by the Hugh

. 44 47 mark· , methods. 

The form of the rate equation is identical to Eq. (24) for HCl 

absorption in a co-current packed column. 

The value of k a was calculated using Eq. (90) and was corrected 
g 

for physical properties, temperature and pressure by Eqs. (46) and.(93). 

The liquid-phase resistance to mass transfer was neglected. 

ii. Calculation. An value of KgaHCl based .oil average flow 

' 
conditions and void fraction was· used to calculate the length 'of the 

contactor. Since only the concentration of HCl was .assumed to be 

changing in the gas phase, the design eq_uation. was re-written as 
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Gas Flow Rates and Compositions (A,B): See Table 8. 

Lisuid Flow Rates and ComEositions 

Stream Flow Rate (lb/hr} ComEosition (wt. frac. HCl) 

c 3826 0. 050 . 

D 1,839,000 0.2545 

E 1,834,000 0.2550 

F 4879 0.2550 

Fig. 13. Flow diagram for HCl absorption in froth-flow contactor. 
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i
yHC1,2 

z .= . 

Y~c1,1 

d( GmyHCl) · 
-----=:;.:....::=::...--....,*:-. - = 
Kg~Cl SP(yHCl - YHci} 

' * 
(yHCl - YHCl) 

(96) 

where: GI = molar flow rate of gaseous· inerts, lb. moles/hi 

G = total molar gas flow rate, lb moles/hr m 

K a = lb moles/ft3 atm hr.· 
g 

s = ft2 

P = atm 

z = ·ft• 

Because, as seen in Fig. '13, the concentration of HCl in the liquid 

* . 
does.not change appreciably in the ?ontactor, yHCl m~y be considered 

effectively constant, and equal to the gas composition in equilibrium 

·with the outlet liquid. Given this assumption, Eq. (96) may be 

integrated analytically, with the result 

1-y+ln· 2 .. 1 * (y - y.·*.)(l - y )]· 
. . * 

1 - yl (yl - y Hl - y2) 

(97) 

The value of the integral in the last term of Eq. (96), with 

. * .. . . 
y

1 
= 0.20, y

2 
= 0.01 andy = 0.005 is 4.16. 

; ·. 
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iii. Observations. As shown in Fig. 13 and Table 8, the outlet 

absorbent concentration produced in the HCl froth-flow device is about 

25.5% by weight. This concentration ·compares favorably with the outlet 

concentration of about 28% obtained in the multiple-contactor schemes, 

such as were discussed in conjunc~ion with absorption in co-cur;r-ent 
I 

packed columns and annular-flow contactors, and is considerably greater 

than the concentration of 18.4% which may be produced in a single 

contactor without recycle. This results from the effect of the large 

recycle rate in keeping the process nearly isothermal. This scheme 

may represent an approach, simpler than multi-staging, to the·problem 

of producing an absorbent of commercially valuable strength, if .the 

recycle pumping costs are not prohibitive. 

C. pispersed Phase Systems 
,. 

l. General Considerations 

In the packed column and two-phase flow contactors, mass 

transfer is greatly enhanced by the dispersion of gas-in-liquid or 

liquid-in-gas which results because of the hydrodynamic conditions or 

mechanical features, such as packing, inherent to the specific device 

and/or pattern of flow. A number of contacting devices have mechanical 

features specifically designed to create gas-in-liquid or liquid-in-gas 

dispersions, with conse~uent high interfacial areas. 

Various types of spray absorbers are in limited commercial use. 

The principle types of these absorbers are spray columns, cyclonic (or 

centrifugal) spray devices and venturi devices. Each of these devices 

is cl1aracterized by a relatively high liquid pumping or gas· compressor 



Table 8. Froth flow 'contactor--HCl absorption. 

Diameter = 0.874 feet 

Inlet 

lb/moles/hr lb/hr Mole_! 

HCl 30.08 1097.2 20.0 

H 0 2 - 1.28 23.1 o.8 

Gas Flow H2 6.02 12.2 4.0 

Air 113.00 ' 3273.7 75.1 
-

Total 150.38 4406.2 99.9 

Inlet 

Temperature· . 30. 0°C 

Net liquid flow 3826.4 lb/hr 

Net-liquid composition 5.0 w/o HCl 

tTotal liquid flow 1,839,000 lb/hr 

tTotal liquid composition 25;45 w/o liCl· 

. Rl 
- ~ !1P/!1L 

K a__· 
gHCl 

Height 

!1P 

tFlow and composition in contactor. 

HCl 

:H2o 
H2 

'Air 

Total 

0.407 

Outlet· 

lb,moles/hr lb/hr 

1~22 44.3 

1.28 23.1 

6.02 12.2 

113.00 3273.7 

121.52 3353.3 

Outlet 

30.0+°C 

4879.3 lb/hr 

25.5-w/o HCl 

1,840,000 lb/hr 

25;50 w/o HCi 

0.057 psi/ft 

145.8 lb moles/hr ft 3 atm 

5.7 ft 

0.33 psi 

Mole % 

1.0 

1.0 

5 .. 0 

93.0 

100.0 . ~ 
1--' 
0 
J 

c::: a 
~ 
~ 
CX> 
'0 
1--' 
CX> 
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Annular flow, HCl absorption 

Froth flow, C02 absorption 

Froth flow, HCl absorption 

Fig. 14. Regions of Baker correlation to which open pipe contactor 

designs correspond. 
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requirement, a great possibility of entrainment of liquid droplets in 

the process gas. stream and a limited number·of equilibrium stages per 

device, resulting either from the configuration of the equipment or a 

high degree of mixing in the gas phase. General discussions of spray 

absorption systems have been presented by Perry,28 Sherwood and 

. 61 62 . 
P1gford and Strauss, and a summary o£ literature relevant to

1
specific 

devices has been compiled by King. 60 

A typical spray-tower configuration is shown in Fig. 15a. 

Variations of this configuration have been proposed in line with the 

observation that the rate of absorption at the drop surface is most 

rapid immediately after the droplets are formed. 61, The mass-transfer 

characteristics of the spray tower are discussed more fully in the 

following section. 

Two basic types of centrifugal absorbers are shown in Fig. 15 b ,c, 

which represent schematically apparatus used by Johnstone and Klein

schmidt 63 and discussed by :NonhebeL 64 The gas rates used in such 

absorbers can be greatly increased over the maximum in a spray tower 

because the liquid is forced to impinge either on the :wall or on the 

vanes of the apparatus and. descend, thereby greatly decreasing the amount . ( 

of entrainment. A furthe~ advantage, particularly of the device depicted 

in Fig. 15c, is that a secondary impact spray may result as the primary 

spray hits the vanes of the rotor. This secondary impact spray is finer 

than the primary spray, and the continuous regeneration of fine spray 

greatly enhances the rate of mass transfer. 

•· 
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In a·venturi device, Fig. 15d, the dispersion of droplets may 

be accomplished either by injecting a liquid stream: at a point preceding 

the throat.C>r by taking advantage of the reduced pressure and high 

level . of turbulence in the venturi throat to provide both·. the· pumping 

power and the dispersing mechanism. In ·either case, the primary pressure 

drop occurs in the gas phase,·as contrasted to the spray tower and centri-

fugal absorber, in which the major pressure drop is associated with the 

liquid phase. The venturi is limited to applications characterized by . 
' . . 

low liquid-to-gas ratios. 

Another form of the venturi device, sometimes called a jet scrubber, 

has been used to produce gas-in..,.liquid dispersion, and is identical to 

the venturi depicted in Fig. 15d, ex"cept that the gas· and liquid streams 

are interchanged. An app&-atus of this type h~s been studied by Bauer, · 

Fredrickson and Tsuchiya. 65 The low pressure at the throat may be used 

to pump the gas, whi~h is dispersed by the high shearing forces present 

in the venturi throat. The maj 6ri ty of the mass transfer was found to 

occur in or near the venturi throat. This apparatus is limited to · 

. applications with very' low gas to liquid ratios, such as reducing the 

anaerobic bacteria content in a liquid stream by the introduction of 

·oxygen. 

· 2. Spray·. Towers 

The potential attractiv,~ness of spray towers ·as absorption 
- . . . 

devices lies in the g:t"eat amount of surfac~ area ass'ociated with the 

$prayed droplets, the high degree of turbulence whichmay exist within 

·these droplets and.the low gas-phase pressure drop. 

·• 
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The most comprehensive study of mass transfer in a.spray tower 
• . 66 

has been presented by Pigford and Pyle. Data were obtained for 

ammonia absorption, oxygen desorption and air dehilmidificati_on With 

several types of spray nozzles in counter-current spray towers of 

different heights and diameters. The number of transfer units , for the 

liquid- and gas-phase-controlled mass-transfer systems, was measured as 

a function of the liquid and gas rates in the columns. The lengths of 

the transfer unit, LTU1 or LTU , may be determined from the reported g 

values. of ~1TU1 

LTU1 = 

LTU = g 

where 

LTU1 = 

LTU = g 

and NTU by 
g 

(tower height )/NTU1 

(tower height)/NTU g 

L/k
1

asp
1 

G/k aMSP' g 

NTU1 = ! dC 

* c - c 

NTU = ! d;t: 
g y - yi 

(98) 

. (99) 

(100) 

(101) 

(102) 

(103) 

and L and G are the liquid and gas mass flow.rates, S is the tower 

cross sectional area and M is the molecular weight of the transferred 

species. 

Based on the measured drop size distributions from specific 

nozzles reported by Pigford and Pyle, it is possible to predict the 

interfacial area. 
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Certain cautions must be exercised in using the data of Pigford 

~d Pyle: 1 The degree oi droplet turbule~ce is greatest imm.ediS:tely after 

their formation; and the rate of interfaci;ii mass .transfer is' conseq_uently 

greatest in the vicinity of the nozzles. Hence, the number of :transfer· 
. . \, 

units is not directly :proportional to the, tower height. This is especially 

true in a situation with 
1

liq_uid-phase-controlled mass-transfe~,'where the 

rate· of circulation is an important mass-transfer consideration. A. 

substantial amount of liq_uid was foundto hit the walls of.the.tower 

before reaching its base. This implies that the actual e-ffecti.ve are~ . 

for mass transfer may be considerably less than that :predi.cted using 

drop-size distribution data. Lastly, although the flow pattern: of 

Pigford and Pyle's experiments was counter-current, a· consid_erable amount 
i 

of mixing of the gas in the axial direction would have occurred, resulting 

in a situation far removed from true, counter~current :performance 

in terms of the mass-transfer driving forces provided. ·Pigford and Pyle 

evaluated NTU's corresponding to the assumption of no axial mixing in 
I 

either phase, and their data must be interpreted accordingly. 

The computational study of the attractiveness of spray towers 

was limited to a consideration of the spray tower for C02 absorption. 

The spray tower has been suggested as a :promising device for the 

66 .· .1 

absorption of HCl, but because of the complex heat-transfer effects .1 

which need to be considered, the calculation was not made. 
I 
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, 3. Spray Tower--co
2 

Absorption 

a. 'Design consider!;lotions. Spray columns for the Vetrocoke 

absorption process were design~d assuming plug co-cu.:t-rent and counter-

current flow and co-current flow with a completely axially-mixe~ gas 

phase. Only the multiple-contactor system was considered. 
'I 

To OJ?erate a spray column counter~currently, the gas rate must 

be low enough to prevent excessive entrainment of liquid and the liquid 

rate must be low enough to prevent excessive formation of turbulent 

eddies in the gas phase which would prevent the upward flow of gas. 

Based on the data of Pigford and Pyle, the limiting gas rate is apparently 

of the order of 800 lb/hr ft 2 at atmospheric pressure. The limiting 

liquid rate may be estimated qualitatively using a procedure discussed 

35 by Foust, et al. , based on a model of an infinite system of equal-

sized spheres and a slip velocity basedon the minimum free cross section 

at the stream section containing the~particle. Using this analysis, ~ith 

the 1 gas and liquid flow rates determined for the multiple co2 reactors, 

it was concluded that counter-current flow was feasible for this situation. 

To calculate the interfacial area associated with a stream of 

falling droplets, the relative, or slip, velocity between phases must 

be known. Liquid droplets will reach a terminal velocity, V t , which 

is related to the droplet dimensions and the physical properties of the 

surrounding gas. For spherical droplets, the terminal velocity may 

be written as 
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where CD is the drag coefficient. The drag coefficient, CD, has been 

plotted as a function of the Reynolds number, DP Vp/)1, with the sphericity 

of the particles as a parameter. 35 The slip velocity for counter-current 
j 

flow is defined, with reference to the dispersed component, as 

v = v - v sl t g 

For co-current flow, the definition is 

= v + v t g· 

(105) 

(106) 

It was assunied that the nozzles were Sprayco-5B nozzles, as used in 

many of.Pigford and Pyle's experiments. 
! 

Based on the mean surface-
. I 

diameter drop diameter from these nozzles reported by Pigford a:pd Pyle, 

the volumetric flow rate of the liquid and the slip velocity, tqe drop 

surface area per unit tower volume can be calculated. 

Column diameters were chosen to make the gas mass velocity 

· 300 lb/ft2hr,. corresponding to diameters of 5.287 feet and 3.566 feet 

for the high and low co2 partial-pressure contactors respectively. At 

these diameters, the liquid flow rate was beyond the rahge of liquid 

flow rates covered by the Pigford and Pyle data, making it impossible 

to predict LTU directly. .However, values of LTU were calculated from 

NTU data obtained in a 52-inch tall, 31.5-inch diameter column using 

Eq. (98) for a gas rate of 300 lb/hr ft 2 and several liquid rates. Th.e 
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value of k1 a was calculated as L/ (LTU)S,:'L, and k1 .· was extracted 

from the values of k
1

a obtained using values of interfacial area 

calc~ated on the basis of a slip velocity, liquid flow rate and column 

diameter of the Pigford and Pyle experiments. A weighted area was 

used based on the fact that at this gas velocity, about two~thirds 

of the liquid collected at the bottom of the column was taken off the 

wall. In the range studied by Pigford and Pyle, a plot of k
1 

against 

log L was linear. Extrapolating this plot to the value of L in the 

co2 absorption process, a value of k
1 

was obtained. It was found that 

k~ « D1k2C
0

, so that for this pseudo first-order chemical absorption 

process, an accurate knowledge of the value of k1 was unnecessary, as 

long as the order of magnitude of the value obtained by the above proc~dure 

is correct. 

For the Vetrocoke design problem, it was desired to correct the 

interfacial areas estimated on the basis of the slip velocities for 

inpingement of droplets on the/Wall. This effect is a complex function 

of the arrangement of the nozzle, the nozzie characteristics and the 

column diameter. Pigford and Pyle found that the number of transfer 

units measured in a 31.5-inch versus a 12-inch column increased by 

.a factor of about 1.33, or approximately as (diameter) 0 •3 • Since in 

a 31. 5-inch column approximately two-thirds of the liquid was collected 

off the wall, it was assumed that 

a'(D/31.5) 0"3 
a=- . +a 

3 w 
(107) 
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where: .a' = predicted area, based on slip velocity and droplet size 

1 

distribution' data 

a = corrected effective interfacial area 

a - column wall area/unit volume' 
w 

D - tm•er diameter, inches. 

The effect of gas-phase resistance to !:lass transfer vras ignored. 

b. Calculation .. The mass ba.J.ance for the Vetrocoke absorption -.-. -----=-~·-

process--Eq. (52) with the gas-phase resistance to mass transfer con-

sidered negligible--was numerically integrated, using Simpson's rule. 

Average values of the flow rates were used for the calc"..llation. The 

liquid flow rate and, hence, change in composition for the counter-· 

·current case were t~~en to be the same as for the co~current case. For 
• • • r 

the co-current case in which the gas phase 1rras axially well-mixed, it 

was assumed that the gas composition was everywhere equal to 'the outlet 

composition. 

c. Observations. The results of the calculation are shmvn 

in Table 9. Although the lowest tm-Ter heir;hts were those calculated 

assuming counter-current plug fl(m, this result is probably over-

optimistic, because of the axial-gas-phase-mixing problel!ls which would 

be met in a counter-current spray tower--especially 1rri th liquid rates 

of the magnitude of those considered in this study. 'l'he effect of 

assuming an axially well-mixed gas phase is to increase the necessary 

tavrer heights severely, especially in the 1ow-co
2 

-"l)artial- pressure 

tow-er. Since the problem of axial mixing would not be expected to be 

as great in a co-cuYrent spray tm.;er, the· sizes calculated assuming 
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co-current plug flow probably represent the most reasonable estimate 

of the necessary spray tower size for this·process. 
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Table 9. Spray tower~co2 absorption. 

High-C02-partial-

pressure tower· 

Diameter 5-29ft 

L i83,430 lb/hr 

G 6583 lb/hr 

vl 0.031 ft/sec 

v 0.453 ft/sec g 
vt . 2.053 ft/sec 

(l) 3. 07 em -1 a 

Hbight . ! 3.3 ft 

(2) -1 a 1.96 em .. 

Height 6.0 ft 

( 3) -1 a 1.96 em 

Height 13.9 ft 

(1) counter-current plug flow 

(2) co-current plug flow 

UCRL-18918 

Low-eo2-partial-

· pressure tower 

3-57 ft 

183,430 lb/hr 

3015 lb/hr 

0.067 ft/sec 

0. 848 ft/sec 

6.082ft/sec 

l. 78 em -1 

22.8 ft ., 

-1 1.35 em 

34.1 ft 

1.35 em -1 

199.2 ft 

(3) co-current flow; gas phase perfectly well-mixed axially 
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V. EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS 

A. General Considerations 

An accurate analysis of the attractiveness of a device for · 

absorption is a complex task, intimately related to the specific process 

being considered. The primary investment costs associated with a 

typical absorption system, including the regenerator, may be itemized as 

(1) The cost of the absorber shell. 

( 2) The cost of the regenerator shell. 

(3) The costs of absorber and regenerator internals, such as packing 

or plates, and. external devices, such as entrainment separators and 

nozzles, necessary for the practical utility of the devices. 

(4) The costs ofliquid pumps, gas compressors, external heat exchangers 

and piping. 

( 5) Initial absorbent and catalyst (when used) .costs. 

Typical operating costs may be listed as: 

(1) Costs of power for running the pumps and compressors. 

(2) Costs associated with steam which may be required for.regeneration 

purposes. 

(3) Costs of coolants used in heat exchangers. 

(4) Make-up absorbent and catalyst costs. 

The task of comparing various absorption devices may be simplified 

if some of the operating or investment costs may be assumed constant--

i.e., independent of the specific device used--or of negligible 

importance in the over-all economics of the operation. It may be 

complicated if, as in the case of HCl absorption, the. product absorbent . . . 

may have commercial value. 
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An approach to the general comparison of' absorption devices 

has been 
. .. 69 

proposed by Lunde.. By investigating the relation between the 

over-all mass-transfer coefficient and the variables of' gas and liquid 

flow rate and pressure drop, the nuniber of transfer units, defined l;>y 

Eqs. (102) and (103), may be relat.ed to the power consumptions associated 

with the gas and liquid phases and the size of' the device. This analy'-

sis was carried out by Lunde f'or packed columns, spray towers, •venturi"-

devices and cyclonic scrubbers f'or systems in which .the majority of 

resistance to mass transfer was in the gas phase. A comparison was 

made between devi,ces on the basis of' the number of transfer units 

obtainable per unit of power consumed in the gas or liquid phase. 

A_ greatly simplified approach was used in this investigation 

to compare the coiltactors studied with each other, and, wnere possible, 
.,. 

with devices currently used to 'carry out the absorption processes. I 
I 

I 
After eliminating from consideration items that would be, constant for' all. 

I 

devices or would be expected to have small influence on the over-all 

economics of the process, quantities characteristic of investment and 

operating costs were assigned to each device. These cost functions may 

be displayed on graphs, with axes representative of the ranges of' 

,operating and investment variables encountered. Graphs of this nature 

are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. 

Generally, points nearest the origin represent the lowest 

cap~ tal and operating costs, and would be associated with the most 

attractive devices. In economic optimization studies, there is 

frequently a trade-off between operating and capital costs for a. 
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given device associated with the variation of a parameter such as column 

diameter. If sufficient data of this nature were available, a family 

of hyperboJ.~....;like curves.....-eac,h .characteristic of a specific device-

convex to the origin, migh.tbe expected. The curves closest to the 

origin would represent the best devices. In this study, results 
! 
' 

sufficient to evaluate the trade-off. between!operating and capi~al 

costs were limited to th.e studies of co-current packed columns. For 

other devices, such studies were difficult to make. For example, the 

variation of pipe diameter in co-current pipe flow might result in 

changing the flow regime to one not applicably treated by the mass-

transfer mechanism assumed. 

Although no set of curves was obtainable, the points closest 

to the origin will still represent better devices. To give an 

indication of the relative importance ofdistance from the origin in 

the x and y directions, an assignment of cost values to the invest-

ment and operating variables must be made. As an example, the material 

required in Vetrocoke absorbers is low cost carbon steel, since the 

catalyst tends to eliminate the corrosive characteristics of potassium 

carbonate. Hydrogen chloride, on the other hand, is extremely corrosive, 

and expensive materials, such as graphite, must be used. For a 

given energy requirement, the capital costs per unit shell volume of 

a Vetrocoke absorber would be less important than the corresponding 

costs for an HCl absorber. 

Because the purpose of this investigation was only to give a 

general indication of the competitive characteristics of various devi·ces, 

the problems of cost assignment were not considered. 
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B. co
2 

Absorbers 

1. Basis of Evaluation 

I 
The results of the calculations to determine the sizes of and 

pressure drops through co-current packed columns, annular..;. and froth-

flow open-pipe devices, and spray towers appear in Tables 4, 5, 7 and 9. 
' For the cases of the co-current packed column, annular-flow-contactor 

and spray column, results based on different mass-tran~fermodels are 

shown to give an indication of the sensitivity of the calculated size 

requirements to the assumption$ inherent in the various models. The 

difficulties in selecting the correct model have been outlined. However, 

in order to be able to cornpare the devices, some selection must be made, 

and an effort was made to select the most reasonable models as a basis 

of comparison. Since the model selected was generally an optimistic one, 

if the device based on this selection appeared favorable, consideration 

was made of the effects on operating and investment requirements of 

assuming the device was actually characterized by a less ~ptimistic 

model. 

The choices made were: 

(l) For the co-current packed columns, the vessel sizes calculated 

. - I 
_ using interfacial areas based on the energy-dissipation mod~l were 

selected. This model was felt to represent a more realistic approach 

to the problem of defining interfacial area than merely assuming it to_ 

be constant and equal to the packing surface area. 

(2) For the annular-flow contactors, a vessel size corresponding to 

the driving force C - C being 50% of that which would exist if the e a 
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droplets were in equilibrium with the. gas was selected. The case 

with the driving force 10% of the equilibrated driving force was also 

considered. 
' . 

For the sprey tower, the size based on co-current plug flow. was 

selected, since the size was comparable to that calculated assu.rD.ing 
' I 

counter-current plug flow and the actual mass-transfer situation would 

not be expected to be as bad as the case corresponding to an axially 

perfectly mixed gas phase. 

It was assumed that the absorber used by Phillips Petroleum 

to carry out the Vetrocoke absorption process was a counter-current 

sieve-tray column. The number of trays necessary to effect the desired 

purification was taken to be the same for the scaled down gas and liquid 

flow rate case as in the full-scale absorber. · The number of trays was 

estimated from a known number of 25 trays in the lower section of the 

swaged column used and an estimated number of 7 trays in the upper 

portion. Based on the number of trays and an estimated tray spacing 

of 24 inches , the height of the column w.as calculated to be 66 feet. 

The diameters of the upper and lower sections of the column, correspond-

ing to the scaled gas and liquid rates, was estimated by procedures 

outlined by Fair,70 with the assumptions that 

(1) The gas velocity to be used was 75% of the flooding velocity. 

(2) The active tray area was equal to 88% of the total tray area. 

The column diameters calculated were 1.5 feet in the upper 

(15 feet) section, where the absorbent flow rate was about 60 GPM, and 

2. 6 feet in the lower (51 feet) section, where the absorbent flow 

rate was about 360.' GPM. The pressure drop thrcnigh the column was assumed 

to be 5 psi, based on the pressure drop measured. in the Phillips absorber. 
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The· capital req~irements of the absorbers were assumed to be 

directly proportional to. the internal surface areas--excluding heads--/ I . 

of the devices. This assumes constant wall thickness and negligible cost 

of absorber internals and heads, and is consistent with a procedure used 

by Rl.·ess. 20 The costs of h '11' · t 1 d t
1 

• sue . aux1. 1.ary equ1.pmen as nozz es an · en ra1.n-. ! 

ment separators were neglected, since theywouid be similar for all of 

the devices. 

If the outlet absorbent flow rates and concentrations were in 

all cases·the same, the costs of the regenerator could be assumed· 

constant and neglected. Similarly, the reboiler steam requirements 

could be neglected. However, the effect of multi-staging is to reduce 

I 
greatly the necessary absorbent flow rate and, because the amount of 

co2 scrubbed is the same, increase the concentration of the absorbent 

entering the regenerator. With two contactors, the necessary absorbent 

flow rate was similar, and, in fact, less than that used in the Phillips 

process (scaled). The effect of the greater flow rate in the single-

contactcir case would be to increase the necessary regenerator diameter 

but, because the absorbent concentration change would be less, might 

also be to decrease its height, depending on the change in the mass-

transfer coefficients. Because of these compensating effects, and 

because consideration of the stripper is a major problem in itself, the 

investment costs associated with the regenerator were neglected. The 

effect on steam consumption and the capital and operating costs associated 

with the heat exchangers used to cool the absorbent stream. should still 

be considered but because the multiple-contactor cases, in which the 
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~egeneration and cooling re~uirements would be less, appeared more 

favorable than the s.ingle-contactor cases :without co:q.sideration of these 
. .· . . 

factors, the steam and exchanger costs were neglected. 

The operating variables considered were those associated with 

pumping the li~uid stream and .compressing the gas. These variables were 

expressed as energy re~uirements per hour, or KWH/hr. 

The pumping re~uirements considered were those associated with 

pumping the li~uid from the regenerator to the absorber and with recirculat-

ing the absorbent in the froth-flow devices. For purposes of comparison, 

the kinetic energy and frictional losses in the external piping were 

assumed to be independent of.the particular contactor used and were, 

conse~uently, neglected. The energy re~uirement was then described by 

(108) 

~z represents the height to which the li~uid must be pumped, and was 

assumed e~ual to the column height (zero for the horizontal absorbers). 

~p represents the difference in pressure between the regenerator (22.7 psia) 

and the absorber (140 psia) or, in the case of the froth-flow-device 

re-circulation pump, the pressure drop through the<device. An additional 

pressure drop of 10 psi was assumed through the nozzles of the spray tower. 

The power re~uirement is expressed as 

Power = 
(L)( ~Wf) (1. 3558Xl0 - 3 ) 

3600 KWH/hr 

in which L is the mass li~uid flow rate, lb/hr. 

(109) 
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The pressure drop through·the absorbers would be reflected by 

a gas:-compressor requirement. ·In an actual hydrogen plant, this 

compression might be done at the beginning of the proc.ess, before the 

reformer, where the pressure is about 235 psia. The pressure drop might 

also be re:t:lected ip an increased compression requirement.at the tail-
- .. 

end of the process, in conjunction with preparing the process stream for 

an application such as the synthesis of ammonia. The compressor 

requirement would be different in each case because of the differences in 

gas composition and percentage increase in gas pressure. In this study, 

it was desired to circumvent these process considerations, while still 

assign,ing an operating variable to reflect the pressure drop through the 

contactor. To this end, a compressor was assumed to efCist immediately 

after the absorber, compressing the gas of outlet composition from the 

outlet pressure, Pl to a pressure equal_ to the pressure of the gas 

stream ent-ering the absorber, P2. A constant value for Pl of 135 psia 

was assumed, and P2 was calculated as Pl plus the two-phase pressure 

drop in the column. The compression was assumed, for simplicity, to be. 

isothermal, for which the power requirement may be W:ritte:i'i as 75 

Power = (G)(Pl) ln(P2/Pl)(1.3558Xl0-3 ) KWH/hr 
3600 p . 

g 

(110) 

Perfectly efficient pumps and compressors were assumed. 

2. Results 

The conclusions regarding the utility of the devices studied as 

possible alternatives to the sieve-tray column may be made with reference 

to Fig. 16. 
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In terms of investment costs alone, each of the devices, except 

the spray tower, appears superior to the sieve-tray column. The advaritage 
! 

of the spray column is primarily due to the low energy cost associated 

with the low pressure drop in the gas phase. 

An indication of the practical meaning of the operating variable 

used may be obtained from the result that the high power requirement 

associated with the single co-current packed column with a diameter of 

1. 33 feet is primarily due to a calculated pressure drop in the device 

of 81 psi. This clearly represents .an impractical operating condition. 

The set of points 'representing the packed columns verify the 

hyperboli.c nature of the trade-off between operating and investment 

costs suggested in Section V-A. On the basis ofthe ctirves drawn through 

these sets of points, it appears that, if the diameters are optimally 

selected, the multi-staged co-current packed columns would be more attractive 

then the single columns, since the curve representing the staged devices 

lies closer to the origin. 

The most favorable devices, in terms both of operating .and 

investment variables, are the single and staged froth-flow devices and, 

possibly, the staged annular-flow devices. .The conclusion with regard to 

the annular-flow device ~is highly dependent on the approach to 

equilibriumwhich is assUmed to exist between the entrained droplets ahd 

the gas phase. This may be seen by comparing the positions of point 6a 

representing the result when 50% of the driving force C - C , correspond
e a 

ing to droplet equilibrium with the gas to the position of point 6b, 
; 

representing the result when only 10% of the full equilibrium driving · 
' ' 

force was assumed. Because of the lack of sufficiently complete 
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information regarding mass transfer in annular flow, the confidence yith 

which this device can be recmnmended as a suitable contacting scheHe 

is limited. The conclusion as to ¥hether the single or multiple froth

flmr contactors are more favorable depends on the relative importa.nce of 

the investment and operating costs, the evaluation of which was not made. 

c. HCl Absorbers 

1. Basis of EValuation 

The results.of the calculations of equipment sizes and pressure 

drops for the devices proposed for HCl absorption appear in Tables 3, 5 

and. 8. Tnese devices were compared in the same general vray as the co2 

absorption devices. However, no information vras found conce~ning 

commercially used absorbers operating in the sarne concentration and flmr 

rate ranges as the process considered, and only general observations 

regarding the competitiveness of the proposed devices with equipment 

currently used for HCl absorption were possible. 

For the AEC's Volatility proces&, a stripper •.wuld be required 

to regenerate HCl gas of a strength suitable for process use. The effects 

of multi-staging the absorber in altering the costs associated with the 

regene-rator might be considerable. A consideration of the costs 

associated with the regenerator was not made, however, except in a 

qualitative way. 

The variables representing investment and operating variables 

were calculated by the follovring procedures. 

(1) Investment costs vrere considered. proportional to the internal surface 

--ex!=!luding heads--of the devices, and. no allowance for auxilliary equip

ment or device internals vras made. 
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(2) The pumping requirements considered were those associated with pump-

ing the liquid from the regenerator to the absorber and with recirculating 
I . 

the absorbent in the froth flow-devices. As in'the C02 system analysis, 

which led. to Eq. (108) to describe the energy requirement, the frictional 

and kinetic energy losses in the external piping were considered independent 

of the contactor used, and were neglected. Because the pressure difference 

between the regenerator and the absorber would ~e small, the ~P/p1 term 

in Eq. ( 108) wa's also neglected in determining this energy requirement, 

but was considered in determining the pumping requirement for absorbent 
I 

recirculation in the froth-flow device. 

(3) Compressor requirements were calculated using Eq.· (110)~ assuming 

the compressor position to be at the outlet of the absorber, compressing 

the outlet gas from the outlet pressure to the outlet pressure plus the 

pressure drop through the device or devices.· Although this may not 

represent a compressor position at an optimal, or even necessary, point 

in the process stream, calculating the energy requirement in this way 

presents a measure of the price that may have to be paid for the pressure 

drop through the device. 

( 4) For the mui tiple-contactor cases, Fig. 6 shows that external heat 
' 

exchangers are necessary to maintain the temperature conditions assumed 

for the contactors. It was assumed that the cooling i.h these exchangers 

was done by counter-current flow of water available at 21°C, and that 

a 5°C approach existed at the outlet of the exchanger. The cost of 

\ cooling water per hour was converted to consistent power units of 

KWH/hr.using relative costs of electricity and ~ooling water of '$0.01/KWH 

and $0.03/1000 gallons of water suggested by Voogt and Tielrooy. 71 
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2. Results· 

The results of the assignment of operating and investment 

variables according to the above procedure are shown in Fig. 17. 

A comparison between the single co-clirrent packed columns and 

the multiple-column cases shows that' . in ,contrast with the. situation with 

C02 absorption, the multiple-contactor case is generally less favorable 

for the removal of HCL This is because of the cost associated with 

inter-stage water cooling. If this cost is neglected, as point 4' 

indicates, the multiple contactors become more favorable. The savings 

in regeneration costs which might be realized in the two-column case 

could compensate for the cooling water costs, and make the two-column 

·contacting scheme more favorable. 

The most favorable device for the absorption of HCl is shown 

clearly to be the single co-current packed columns, if the sole desire· 

is to clean an effluent gas stream. Unlike the result for co
2 

absorption, 

the annular-flow contactors appear relatively unfavorable, especially 

to the extent that the distance from the origin for the single and multiple 

annular-flow contactors is in the direction of increased capital require

ments which, as mentioned, should be of great importance considering the 

high cost of materials which must be used in HCl absorbers. The multiple 

packed columns and the froth-flow device are potentially competitive 

for scrubbing HCl, even without the consideration of regenerator cost 

savings with the former device. 

The. froth-flow device, the multiple packed columns and the 

multiple annular-flow devices all produce an absorbent with an HCl 
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concentration considerably higher than the other devices, and of 

potentially valuable commercial strength. If producing an acid of high 

concentration is desired, the multiple packed columns and froth-flow 

device seem about equally attractive, ~ith a possible edge given to the 

packed columns because of the lower capital costs and greater concentration 

of HCl produced. 

Although no direct comparison between these devices and devices 

currently used for HCl absorption was made, certain observations may be 

suggested. The most commonly used commercial.absorbers are' cooled 

absorbers, which consist of bundles of tubes, through which the gas 

and liquid streams pass either co-currently or counter-currently. A 

typical installation might incorporate 100 to 300 tubes of 7/8-inch 

diameter. 18 •19 The problems of controlling liquid distribution in such 

tubes are complex. It seems probable that the devices considered here ' . 

would substantially reduce the capital requirements and control problems 

characteristic of the cooled absorbers. However, the utility of 

employing an adiabatic process for scrubbing gas streams of much higher 

concentration than was considered in this study may be limited by the 

high temperature rise associated with such absorptions . 
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D. General ConClusions, 

The hierarchy of attr~ctiveness of the,devices considered for 

the absorption of C02 may be listed, in an approximate order of 

decreasing favorableness, as 

(1) 

(?) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Single-multiple froth-flow devices 

Multiple annular-flow devices 

Multiple co-current packed columns 

si)nile co..:.curremt packed columns 
. . ,. ; . I 

MJit,iple spray columns 
. i 

(6) ~1ieV'e-tray col~. [ 

For the removal 'of HCl, without consideration of the importance of the 

produ~~- absorbent, the approximate order is 

(l) Single packed columns 
'· -
(2} 

f3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Froth-flow device 

Multiple packed columns 

Single an~ular-flow device 
I 

Multiple annular-flow devices. 
I 

·, 
If the value of the ·product HCl absorbent' is importa:nt, the best devices 

would be 

(i) Multiple packed columns 
... 

(2) Froth-flow device 

(3) Multiple 
.. 
annular-flow contactors. 

The attractiveness of a given device for mass transfer is 
i .. 

dependent on the system studied. Some first-o;rder explanations of the· 

reasons for this may be' offered. The special .a'dvantage of annular-flow 

.. 

'· 
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contacting devices for mass transfer lies in the mechanism of inter

change of droplets between the annular liquid and the gas core~ with the 

droplets returning to the annular liquid much closer to equilibrium than 

the bulk liquid. Although this mechanism was important in both the 

HCl and co2 absorption cases, its importance relative to diffusional 

mass transfer was much greater in the co2 cases calculated by assuming 

a close approach of the droplets to equilibrium. The disadvantage'of 

packed columns for co2 absorption is linked primarily to the operating. 

costs and, more specifically, to the compressor costs associated with 

the pressure drops through the columns. The increase in interfacial 

area.necessary to improve the absorption rate for this liquid-phase 

controlled system is at the expense of a pressure drop which, in order 

.to reduce investment costs substantially, must be significant. The more 

favorable devices for C02 absorJ:)tion, such as the froth-flow device, 

are able to increase the rate of absorption without necessitating as 

great an energy expenditure. The froth-flow devices are less desirable 

than the packed columns for the absorption of HCl because of the power 

required to recirculate the absorbent, which is more important in this 

case than in the co2 case because of the greater recycle ratio and the 

fact that other pumping costs in this case are small. 

The potential desirability of utilizing the less common 

absorption devices considered for commercial processes has been shown. 

The areas in which necessary design information is lacking have also 

been outlined. The optimistic results of this study suggest the economic 

desirability of filling in some of these voids. 
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APPENDIX I 

A. Rate Considerations for co2 Absorption 

The absorption of co
2 

has been extensively reviewed, by Danckwerts 

33 . 
and Sharma, upon whose work much of the following· discussion is based. 

The pattern of chemical reaction in the absorption of carbon 

dioxide into catalyzed (or uncat~lyzed) potassium carbonate solutions 

may be regarded as second-order, with the consideration of reversibility 

often necessary. The over-all reaction may be written as 

(A-I-l) 

Alth.ough co; may be regarded as the reactant, the local rate of reaction 

in an u:hcatalyzed system is proportional to the buffered concentration of 

hydroxide ions, which may be related to the concentrations of co; and 

. Hco; by 

K (co;r 
( OH-) w (A-I.:..2) = 

K2 ( Hco;J 

where K = w 
(H+} (OH-) (A-I-3) 

K2 = (H+) (co;)/(Hco;) (A-I-4) 

At infinite dilution, the equilibrium constants Kw and K2 may be 

related to temperature as 

loglO K = -4470.99/T + 6.0875 - 0.01706 T (Ref. 8) (A-Io;.5) 
w 

K = gm mole
2
/liter2 

w 

T = OK 
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log10 K2 = -2902·.4/T + 6.498 - 0.0238 T (Ref. 33) (A-I-6) 

K2 = gm moles/liter 

I 
In the Vetrocioke process, the rate of reaction is also proportional 

! 

to the concentration of arsenfte ion, obtained from the dissociation of 

I 
arsenious acid according to the reaction 

(A-I-:7) 

Neglecting the reverse reaction, the rate of reaction of co2 into cata

lyzed potassium carbonate may be written as 

· (A-I-8) 

where the relevant reaction rate constants are given as 

log10 kOH = 13.635,- 2895.0/T (Ref. 33) (A-I-:-9) 

2830.0/T (Ref. 33) (A-I-10) 

where T = °K and the rate constants have units of liter I gm mole sec. · · 

In the catalyzed absorption of co2 , where the second ter~ on the right

hand side of Eq. (A-I-8) may be expected .to outw:eigh the first, the 

concentration of arsenite ion inay not become significantly depleted at. 
. . . ' . 

the interface, due to formation of undissodated arsenious acid. The 

rate of reaction may then be approximately first order with respect to 

the concentration of.C02 • An analytical ~elution to the dif~sion equa

tion describing tne absorption process may be obtained in this case. 

.... · 
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The solution, consistent with the Danckwerts sur :face rene\·Tal model, is 

or 

R = c*(k 2 + D k C )1/ 2 . 
. l l 2 0 

( A-I-11) 

* where: C = concentration of physically dissolved C0
2 

in equilibrium with 

as 

gas at interface, gm moles/cm3 

= HPy. , where H 
~ 

is the Henry's law solubility constant, 

3 gm moles/em atm, p the total pres sure, atmospheres, . and 

y. the interfacial gas mole fraction of solute 
·~ 

D
1 

= diffusivity of ·gas in the liquid, crr?/sec 

kl = physical liquid phase mass-transfer. coefficient, em/sec 

k2Co = kOH(OH-) + kAs(As(OH)
2
o-) 

R absorption rate, gm moles/em 
2 = sec 

·The reverse reaction may be accounted for by rewriting EQ. (A-I-ll) 

(A-I-l2) 

where Cb represents the concentration of dissolved but unreacted co
2 

in the bulk of the solution. The value of Cb may be determined from 

the first and second dissociation constants of carbonic acid, according 

to the equation 

K
2

(HC0-) 2 . 

K1(co;) 
(A-I-13) 
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where K
2 

is defined by Eqs. {A-I-4) and (A-T-6), and K
1 

is defined 

by the. equation 

K = 1 

(H+) (Hco;) 

(co
2

) 
. (A-I-14) 

and log10 K1 = -3404.7/T + 14.843- 0.03279 T. (Ref. 33) (A-I'-15) 

K
1 

- gm moles /li t.er 

T = °K 

Since the values of the dissociation constants K
1 

and K
2 

correlated 

by Eqs. (A-I-6) and (A-I-15) are for systems at infinite dilution, 

activity coefficient corrections. should be applied to the ionic concen-. 

I 
trations to account for the effects of ionic strength. No means was· 

Jound in the literature to account for this effect over a sui ta;ble range' 
' 

·although some work in this area has been done (see Ref. 9). 

The criterion for no depletionof arsenite ion, which must be 

· satisfi~d correctly to ··represent the rate of absorption by Eq. (A-I-11) 

or (A-!...;12), is written as 33 

(A-I--16). 
K . . . co= · << 1 

l + As(OHh . 3· 

. K; (HCO~) 

where K is the stoichiometric dissoCiation constant of As( OH)
3 
.. ' As(OH)

3 
and may be related to temperature by 

I. 

loglO pKAs(OH) = 9.614 - 0.0148 T (.·Ref. 33) (A-I-17) 
. 3 

K . 
As(OH)

3 
= gm moles/liter 

T = oc 
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The constants K ( ) and kAs are, .like 1<:1 and K2 , functions of As OH 3 10 ionic strength of the solution as well as temperature. This effect 

was, however, neglected because of the increased complexity of calculation. 

It is shown in Appendix I.B that for typical conditions met in the 

Vetrocoke process, the assumption of no arsenite depletion at the inter~-

face is valid and, hence, that Eq. (A-I-12) is the correct rate expression. 

Equation ( A-I-12) may be rewritten in a form including the gas 

phase mass-transfer coefficient as well as the liquid-phase coefficient. 

It. must be true that 

Ra = a(c*-c )(k2+D k c.) 1 / 2 = k a P(y-y.) 
b 1 1 2 0 g ~ 

(A-I-18) 

where k a 
g 

. 3 
= gas phase mass-transfer coefficient, gm moles/em sec atm 

p - total pressure, atmospheres 

y =mole fraction ofsolute in bulk gas 

* Since y. = y - Ra/k aP and C = HPy. , the rate of absorption may be 
~ g ~ 

rewritten as 

Ra = (A-I-19) 

This form of the rate expression implies that it is unnecessary to know 

the interfacial gas composition, y., to calculate the rate of absorption; 
. ~ . 

i.e., a pseudo-solubility, HPy may be·used instead of HPy. 
~ 

to calcu-

late the concentration-driving force. 
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B. Test of Criterion for Treating Absorption of co2 
into Promoted Carbonate Solutions as Pseudo First-Order 

Equation to be tested: Eq. (A-I-16) 

UCRL-18918 

Concentrations are taken to correspond tc;:>_the outlet of the 

high-C02-partial-pressure contactor of the two-contactor scheme, where 

the carbonate..,. bicarbonate ratio is the smallest 1 

(co;) =·o.485 gm moles/liter 
I 
I 

(HCOj) = 3. 31 gm moles/liter -

c* ~IIPy = 4.279xlo-3 gm moles/liter 

(As(OH)
3

) = 1 gm mole/liter 

kAs = 6.967x1o3 1 gm mole/sec 

..,.5 2 Dl - 2.1x10 Cfll /sec 

k1 = 0.8473 em/sec (value corresponding to co-current 

packed column) 

K -(· · ·) - 2.27x1o-9 gm moles/liter As OH 
3 

K -·· = 7. 386xlO -ll gm· moles/liter 
2 

Substituting into Eq. (A-I-16), 

LHS 
(4.279Xl0-3) ( l = o.4as 

+ __ ·_1_) [(1· +. (2.1Xl0-5)(6.96Xl03){1) ll/
2 

-lJ:. 
3.31 ' 0.6376 ' ' 

(2.27Xl0-9 )(0.485) 
L+_,__..;..;o;.~~~~...;...;...;;..::;.~ 

(7~J8~Xl0-11 )(3.31) 
-. 
; ' :, .. _. 

:-

Thus, the system may confidently be- treated as pseudo first ..:Order. 
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APPENDIX II 

P~v,sical Solubili tv of _co2 in 1&2~9_3 
It is difficu1t to measure the solur:ility of co

2 
in solutions vrith 

which it reacts. The solubility of gases in nonreacting electrolytes 

. 33 may be estimated by 

log10 (H/H ) = -K I (A-II-1) 
TtJ S 

where: H = Henry's law constant for solubility in water, gm mole/liter atm 
W. 

H = Heru·y 's la;.r constant for solubHi tJr in given electrolyte, 

gm :inole/liter atm 

I = ionic strength, equal to half the StUll of -the concentrations of 

species multiplied by its ionic charge squared, gm ions/liter 

K = constant characteristic of the electrolyte and solute gas 
s 

H may be expressed as 
w 

log10Hw = 1140.0/T - 5.30 (Ref. 33) 

H = gm moles/liter atm 
w 

(A-II-2) 

(valid for pressures of a few atmOspheres or less) 

Nijsing and Kramers11 have found that for co
2 

in potassium carbonate 

solutions (I = 0 - 2· gm ions/liter; T = 20°C) K has a value of 0.063, 
' s 

while Sharma
12 

has reported a value of 0.057 (I = 0-5 grn ions/liter; 

The effect of temperature on K 
s 

was not found to be great. 

An ave!·age value of K 
s 

of 0.060 was used to calculate the Henry's 

eacl1 
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law constant, using Eqs. (A-II-1) and (A-II-2). The physical solubility 

could theni be calculated from the equation 
I 

* C = HPy. 
1 

where y i , is the interfacial gas phase solute ~oncentration. 

I 
I 

I 

(A-II-3) 

,i-· 
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APPENDIX III 

Chemical Equilibrium in the co2-K2co
3 

System 

The over-all chemical reaction occurring in the Vetrocoke absorp-

38 tion process is represented by Eq. (A-I-1). Bocard and Mayland have 

expressed the equilibrium vapor pressure of C02 over carbonate-b~carbonate 
I 

buffer solutions by the expression 

Pco 
2 

(A-III-1) 

where: a., B, yare activity coefficient corrections for the carbonate. 

and bicarbonate ions and for water. 

MK
2
co

3 
and MKHC0

3 
are the concentrations (in molality) of the 

ions 

K is an equilibrium constant for the reaction, calculated from 

the standard free energies of the products and reactants. 

Bocard and Mayland constructed graphs, representing the vapor pressure 

of C02 consumed by reaction (expressed as standard cubic feet of co2 per 

gallon of solution) for various equivalent K
2
co

3 
concentrations. The 

vapor pr~ssure for low carbonat.e concentrations was predicted from 

Eq. (A-III-1). For high carbonate. concentr'ations, data of the U. S. 
' 3 ~ . . . 

Bureau of Mines were used, ' fit to equations of the form· 

log10(pco ) = A + B/T 
2 

. where A = a + bX + cx2 + d:X:3 

' (A-III:-2) 

X = equivalent solution concentration (standard cubic feet of 

C02/ gallon) 
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a,b,c,d,B·- constants 

· T = temperature I 
I 
I. 

·~. 
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Based on the decision to use 25%..,.by-weight K
2
co

3
, the data of Bocard 

and Mayland were fit to an equation of the form of Eq. (A-III-2). The 
I 

results were: I . 

For X = 2 - 5 SCF of C0
2
/gallen i 

! 

logi0 <Pco ) = 7.2583 + o.8643X- O.ll7o7x
2 

+ o.oo885x3 

I . 2 

5606.84842. 
T 

For X= 5- 6.75 SCF of CO/gallon 

log10(Pco ) = 6.5882 ... 0.99817X + o.1671x
2 

o.oo4x3 

2 

2870.91905 
T 

where Pco. =vapor pressure of co2 , psia 
2 

T = 0 Rankine 

X = SCF of C0
2

/ gallon of solution ... 

i} 

~A-IIl-3) 

,, 
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APPENDIX IV 

Physical Properties--co2~co3 System 

1. Liquid Properties 

Perry28 gives the density of 25% K2co
3 

at 150°F as l. 202 gm/ cc, 

3 or 75.23 lb/ft • The effect of conversion on density is discussed by 

. 38 
Bocard and Mayland, but was neglected for most design purposes. 

The liquid viscosity at this concentration and temperature is 

4 38 0.91 centipoise, or 6.115x10- lb/ft sec. 

2. Gas Properties 

The Phillips flow diagram for the Vetrocoke process, discussed 

4 3 ' 0 in Sec. II, gives the inlet gas density as 0. 2 lb / ft at 150 and 

150 psia. The outlet density at 140°F and 140 psia was specified as 

' 3 0.079 lb/ft • Neglecting the compensating temperature and pressure 

effects, the gas density was assumed to be related linearly to the campo- . 

sit ion of C0
2

, and the relationship derived was 

pg = 0.913y + 0.061 (A-IV~l) 

where pg = lb/ft3 

y = bulk gas mole fraction of co
2 

The outlet density, where the mole fraction of co
2 

was 0.01, was cal

culated by Eq. (A-IV-1) to be 0.07013 lb/ft3. Design calculations were 

based on average densities in the stages. For the single-stage case, the 

3 average density was 0.156 lb/ft . For the two-contactor case, the inter·-

stage mole fraction of CO.., was 0.07198, and the density was calculated 
"-
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' 3 to be 0.1265, lb/ft . Thus, the average density ·in the first stage was 

0.1'83 lb/ft3 and,in the s~cond stage, 0.0983 lb):t;t3 . 

A gas viscosity at a temperature of 150°F and a pressure of 

140 psia was estimated by the m~thod of critical viscosities. 34 A cric

ical viscosity, based onmolar~average critical properties, is calculated 

as 

where 

! 
'.! ·""' ·. 

= 7.70 Ml/2 p-,2/3 T -l/6 
J.Jc 1 c · c .. 

I . 

M = ayerage molec:ular weight 

P = molar average of critical pressures,' atm 
c 

T = m?lar average of critical temperatures ; °K 
C I 

j.J 
c 

= ctitical viscosity, centipoise 

I 

(A-IV-2) 

A value of the reduc~d viscosity, JJ/JJ , corresponding to the reduced 
. -· . c ...... ----- -·-· . -·34 

temperature and pressure was determined from a graph. The viscosity 
I 

(JJ JJ ) was calculated as 0.01295 centipoise, or 8.702Xl0-6 lb/ft s~c. 
c r i 

I 

This value of viscosity was assumed constant for the design calculations. 

The diffusivity of co2 into water at 60°~ is 4xlo-5 cm2/sec. 

Water at this temperature has a viscosity of 0.47 centipoise •. Correcting 

for the viscosity and temperature of the carbonate system according to a 

procedure suggested by Danckwerts and Sharm'a33 

5 . 2 . = 2.1x10- em /sec 
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APPENDIX V 

Algorithm for Determining Over-all Heat and Mass·Balances 

for the Two~Contactor HCl Absorption Process 

The nomenclature used to describe the algorithm may best be under-

stood by referring to Fig. 6, in which numbers are assigned to the gas 

and liquid flow rates, compositions and temperatures corresponding to 

the inlet and outlet of the "black box" contactors R-1 and R-2. The 

variables discussed are 

Ti c temperature at point i 

yji = mole fraction in gas stream of component j 

G. = total molar gas flow rate at point i 
~ 

Gji = molar gas flow rate of component j at point 

GI = molar flow. rate of gaseous inerts 

1. = total mass liquid flow rate at point 
~ 

x. = weight fraction in liquid of HCl 
~ 

The algorithm may be outlined as follows: 

Given: 

l. t 
Tl, xl, YHCll' YHC14' Gl, P, YH 01 

2 

at 

i 

point i 

at point i 

i 

2. The assumption that the liquid and gas streams enter and leave the 

contactors at the same temperature as one another. 

3. The assumption that the gas is saturated with water vapor at the 

inlet and outlet of all vessels. 

tIn this_ discussion, · P is assumed to be 1 atmosphere, so that p. = y .. 
~ ~ 

'l'his assumption is not necessary, but the nomenclature is simplified. 

! 

,_ 
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4. The assumption that the liquid leaving each contactor is in equilib-

rium with half the actual outlet HCl mole fraction. 

Procedure:· 

1. · Guess init-ial · vaiues of T2 and T3, such as T2 = T3 = Tl . 

. 2. Using assumption 4 and the knownvalue ofyHCl4 , determine x2 . 

3. Knowing x2 , y H 04 may be determined in accord with assumption 3. 
2 

Since yHCl 4 and the flow rate of gaseous inerts is known, GH2o4 and 

GHC14 may be determined algebraically. 

4. Guess yHCl2 • 

5. Determine x3 using assumption 4. Determine yH 02 using assumption 3. 
2 

Calculate the values of GH
2
02.and GHC12 in a way similar to the cal-

culation of GHC14 and GH
2

o4 in step 3. 

6. In passing through the cooler E-1, some HCl vapor must condense, 

since Tl < T3. As a simplification, it was assumed that only water 

vapor would condense, so that GHC12 = GHC13. The value of yH. 03 may 
2 

be determined using assumption 3, since x1 is fixed. The values of 

GH203 and yHCl
3 

may be calculated algebraically. 

7. The inlet and outlet liquid flow rates were calculated for each 

absorber, based. on the amount of HCl. absorbed, the amount of water· 

vaporized and the change in liquid composition over each contactor; 

For example, 

(A-V..;l) 
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8~ The mass balance is checked by ascertaining whether the total amount 

of HCl absorbed by the liquid stream, L
3
x

3 
- L1x1 is equal to the 

amount of HCl lost by the gas in R-1 plus R-2. If the mass balance 
i 

does not check, a new value of yHCl2 is calculated, based on a value 

of GHC12 that would make the mass balance check, the value of GH202 

determined in step 5 and the fixed value .of GI. Steps 5-8 are 

. repeated until the mass balance is satisfied. 

9. After satisfying the mass balance for the assumed values of T2 and 

T3, the heat balance for each contactor is calculated. 

10. If an imbalance exists in the heat equations, new values of T2 and 

T3 are chosen, the mass balance recomputed and the heat balance again 

checked. 

The procedure for converging on temperaturewas a "double-false 

position" scheme. It was found that other methods, such a·s direct sub.;. 

sti tution or Newton-Raphson iteration, . yielded values in the early 

iterations which could not be handled within the limit ranges over 

which the data curve fits were applicable. 

Procedure: 

l. If neither heat balance .is satisfied,·· increment T2 and T3 (+ or -

depending on the direction of imbalance). Continue this procedure 

until one of the heat balances changes sign . 

2. If, for example, the heat balance over R-2.chariges sign, a new value 

of T2 is calculated as 

T2 l n+ (A-V-2) 
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where b.(tH.) represents the total outlet minus the total inlet 1 . 

enthalpy. If the imbalance over R-1 still hasn't changed sign, 
I , 

increment T3 as in step 1. 
i 

3. When bo~h balances have changed sign, though not necessarilY: simul-

taneously, calculate both newT's using Eq. (A-V-2), since the itera-

tion should, at this time, have arri ve.d in the neighborhood· of the 

solution. 

4. Continue until 

ITi . - Ti ., < 8 
n+l n 
·I . 

(A-V_;3) 

I 
A measure of the effectiveness of the algorithm is the approach 

of the heat balances, denoted as ~(EH.), to zero. This solution scheme 
. 1 

converges from initial imbalances on the order of 107 cal/hr, with the 

initially guessed values of temperature, to values less than 10 cal/hr 

in about 20. iterations ·on; T, with o = 10-5• 

! 
. i 

I 

., 
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APPENDIX VI 

Equilibrium in the HCl-1dater ~~:·~E:. 

E:xtensi ve data a.:r·e available regarding the vapor pressure of. HCl 

. 28 . 
over its aqueous solutions; • Using a. computer, empirical equatior;s were 

derived to fit these data by solving simultaneous equations rele.ting 
- .I ' 

I 

the logarithm of vapor pressure to polynomials.in concentration ~nd 

temperature. 

For :>::HCl = 2 - 20 wt% 

T = 30 - ll0°C 

log
10

(pHCl) = -14.18427 + 0.31101X - O.Ol131X? + 0.00~20X3 

~1149.76~79/T + 0.06318~T - 0.000059T
2 

T OK 

X = gms HC1/J.OO gr.1s. H
2
o 

PHCl = mm Hg 

For ~Cl = 16 38 wt% 

T = 30 80°C 

1og10 (pHCl) = -48.99332973 + O.l016762lX + 0.00231592X
2 

-0.00003314X3 + 3266.40563656/T + 0.16804229T 

-0.00017038T
2 

X = wt% HCl 

p = n1m Hg 

(A-VI-1) 

Th d t ~ p 28 d ~ 26 ' •. d £ • • • 'l · e a a O.!. erry an 1.orman vere use ..;o aer1 ve s1m1 ar ex-

pressions representing· the vapor pressure of 'tTater over HCl solutions. 
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For ~C1 = 0 - 26 wt% HC1 

T = 20 - ll0°C 
. __ 2 3 

1og10 (pH 0 ) = 12.251601 - 0;00166X - 0.000507x- + 0.00000715X 
2 ' 

-2672.19272/T _: 0.008665T + 0.0000078206T2 (A-VI-3) 

I 
I 

T = ~K I 

x = gms . Hc1hoo gn1s H2o' 

I 

For ~Cl = 18 - 38; wt% HC1 

T = 30- 80i°C 
. 2 

1og10(pH 0 ) = -29.12759307 + O.Ol158613X - 0.00096607X 
2 

-0.00000579X3 + 1738.9320102/T +.0.11871723T 

- 0.0001204T2 (A-VI-4) 

X ;: wt% HC1 

p = mm Hg 
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APPENDIX VII 

HCl-Water System Enthalpy Data 

72 Van Nuys . has presented tables and graphs representing liquid 

· and vapor enthalpy for the system HCl-water (inert free) . 

The change of enthalpy associated with changing the temperature 

and concentration of liquid HCl solutions is due to the effects of both 

sensible heat change and heat of dilution. Based on values of total 

enthalpy and heat of dilution tabulated by Van Nuys (based on zero 

... enthalpy at 0°C) as. a function of temperature and composition, the sensible 

heat was implicitly defined as 

C (T-273) = H - H_ · p .. L --D (A-VII-1) 

where c = heat capacity, cal/gm °C p 

T = OK 

HL = total liquid enthalpy, cal/gm 

HD = heat of dilution, cal/gm 

A plot of C , so defined, as a function of composition and temperature 
p 

indicated that it was virtually temperature independent, and was linearly 

dependent on concentration, according to the functionality 

C = 1.00087 - l.90X p (A-VII-2) 

where X is the weight fraction of HCl in the liquid. The heat of dilution, 

HD, was fitJed as 

log10HD = -8.514798 + o.l3633X- o.o0351x2 
+ o.oooo4x3 + o.6142T 

-(l.64xlo-4 )T2 + (1.545xlo-7 )T3 (A-VII-3) 
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Valid for T = 30 - 70°C 

X = 0 - 32% HC1 by weight 

HD = cal/gm 

X= wt% HCl 

Thus, all the necessary data has been correlated to fit H
1 

as 

(A-VIr-4) 

This procedure for curve fitting the liquid enthalpy data was expected 

to yield more precise results than a simple polynomial fit of the total 

liquid enthalpy data because, although C and HD are monQtonically 
p 

decreasing and increasing with increasing concentration, the dependence 

of H
1 

on concentration is non-monotonic, with H
1 

having a minimum value 

at about 15% HCl. 
I 

The gas enthalpy was considered to be composed of two parts: 

a) The sensible heat of the inert gases, air and H2 

b). The enthalpy of the inert free H
2

0:-HC1 mixture, including effects of 

the latent heat of vaporization of the solution and the heat of absorption 

of HC1. 

The sensible heat of the inert gases was obtained by using the 

mean molar heat capacities of the components •. The mean-molar heat_. 

* capacity, Cp, may. be related to the molar heat capacity, Cp(molar) , by 

T 

c*(T-TO) =l C dT (A-VII-5) 
p TO p(molar) 



Since 

* 

c p(molar) 
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may be·. expressed as 

2 C -a+ bT +cT. p(molar) .-

C is given by 
p 

and 

c* = a + b( T+TO) /2 + c(T2+TTO+T02 ) /3 
p 

* Qs = GmH C H (T-TO) + G 
2 p 2 mair 

* C (T-TO) 
Pair 

where Qs = enthalpy of inert gas stream, cal/hr 

G . = component molar flow rate, gm moles/hr 
mJ. 

* C = mean-molar heat capacity, cal/gl!l mole °C 
p 

TO = reference temperature, 298°K 

Cp(molar) - molar heat capacity, cal/gm mole °C 

UCRL-189],.8 

(A-VII-6) 

(A-VII-7) 

(A-VII-8) 

The constants a, b, and c in Eq. (A-VII-7) were obtained from Smith 

and Van Ness73 as 

Component a bX10 3 cx1o6 

H2 6.947 -0.200 0.481 

Air 6.441 1.657 . -0.204 · (average of N
2 

and o
2

) 

The gas enthalpy of inert free HC1-H
2
o mixtures, Hg ,. is a linear 

function of composition, with temperature as a parameter defining a 

family of straight lines. The endpoints of these lines (at O% HCl and.· 

100% HCl) may readily be established. At o% HCl, 

H = (H +f1H ) . . cal/gm g L vap at T of 1nterest · 
{A-VII-9) 
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~H is the heat of vaporation of pure water which, based on data · vap 

obtained from the Handboo~ of Chemistry and Physics, 39 may be related to 

temperature (at atmospheric pressure) by 

~H , = 597.655- 0.586 (T-273) vap 

where 6H va~ : ::/ gm 

'At 100% HC+ 

I ' T_. 

H =

1

458. 8 + J C dT cal/gm 
g · PHCl 

273 

(A-VII-11) 

I 
in which 45

1

'8. 8 cal/gm is t,he heat of vaporization of pure HCl at 0°C and 

T . 
! 273 CpHCl ~T represents the sensibie heat increase from the reference 

I 
temperature't· 0°C, to the temperat1,1re of interest. The sensible heat term 

was express: d as 

b dT = (1/36. 47) [a(T-273·) + b(T
2 -273~)/2 

1 PHCl· 

where 

= cal/gm °C 

The 

c 
PHCl 

! 

necessary constants, a, b, ·and c are 73 

a= 6.732 

b = o.433x1o-3 

1.370X~0-6 
l 

c = 

(A-VII-12) 

. ' .,. 

The slope of a gas-enthalpy line .at a given temperatUre may then be 

written as 

.. 

.. 
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H (100%) - H (0%) s = ~g ________ ~g __ __ 
1.0 

(A-VII-13) 

so that, at a given temperature .. 

.. H = H (0%) + sX cal/gm 
g g 

(A-VII-14) 

in which X is the weight fraction of HCl in the gas. 

Thus, the total enthalpy at any point may be expressed as 

Q = LH .• + (G-G I) H + Q .. L. g s 

where Q = total (liquid + gas) enthalpy, cal/hr 

1 = liquid flow rate, gms/hr 

G = total: gas. flow rate, gms/hr 

G' = flow rate of inert gas, gms/hr 
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APPENDIX VIII 

Physical ~operties-HCl-Water System 

1. ·Lig_uid Properties 

The dens.ity of HCl solutions as a function of temperature and 
! 

concentrat~on is gi~en by ·Perry. 28 An average value of 64.92 lb/ft3 was 
. . , I 

taken as constant over the temperature and concentration ranges considered. 

Th~ viscosity of 31.5 wt% HCl may be obtained from a nomograph 

shown 
. 28 

by Perry. ··: A tabular representation of pure water viscosity is 

also presented .. An estimate of the liquid viscosity was made by assuming 

it to be an arithmetic average between ptire water at 30°C and 31.5% HCl 

at 66°C. The error of this assump~ion would be compensated by the facts 

. that the inlet viscosity would actually be lower than that assumed and 

the outlet viscosity larger. The estimated viscosity was 0.482 centi-

poise, which was taken as constant. 

It will be noted that the liquid-phase properties are used only. 

in estimating the two-phase pressure drops through the-various contacting 

devices, sipce the absorption of HCl is gas phase controlled. The esti-
' . ' 

mates Of these properties, together with the assumptions of their constancy, 

are probably sufficiently accurate for this purpose. 

2. Gas Properties 
' .. 

The gas density at any point was taken as a molar average of t~e 

individual gas densities, corrected for temperature by the ideal gas law. 

At.0°c28 : 

.• 
' 
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Component Density (lb/ft 3) 

HCl 0.1024 

Air 

0.0056 

0.05017 

0.0808 

·At any point: 

where: 

p = 
g (O.l024yHCl + 0.0056yH + 

2 
+ o.o8o8yAir)(273/T) 

pg = lb/ft 3 ' 

0.05017H O 
2 

y. = niole fraction.of i in the gas phase 
~ 

(A-VIII-1) 

The gas viscosity at the inlet and outlet conditions predicted 

" ' 34 by the black box' mass balance was calculated by the method of Wilke 

where 

and 

n X. fl. 

llmix = .L: ~ ~ 

n 
~=1 

~ <l>ij X. 
~=1 J 

f.li,f.lj =viscosities at system T + P 

M. ,M. = molecular weights of species 
~ J 

n = number of component 

x. ,x. = mole fractions of components . 
~ J 

(A-VIII-2) 

(A-VIII-3) 

I 

Based on the known inlet and outlet compositions, inlet and outlet 

temperatures of 30 and 60°C and values of component viscosities at these 

temper13;tures interpolated from data in the Handbook of Chemistry and 
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39 28 Physics and Perry, the values of the inlet and outlet gas viscosities 

were determined to be O.Ol75 cp and 0.01483 cp. An average viscosity (;>f 
, I 

0.01665 cp (l.ll888xlo-5 lb/ft sec) was taken as the gas viscosity, to 

i 

avoid the complexity of accounting both for temperature and composi ti~:>rl 

effects. 
' : i 

The diffusivity of HCl and H
2
o in the milxture at. inlet and outlet 

conditions was determined, by estimating the valties of Dij for all com

binations ~f the gas comptments, and averaging them in an appropriate 

way ~o determine DHCl . and DH 0 . 
,m- ! 2 ,m 

The binary diffusivities were 

34 

determined 

formula 

0.0018583 (T3(1/M; + 1/M ) ]1/ 2 
~ j . 

where:·. T = °K 

P - atm 

D .. 
~J 

2 = em /sec 

2 n - -
Pcrij.D .. 

~J 

- function of molecular radii, A 

I 

I 
I . 

from the Chapman~Enskog 

(A-Vip-4) 

a ij 

n 
Dij 

=·dimensionless function of tempera~ure aPd intermolec~lar 

atomic field-·-

M. j = mol.ecular weights of component i or /j 
~' , I 

For determining the mixture diffusi vi tiL, a modification of the 

Stefan-Maxwell equation was used. The Stefan-Maxwell equation is 34 

.. 

.. 



where 

CD. . 

N. 
1. 

l.,m 

and 
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n 

Ni- Yj_ E Nj 

j=l 

are the molar fluxes of the components, 

UCRL-18918 

(A-VIII-5) 

c is the 

concentration' y i and y j are the component mole fractions' and n . is 

the number of components. In a system of four components, if N2=N
3

=N4=Q 

Eq. (A-VIII-'5) may be rewritten as 

(A-,VIII-6) 

Similarly, if N1 = -N2 , and N
3 

= N4 - 0, the simplification is 

1 + 2yl 
D. 

1. ,m 'y2+yl y y4 + _3_+ 
. Dl2 Dl3 Dl4 

(A-VI·II-7) 

The actual situation encountered in the present system, with both · 

HCl and H2o. having non-zero fluxes, is intermediate between these two · 

cases. Because of the high mole fraction of air, the values obtained 

by using Eqs. (A-VIII-6) and (A-VIII-7) were nearly the same. As a 

result, Eq. (A-VII-7) was used to calculate the mixture diffusivity, 

with a probable small degree of error. Without temperature correction, 

. the inlet and outlet values of DHCl ,m are 0.1807 and 0.1837 cm
2 
/sec, 

while the values forD are 0.250 and 0.265 cm2/sec. An average 
H

2
0,m 

value for. each system was used and, asstiming diffusivity to be propor-

tional to the square of absolute temperature, 34 the diffusivities were 

written as: 
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DHC1,m = 0.1822 (T/303) 2 cm2/sec 
2 ' 2 

DR 0 = 0.2574 (T/303) em /sec 
2 ,m 

UCRL-18918 
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APPENDIX IX 

Physical Properties for·coefficient Correction 

1. Liquid Properties for 02 Desorption at 25°C, 1 atmosphere ·' 

D1 = D0 -H 0 = 2.5x1o-5 cm
2

/sec (Ref. 28) 
2 2 

}..11 = ]..!H 0 
2 

= 0.8937 cehtipoise (Ref. 39) 

p1 = pH O = 62.43 lb/ft3 (R~f. 28) 
2 . 

2. Gas Properties for Lean Ammonia Absorption at 21°C, 1 atmosphere 

NSch = 0.65 (Ref. 33) 

Pg = = 0.0749 lb/ft3 (Ref. 39) pair 

]..lg =·]..lair= 182.7 micro-poise= 1.227x1o-5 lb/ft sec (Ref. 39) 18°C 

3. HCl Absorption 

a. Gas properties at 21°C, 1 atmosphere 

2 D = 0.172 em /sec (Appendix VIII) 
g 

p = 0.0778 lb/ft3 (inlet .composition; Appendix VIII) 
g 

, .]..! = 171.4 micro-poise = 1.152Xl0-5 lb/ft sec (molar average 
g 

at inlet; :component viscosities from Ref. 39) 

b. Liquid properties at 25°C 

5 2 . 28 
D

1 
= 3.lxlO- em /sec (for dilute solutions) 

0 5868 t . . ( . t. ) 28 ]..ll = . cen l.pOl.Se average composl. l.On 

P1 = 62.92 lb/ft 3 (Ref. 28) 
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The accuracy of these liquid properties is not critical for the gas-

phase-controlled HCl absorption system. 
- ' 

4. co2 Absorption 

a. Gas properties·at 21°C, 1 atmosphere 

D = D - 6.65x1o-
4 

ft
2
/sec (estimated using Chapman-Enskog 

g H2:-C?2 
formula described inAppendix VIII) 

= 6. 389xlo-6 1b/ft sec (molar average. viscosity at average 

composition. Component viscosities from Ref. 39) 

Pg = pg 150 (338.6/294.0)(14.7/140.0) (pg 150 is the average 

density in the contactor of interest; see Appendix IV) 

b. Liquid pro!'erties at 25°C 

- -5 2 ( D1 =0.982x10 em /sec Based on diffusivity of co
2 

in water 

at 25°C (Ref. 28} corrected for viscosity on the assumption 

that D "' Jl -0· 93 (R. f 1 1 e · 33)) 

P1 = 77.4 lb/ft3 (Ref. 28) 

]11 1 87 t . . ( - . t . ) 38 = . cen 1po1se average compos1 1on. 
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APPENDIX X 

Fo~rth-Order Runge-Kutta Integration for HCl Absorption 

in a Packed Column 

UCRL-18918 

In a form suitable for numerical integration, the rate equations 

for HCl absorption may be written as: 

where: 

n+l 

(Lx)n+l - (Lx)n = SKg~Cl ~Cl p ~ * (yHCl-yHCl) dz 

(Gy)n+l - (Gy)n = SKg~ 0 ~ 0 
2 2 

L = total liquid flow, gms/hr 

G = total gas flow, gins/hr 

n 

x = wt fraction of HCl in liquid 

y = wt fraction of ~20 in gas 

s - tower cross sectional area, 

p = total pressure, atm 

z = length coordinate, ft 

y· = mole fraction of component j j 

* yj = mole fraction of component j 

of composition x at point in 

ft 2 

in bulk gas 

in equilibrium with 

column 

( A-x~l) 

(A-X-2) 

liquid 

Kgaj = mass-transfer coefficient for component j ' gm moles/atm 

ft 3 hr 

M. molecular weight of transferring species j 
.. 

= 
J 

The simultaneous integration of the two rate equations is similar 

to a problem solved by Lapidus. 36 To perform the Runge-Kutta integration, 

·\ 
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the equations must be capable of being rewritten as: 

d( Lx) = F( Lx , Gy) dz 

d(Gy) = G(Lx,Gy) dz 

* * 

UCRL-18918 

(A-X-3) 

(A-X-4) 

This implies that the quantities (yHCl-yHCl) and (yH 0 - yH 0 ) must be 
2 2 

expressed solely in terms of Lx and Gy. This was done through the 

following set of equations: 

GHCln+l = GHCl~ (Lx)n+l + (Lx)n 

GH20n+l = GH20n + (Gy)n+l - (Gy)n 

L 
n+l 

* 

(GHCl)n+l 

GHCl l + GH 0 + G_H
2
- + Gair n+ 2 n+l 

GH20n+l 

= L + (Lx) . - (Lx) .. + (Gy) - (Gy)n+l n n+l n n 

YHCl = f(xn+1'T) 

* YH 0- g(xn+1'T) 
2 

Gn+l = G + (Gy) • - (Gy) - (Lx) +1. + (Lx) · n n+l n · n n 

(A-X-5) 

(A-X-6) 

(A-X-7) 

(A-X-8) 

(A-X-'9) 

(A-X-11) 

(A-)_C-12) 

b.P/b,L = f(Ln+1 , Gn+l, physical and equipment properties) (A-X-14) 

K a. = f(L 
1

, G 1 , I::.P/1::.1, physical pr_operties) g J n+ n+ (A-X-15) 

-.;_.I 
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where GHCl, GH
2
0, GH

2
, Gair are gas flow rates· of. component gases, 

gm moles/hr, T is the system temperature, and M. is the molecular weight 
1 

of component i. 

Since L , G , x , T , GHCl , GH20
0

, Gair, and GH2 are initially 
0 . 0 0 0 . 0 

set, this set of equations satisfies the_ requirements of Eqs. (A
1

-X-3) 
I 

and ( A-X-4) . 

Integration is initialized by choosing ~z and guessing a value 

of T at a point ~z up the column. (Lx) 1 and (Gy) 1 are calculated 
n+ n+ . 

by the scheme: 

k
0 

= ~zF[(Lx)n, (Gy)n] 

m = ~zG[(Lx) , (Gy)n] o . n 
(A-X-16) 

k 1 = ~zF[(Lx)n+l/2 k
0

, (Gy)n+l/2 m
0

] 

m
1 

= ~zG[(Lx) +1/2 k , (Gy) +1/2 ni ] 
n o n o (A-X"""l7) 

k2 = ~zF[(Lx)n+l/2 k1 , (Gy)n+l/2 m1·J 

m2 = ~zG[(Lx)n+l/2 k1 , (Gy)n+l/2 m1 J (A~X-18) 

k
3 

= ~zF[(Lx)n+k2 , (Gy)n + m2] 

In
3 

= ~zG[(Lx)n+k2 , (Gy)n+m2] (A-x.:.l9) 

(A-X .... I9) 

(A-X_;20) 

With the new calculated values of (Lx)n+l and (Gy)n+l' the heat 

balance over the increment ~z is checked. If the heat balance does riot 
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check, a new value of temperature is selected, and the values of (Lx)n+l 

and (Gy) 
1 

are recalculated. The procedure for converging on tempera
n+ 

ture was a Reguli-Falsi iteration scheme, similar to that described in 

Appendix V. 

This procedure continues for !::.z increments up the column until 

a selected boundary condition-such as the independently set value of 

the outlet HCl composition-is reached, and the sum of the l::.z's represents 

the column height. 

Since the changes in composition and temperature were greatest .. 

in the early parts of the contactors, the algorithm was made more 

efficient by using a variable step size,· !::.z, which was small at the 

early stage of the contactor and increased-by 20% at each successive 

step. The performance of the technique was tested by varying the initial 

siep size and comparing the column heights calculated. 
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1. 

APPENDIX XI 

Flow Equations and Determination of Column Lengths 

for the co2-K~3 System 

Flow Equations for the co2~3 System-Sample Calculation 

The molalities of K
2
co

3 
and KHC0

3 
may be related to the molality 

of unconverted K
2

co
3 

by the expressions38: 

MKHC0
3 

= 2Bf(MiK2co
3

) 

MK2co
3 

= B(l-f)(MiK2co
3

) 

where: MiK
2
co

3 
is the molality of Unconverted K2co

3 
(amount of co

2 
absorbed) 

f = ~~· --~~~~~----~--~~~~~--~~~--~ (maximum stoichiometric amoUnt of C02 which may be 

absorbed by a given concentration of K2co
3

) 

= fraction conversion 

B = factor to account for water consumed in the reaction 

of co
2 

and K
2
co

3 
= __ ___...::5;...::5..;.· .:..:51:....--· 

55.51 - f(MiK2co
3

) 

At 25% K2co
3

, the maximum stoichiometric loading of K2co
3 

is 7.09 

standard cubic feet of co2/gallon of solution. 

Molality of unconverted 25% K~3 
At 150°F sp. gr. ( 150/60·) K;2co

3 
= 1. 215 

, Density of H20 at 60°F = 0.999 gm/cc 
. . . 

Weight of K2co
3 

= (1.215)(0.999)(0.25) = 0.3034gm/cc 

Weight of H2o = .1.2137- 0.3034 = 0.9103 gm/cc 

MiK
2

co
3 = 

0.3034 gms K2co
3
/cc 

X 
l ~ mole 

X 1000 
0.9103 gms H20/cc 138.2 gms K2co

3 / 

MiK2co
3 = 2.4038 

gm moles K2co
3 

1000 gms H20 

(A-XI-l) 

. (A.:.xi-2) 

(A-XL-3) 
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Flow equations--co-current flow 

Based on the st_oichiometry of the co2-K2co
3 

reaction, and 

neglecting density changes with reaction, the molarities of K2co
3 

and KHC0
3 

may be related to the molarities corresponding to the 

inlet absorbent -loading by: 

(KHco
3

) GI y/(1-y )] 

where: F = Absorbent flow rate, liter/hr 

GC020 =initial co2 gas flow, gmn1oles/hr 

GI = flow rate of gaseous inerts, gm moles/hr 

y = bulk mole fraction of co2 in gas 

Flow equations for single-contactor case 

Inlet co2 loading = 2 SCF co
2
/gallon of solution 

Therefore, f = 0.282 

B = 1.0123 

so that: MKHC0
3 

= l. 3727 gm moles/1000 gm H20 

MK2co
3 

= 1.7468 gm moles/1000 gm H
2

0 

At 28% conversion, p
1 
~ 1.2217 gm/cc 

Conversion to molarity: 

(A-XI-4) 

(A-XI-5) 

1221.7 gm/li ter 
[ ( l. 3727) ( 101.1) + ( 1.7468 )( 138. 2) + 1000.0] gm/1000 gm H

2
0 

= 0.88516 (1000 gm H20)/liter 

(KHco3 )0 = (1.3727)(0.88516) = 1.2150 gm moles/liter 

(K2co
3

)0 = (1.7468)(0.88516) = 1.5462 gm moles/liter 
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F = 232,638.87 Lite~/hr 

GI = 314,637.24 gm moles/hr 

GC020 = 76,765.57 gm moles/hr 

Therefore: (KHC0
3

) = 1.8748 2.7047 y/(1-y) gm moles/liter 

(K2co
3

) = 1.2163 + 1.3524 y/(1-y) gm moles/liter 

(A-XI-6) 

(A-XI-7) 

The flow equations for the other contactor combinations may be calculated 

similarly. 

2. Evaluation of Column Heights for co2 Absorption 

The integrals to be evaluated in determining the height (or 

length) or the contactors.used for co2 absorption were numerically 

integrated using Simpson 1 s rule. Simpsori 1 s rule may be stated as 

b 

J 
a 

where h = b-a 
m 

(A-.X+-8) 

(A-XI-9) 

m = number of equal sized intervals at the· ends of which the 

function is evaluated. According to the above notation, m 

is an even integer. 

Co-current packed column 

Th~ integral which is to be evaluated may be written as 

. _
3 

.J(co=;)out·d(co;) 

10 . - HPy-C 
. (CO-). b 

3 1n 

(A-XI'-10) 

,.; 



i 
i 
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The variables may be related by the following equations and constants: 

(co;) =A+ B y/(1-y) gm mo~es/liter 

(Hco;) = c - D y/(1-y) gm moles/liter 

(A-xr~n) 

(A-XI-12) 

where y is the mole fraction of C02 in the bulk gas and A, B, C, and D 

are constants (see Eqs. (A-XI-6) and A-XI-7)) 

H = H xlo-Ksi gm moles/atm cm3 
w· 

(A-XI-13) 

in which H is the physical solubility constant and H is the physical 
'W 

solubility constant for co2 iri water. 

H = 1.16x10-5 gm moles/atm cm3 
w 

K = 0.06 
s 

I = l/2[6(co;) + 2(Hco;)] gm ions/liter 

K2 (Hco;)
2 (HC0-) 2 

gm moles/cm3 
cb =- = 1. 525Xl0-7 ~. 

K1 (co;) (co;) 

Procedure: 

(A-XI-14) 

(A-XI-15) 

1. Knowing yin and yout' compute (co;)in and (co;)out using Eq. 

(A-XI-11). 

2. Choose number of equal intervals, m, over which integration is to 

occur; define 

h = [(co;)in - (co;)out]/m 

3. For (co=
3

). , (co=
3

). - h, (co=
3

). - 2h, ... , (co=
3

)out' calculate y · J..n 1n 1.n 

using Eq. (A-XI-11). 

4. Calculate (Hco;)in' ..• , (Hco;)out using Eq. (A-XI-12). 

.. 



5. 

6. 

Calculate I, H, and cb. 
. 1 

f(xi) = HPy-C 
. b 
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The evaluation procedure for the an~ular-flow contactor is 

similar, with the addition of equations relating y to C and C . 
e a 

-~ 
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APPENDIX XII 

Nomenclature 

The dimensions .of the·nomenclattire used are expressed in terms 

of length (1), time(t), mass (M); force (F), thermalenergy (H)', and 

temperature (T). More specific dimensions, consistent with various 

equations and correlations, ·are given in the text. 

A 

a 

.a 

a 
0 

a 
w 

a' 

B 

B 

.b 

c 

c 

c 
·~ a 

numerical constant 

-1 interfacial area per unit volume, 1· 

numerical constant 

·. -1 
dry packing area per unit volume, 1 

-1 cylindrical area per unit volume of spray tower, 1 

-1 area per unit volume associated with sprayed droplets, 1 

factor to account for water consumed in reaction between 

numerical constant 

numerical constant 

numerical constant 

concentration of component in liquid, mole/13 

. 3 
equivalent co2 concentration in annular liquid, mole/1 

concentration of free carbon dioxide in the bulk of the 

solution, mole/13 

CD drag coefficient, dimensionless 

c 
e 

c 
0 

equivalent C02 concentration in 

reagent concentration, mole/13 

. 3 
entrained droplets, mole/1 

Cp heat capacity per unit mass, H/MT 

'--' 
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C heat capacity per mole, H/mole T 
p(molar) 

c* concentration of physically dissolved co2 in equilibrium with 

c* 
p 

c 

c 
m 

D 

D 

D 

D 
p 

d 

d' 

. 3 
interfacial gas concentration, mole/1 

mean molar heat capacity, H/mole T 

numerical c9nstant 

mass concentration of entrained drop~ets, M/13 

diffusivity, 12/t 

contacto:t diameter, 1 

n~erical constant 

equivalent spherical diameter of particle, 1 

bubble or droplet diameter, 1 

dimensionless bubble diameter 

E energy dissipation per unit volume, 1F/13t 

E entrainment, M/t 
n 

EMV Murphree stage efficiency, dimensionless 

F volumetric liquid flow·rate, 13/t 

Fr Frounde n~ber, dimensionless 

f fraction conyersion, dimensionless 

f friction,factor, dimensionless 

G mass gas flow rate, M/t 

G 
m 

molar gas flow rate, mole/t 

GI molar gas flow rate of gaseous inerts, mole/t 

Gi molar gas flow rate of component i, mole/t 

G' mass gas flow rate of gaseous inerts, M/t 

gc gravitational constant, ML/Ft 2 
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H Henry's ·law solubility const13-nt, mole L 2 IF L 3 
I 

HD heat of dilution per unit mass, H/M 

H 
g 

H I 

g 

HL 

H . 
W! 

\ 

t.H v:ap 

inert free gas enthalpy per unit mass, HIM 

enthalpy per unit mass of inert gases, HIM 

liquid enthalpy, HIM 

Henry's law constant for solubility in water, mole L2/F L3 

heat of vaporization of water per unit mass, HIM 

t.(EH) measure of lack of closure of heat balance, Hit 

h 

I 

I 
n 

In' 

j I 

D 

K 

K As(OH)
3 

K 
g 

Kg' 

K 
s 

K w 

k 

integration interval for application of Simpson's rule 

ionic strength, ionsiL3 ' 

interchange· rate, MILt 

interchange rate, MltL 2 

factor to account for diffusional mass transfer, dimensionless 

proportionality constant relating yG to· R , dimensionless •g 

first dissociation constant of carbonic acid, mole/L 3 

second dissociation constant of carbonic acid', moleiL3 

. ( ) I 3 stoichiometric dissociation constant of As OH 
3

, mole L 

2 I 2 over-all mass-transfer coefficient, L mole FL t 

over-all mass-transfer coefficient characterizing diffusional 

mass transfer in annular flow, L2 moleiFL2t 

solubility proportionality constant, dimensionless 

equilibrium constant for water dissociation, mole2/L6 

numerical constant 

k mass-transfer coefficient for interchange, Lit 

k. 
1 

k0 
"-

mass-transfer coefficient. for steady-state interchange, Lit· 

second-order reaction rate constant, L31mole t 
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kAs 

k a c 

k e 

k a g 

kl 

kOH 

L 

LTU 

M 

m 

m 

m; 
]. 

N 

NTU 

p 

l:!.P/l:!.L 

rate constant for arsenite-catalysis, L3/mole_t 

gas-phase mass-transfer coefficient; t -l 

constant representing equilibrium approach, dimensionless 

gas phase mass transfer coefficient, L2 mole/F L3 t 

physical liquid phase mass-transfer coefficient, L/t 

rate constant accounting for reaction of co2 with hydroxlde 

ions, L3/mole t 

mass liquid flow rate, M/t 

mass flow rate of liquid in annular film, M/t 

length of individual phase transfer unit, L 

molecular weight, M/mole 

numerical constant 

number of intervals in Simpson's rule integration 

rate of interchange mass transfer,,M/L2t 

number of dispersed spherical particles 

number of individual phase transfer units, dimensionless 

2 total pressure, F/L 

pressure drop per unit length, F/L3 

(flP/flL)* pressure drop per unit length based on gas or liquig 

properties and combinedphase velocities, F/L3 

partial pressure or vapor pressure, F/L2 p 

Q total enthalpy per unit time, H/t 

Q volumetric flow rate, L3/t 

Qs enthalpy of inert gases per unit time, H/t 

R 2 2 universal gas constant, ML /t T mole 
'. 



.. 
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R absorption rate, mole/12 t 

Rd holdup of dispersed phase, dimensionless 

Re 

R en 

r 

r 

s 

Sch 

s 

T 

TO 

t 

u 
hom 

U' hom 

v 

We 
c 

Reynolds number, dimensionless 

2 entrainment parameter, M1 /Ft 

gas holdup, dimensionless 

liquid holdup, dimensionless 
j 

chemical reaction· rate, mole/13t 

radius, 1 

cross sectional area of contactor, 12 

Schmidt number, dimensionless 

2 droplet surface area, 1 

slope 

temperature, T 

reference temperature, T 

time, t 

homogeneous velocity, 1/t 

modified homogeneous velocity for packed column, 1/t 

fluid velocity, 1/t 

slip velocity, 1/t 

terminal velocity, 1/t 

critical Weber number, dimensionless 

-Wf energy per unit mass, 1F/M 

X · ·liquid phase concentration for correlation of physical 

properties, various units 

x mole or weight fraction of componentrin liquid, dimensionless 

x weight fraction of solute in annular liquid, dimensionless · a 

1 ... /. 

' 

-..Lr 
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X Weight fraction of solute in entrained liquid, dimensionless 
e 

y bulk gas mole or weight fraction, dimensionless 

,_, 
interfacial gas mole fraction, dimensionless 

ratio of velocity of gas to combined velocities of gas and 

liquid, dim~nsionless 
I 

* y gas mole fraction in equilibrium with bulk liquid, dimensionless-

z length coordinate, L 

Z total length, L 

Greek Letters 

activity coefficient correction for carbonate ions, dimensionless 

constant in Ergun.equation, dimensionless 

activity coefficient correction for bicarbonate ions, dimensionless 

constant in Ergun equation, dimensionless 

y activity coefficient correction for water, dimensionless 

convergence interval, T 

e: packing void fraction, dimensionless 

n 

e droplet holding time, t 

density parameter, dimensionless 

viscosity, F/Lt ,(' 

p density, M/L 3 

a surface tension, F/L 

a AB function of molecular radii, L 

¢g Lockhart and Martinelli parameter, dimensionless 
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¢ viscosity correlation parameter, dimensionless · 

x Lockhart and Martinelli parameter, dimensionless 

'¥ viscosity and ·surface tension parameter, dimensionless 

n 
Dij 

function of temperature and intermolecular fields, dimensionless 

Subscripts. 

atm 

c 

ds 

g 

i 

i - j 

i ,m 

1 

J!liX 

sv 

tp 

0 

50 

90 

95 

cbrrected for atmospheric conditions 

critical 

mean diameter-surface 

gas 

of component i 

of component i ih component j 

of component i in mixture 

liquid 

mixture 

mean surface-volume 

two phase 

initial. 

.exceeded by 50% 

.exceeded by 10% 

exceeded by 5% 

,-j~ . 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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